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Abstract
This thesis investigates active and/or passive utilization of robot morphology to achieve
effective and safe interaction with its environment. The proposed approach is based on
replicating certain morphological features observed in nature to enhance robotic performance
during contact. The term morphology herein refers not only to the shape, but also physical
properties such as stiffness, as well as actuator and sensor distribution [1].
Within the context of “Soft Robotics”, two paradigms entailing contact are considered: a
soft continuum manipulator for soft interaction and haptic perception; and a rigid-link arm
with internal actuator compliance for potential industrial collaborative tasks.
Firstly, A fluid-actuated intrinsically-soft continuum robot is proposed as a bioinspired
finger-like appendage. A novel analytical model is presented to solve the continuum kinematics
based on the Cosserat Beam Theory and the Principle of Virtual Work, yielding complete
pose and force data across the backbone hence attaining embodied sensory information. In
addition, elasticity versus hyperelasticity considerations are discussed, showing the validity
of elastic assumptions within its operational range.
Secondly, for the first time, the soft robotic appendage is used for haptic perception in soft
tissue palpation for anomaly detection. Using Silicone as a tissue phantom, different actuation
pressures are applied to the robot for mapping the tissue surface and detecting a hard nodule
embedded in the phantom while estimating the tip force of the robotic appendage.
Thirdly, an innovative design is introduced to generate variable impedance for the soft
robotic appendage. Inspired by muscular movement in nature, a hybrid actuation scheme is
proposed by introducing embedded tendons inside the manipulator’s wall to enable stiffness
adjustment, which also improves manoeuvrability. Experiments are carried out by applying
an external force in different configurations while changing the stiffness by the two actuation
mechanisms, demonstrating that dual antagonistic actuation increases load bearing capacities
in this class of manipulators.
Subsequently, the tendon-augmented robotic appendage is enhanced by multiplying the
tendons to produce a more uniform longitudinal tension distribution. Sweeping tests of a
Silicone phantom with an embedded nodule are again carried out with different actuation
pressures and tendon tensions. Utilising force sensors placed at the tip and at the base
(representing tactile and proprioceptive cues, respectively), the behaviour of selected sensing
modalities are investigated and compared. This novel setting delivers insights into the
role of internal impedance regulation in perceptive exploration and how the tactile and
proprioceptive sensory cues evolve by alteration in the morphology of the appendage. The
final outcome of this stage presents a soft robotic appendage which emulates some biological
morphology in being intrinsically soft and safe by its passive conformity, benefiting from
embodied action-perception coupling, while enabling antagonistic actuation for actively
adjusting internal impedance to arbitrate information gain.
Finally, the concept of exploiting variable impedance for safe interaction is extended to a
rigid link robotic arm. A novel active approach is presented by employing a fuzzy inference
mechanism to generate a decision for actively adjusting the overall stiffness of the robotic
arm in the task-space direction(s) along the trajectory that is assumed to lead to a collision
between the human and the robot, while not affecting the stiffness in other direction(s). It is
shown that the torque experienced by the actuators in the joints have the potential to be
used as a “stiffness” index for the arm in a coupled action/perception setting.
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Abstract—A research trend has emerged recently which investigates how to transfer certain
morphological features observed in nature to robots, aiming to produce a more “natural” robotic
behaviour for close interaction with humans which not only would be versatile but also safe.
One of the key elements to this end has been identified as “softness”; whether incorporated in
the robot’s body (i.e. hardware) or in the robot’s behaviour (i.e. software). This underlying
concept has evolved in two domains: A) To employ compliant material in the robot’s physical
assembly; and, B) To implement compliant dynamical algorithms. The outcome has given
birth to a field known as “Soft Robotics” which takes both concepts under its umbrella. This
research explores and exploits certain morphological features in this regard and demonstrates
the potential advantages of attaining variable impedance by introducing novel methods and
mechanisms in both domains to achieve safe and effective contact with humans. This chapter
describes the outline of this thesis by presenting the problem statement, the proposed approach




The behaviour of biological entities is directly correlated to their morphological qualities,
enabling their effective performance within the uncertainties and dynamic nature of their
surroundings [2]. These characteristics encompass the ability to regulate internal impedance
which contributes to safe interaction, active sensing, and co-emergence of action and perception
in embodied intelligence [3]. From a behavioural aspect, transferring various degrees of this
concept [4] to robotic systems has opened a new research field known as “Soft Robotics” [5],
which aims to extend robotic assistance by facilitating safe and effective interaction with
humans. Such a vision has potential applications in many areas ranging from medical
interventions [6, 7], elderly care [8], disaster response, industrial tasks [9], and so on. The
field of soft robotics has flourished in two sub-domains:
1. Accommodating compliant elements in the structure of robots; whether in localized joints in
a rigid-link robotic assembly [10, 11], or constituting the overall body of the robot [12].
2. Implementing control algorithms to exhibit variable impedance entailing hard compo-
nents [13].
This thesis investigates certain morphological features in the concept of soft robots to
promote interaction with humans. With respect to the first category, a soft continuum
manipulator is investigated and proposed for safe operation and active haptic perception. For
the second category, a novel approach is presented to generate variable impedance in a rigid-
link robot for close collaborative tasks. Safe manipulation is achieved by the passive intrinsic
softness in the former case, while accomplished via active arbitration in the latter. Exploiting
active or passive morphological adaptations - whether through inherent material softness or
via active impedance regulation - herein is referred to as “morphological control” [14]. The
term “situated” denotes “taking place in the context of task-relevant inputs and outputs” [15].
1.2 Problem Statement
Traditional robots are neither safe nor effective for delicate contact.
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The recent growth of robotics has risen expectations for extending robotic operation to
more uncertain situations than before [16]: not only in industry, but also where physical/bio
hazards or logistic remoteness compel tele-operation, entailing physical contact within irregular
surroundings. One such emerging demand is working in close proximity with delicate and/or
living tissues, specifically humans [17, 18]. This, in turn, necessitates developing robotic
platforms which not only are capable of effective performance, but would also ensure physical
safety in interaction. Robots with safe and effective collaborative abilities are claimed to
have a transformative effect on our lifestyle with a wide range of applications from home to
healthcare, rehabilitation, and disaster rescue [8]. Even in factories which typically utilize
precision-based automation, there is a growing demand to utilize robots in close proximity of
human workers [19] in various scenarios involving irregular patterns of motion and contact,
whilst preserving the human’s safety.
Traditional robotic systems have mainly been inspired by nature [20]. However, amid
all progress in modelling and control, these robots in general fall short to operate safely
and successfully in unstructured environments [21, 22], namely in close contact with living
organisms [23, 24]. “Contact”, nonetheless, is a fundamental form of interaction [25] and
one of the principal means of attaining information [26]. Hence, for robots to extend their
operation beyond the bounds of controlled scenarios, the sense of touch [27] along with the
ability to cope with the changes in real world scenarios [2] is essential. Therefore, it seems
that promoting intelligent and effective robotic behaviour should be sought in conceptual
paradigms [28, 29], rather than solely furthering rigorous mathematical depth along traditional
methods.
“Robotics has been defined as the science which studies the intelligent connection between
perception and action” [30]. A robot’s perception and behaviour is formed by the dynamic
interaction between its body, sensory-motor coupling, and the environment [2, 31]. Until
recently, robots were mainly developed for environments intended for well-defined (and
often repetitious) tasks where qualities such as rapid production and precision are key. In
these settings, robots in general appear as rigid-link mechanisms governed by centralized
controllers which actively set the precise actions for stiff actuators where elastic behaviour
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is considered undesirable [32]. Their sensors’ abilities are determined by accommodating
sensing elements in defined locations, with modalities corresponding to specific and recognized
sensing tasks [16].
Two main outcomes of such an approach fall in the scope of interest of this thesis:
1. Favoring maximum rigidity has led to robots being regarded as harmful for operation
in conjunction with delicate environments. For example, a metallic gripper would
damage most fruits and vegetables in automated harvest [24]; or, humans and robots
are segregated in factories due to potential danger of collision [33].
2. Despite being highly capable and robust in precision-oriented tasks, the sensory-motor
arrangement in such robots are sensitive to alterations in the dynamic parameters of the
setting, therefore intrinsically limited [11, 34, 35]. This results in lack of adaptability
for tasks involving interaction with irregular geometries/surroundings [36] such as
grasping, where the arising control and sensing problems have often deemed to be too
complex [31, 37].
On the other hand, humans ubiquitously engage in activities entailing contact on a daily
basis, which - for example - involves adjusting the pose or the pressure/relaxation in fingers
to distinguish stiffness of objects, stroke a surface to identify its texture, grasp a fruit, hold a
hamster, or palpate a patient’s abdomen to locate anomalies. A simple observation discloses
several features in these actions, which are quite contrary to those listed earlier for current
robotic systems:
1. Geometries and motions are not well-defined and are mathematically unpredictable;
2. The precise contact point(s) is (are) not decided a priori. Humans naturally tend to
simplify manipulation tasks; a factor which is often waived when designing a robot.
3. The sensory-motor coupling is modulated by changing the sensors’ morphology [16, 37],
which is highly coupled with forming the desired response to a physical stimuli induced
by the surroundings to produce useful sensory information [37].
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These characteristics pose a challenge for employing robotic assistance in activities com-
prising delicate contact. Within such a context inundated with nonlinear and/or metastable
dynamics [23], simply transferring the same conventional methods from industrial settings to
our daily routine has not been effectual [2], as new situations or conflicting constraints will
always arise for which robots have not received instructions, rendering traditional control
strategies inadequate [29].
1.3 Inspiration
Nature is safe and effective for delicate contact.
Animals operate very differently from rigid robots with respect to their surroundings. The
co-evolving of body and brain in their tight interplay has made biological species efficient for
continuous, compliant and robust engagement in a world full of fast changes, low predictable
information and high uncertainty, while preserving safety [2]. Notably, abilities such as
gripping, grasping, and sensing as prominent attributes have played a key role for survival.
As opposed to traditional robots where controllers enforce a prescribed behaviour in a fully
actuated space, animals are capable of manipulating their body with remarkable efficiency
despite the high under-actuation of neuro-muscle-skeletal system [38]. Their appropriate
adaptation of sensor morphology and active sensing capability enables managing diverse
tasks with distinct requirements [16].
Amongst the animal kingdom, appendages like the octopus’s arm or the chameleon’s
tongue display fascinating features. The octopus is a biological case of embodied intelligence,
demonstrating how effective behaviour is closely associated with the body’s morphology and
its interaction with the surroundings. The motor capabilities of its arms facilitate dexterous
manipulation for conforming to the task at hand not only through its shape and geometry,
but also by regulating the stiffness [36]. These enhanced manoeuvres and motor control are
mostly ascribed to the special morphological features of the body [39] and not by alteration
in the brain control strategy [36], as the brain of the octopus is relatively small and contains
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as many neurons as in the dog brain (around half a billion) in its central nervous system
(CNS) [40, 41].
Yet, with the current state of technology, an attempt to explicitly duplicate a biological
system does not seem viable. Not only is a single neuron - comprising all intricate details -
too complex to be synthesized artificially, but also may not be of much relevance. Rather,
the focus is to figure out the underpinning principles of biological systems and transfer those
to robots [2]. Some of these principals which stem from the morphological properties could
be summarized as follows:
1. Softness: Contrary to rigid-link conventional manipulators were elasticity is deemed
unfavorable and works adversely against prescribed tasks, softness at contact point(s)
for biological species has proven beneficial [35] especially in highly unstructured tasks.
This prevalence of tissue softness along with body compliance in nature is extensively
exploited for effective and adaptable interaction with the surroundings [8] and simplifying
actions [5]. Compliance not only enables safety for both the agent and the environment,
but also allows coping with the object’s irregularities in shape and stiffness through
passive adaptability.
2. Dexterity: Biological contact appendages are usually seen to be capable of dexterous
motion with relatively high degrees of freedom (DoF). Species such as the octopus display
tremendous dexterity and manoeuvrability in performing tasks, thanks to the continuum
structures with no rigid components which allows stretching, shortening and bending
in all directions hence providing an infinite number of DoF; as the structure is able to
undergo excessive deformations which allows adapting to physical constraints [42].
3. Variable impedance: According to Hogan [43], ensuring mechanical coupling between the
agent and its environment requires the agent adopting the behaviour of an impedance. In
biological species, this function is realized by physical changes in the agent (or its relevant
extremities) [44], usually at an internal level. Regulating internal impedance facilitates
harmonious contact dynamics as the agent arbitrates between contact locations to select
the optimum points of contact or grasp [23]. Controlled stiffness in limbs is extensively
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used to manage different levels of force received from or exerted to the environment.
Additionally, internal impedance is one of the main factors determining the quality of
perception [3].
4. Coupled action-perception: Motor cognition conceptualizes the idea that perception
is embodied in action. “Action” is defined as generating movements to satisfy a specific
motor purpose, or as a response to the environment’s physical stimulation. Action and
perception are inherently coupled in a shared embodiment in humans and animals [45],
as opposed to conventional robots where we commonly witness distinct apparatus for
action (e.g. motors) and perception (e.g. sensors of various types). “Embodiment” has
been described as processing the exchange of information between the environment and
the agent as a result of their structural coupling through adaptive morphology [3, 15].
We perceive to act, and we act to perceive [46]; preserving a circular relation at a
hardware level as actuators and sensors are not decoupled [47]. The combination and
coordination of sensing and motor functions act to optimize sensory information gain
and the quality of perception [2, 3]. Information is the principal currency of cognitive
tasks and when information is computationally expensive [48] and nonetheless vital
for survival, embodiment matters. In embodied perception, levels of computation are
delegated from the brain to the musculoskeletal structure to reduce the computational
burden of the brain for faster action and reaction. Thus, control, in part, is actually
performed by the morphology of the body via its mechanical circuits [39]. Numerous
examples show how the body’s morphological properties can significantly reduce the
burden of the brain, such as grasping and tactile exploration [49]. According to the
principle of embodiment, intelligent behaviour requires a body with the capability of
interacting with the environment [39].
5. Adaptive sensor morphology: Species in nature extract their information via sensors
embedded in their body. Many studies in biology refer to the role of sensor morphology
in performing sensing tasks within different kinds of environments, such as modulating
the mechanoreceptors in the hand by physical changes of the body [50]. Cognition
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processing, though, comes at a high price. Every signalling event in neural activity
uses energy, partaking in the high metabolic rate of the brain. About 50% of the total
metabolic energy consumption in a mammalian brain is associated with signalling.
This rate inhibits excessive synaptic activity [48]. Therefore, optimum functionally
requires capturing not all the information, but all the information you can “afford” to
acquire. Sensing components need to comply interactively with the external stimuli
through a dynamic sensor morphology, influencing the sensorimotor coupling network
which in turn results in changes in behaviour [3, 51]. As a result, the way the sensory
receptor detects the stimuli is very much influenced by how the muscle is actuated,
hence affected by the internal impedance of the body [4]. Such a behaviour is referred
to as active sensing, which is purposeful information seeking [16] and has evolved with
the evolution of biological species, enhancing internal information processing [2]. The
morphological variation of embodied sensors is one of the most important features in
biological systems for improving the interpretation of the perceived information by
regulating their own behavioural variables with respect to the environment [3].
1.4 Proposed Approach
Soft Robotics show promise for safe and effective delicate contact.
As mentioned above, exploiting the mechanically intelligent arrangement of the body’s
morphology to deliver dexterous and safe manipulation has motivated researchers explore
novel robotic paradigms [42, 52, 53]. The outcome has given birth to an emerging field called
“Soft Robotics”; with the promise of safe and effectual robotic assistance in close contact
with delicate environments, whether at home or hospital or remotely accessed locations [24].
This term “Soft Robotics” has been used in a generic sense covering all types of active and
reactive compliant systems, encompassing soft actuators in artificial muscles, soft stretchable
sensors and soft electronics [24, 54]. The underlying concept is based on diverging from the
common wisdom in manipulation research, which could be mainly summarized in two aspects:
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1- Contact with anything else than the manipulated object or the designated points
of contact was considered a “collision” and to be avoided. In contrast, soft robots in
general handle contact-rich interactions either via variable impedance in localized joints, or
through soft-bodied underactuated designs, departing from the conventional notion of many
individually-actuated degrees of freedom.
2- Compliance was considered as a defect in manufacturing and design [35]. Yet in the
sphere of soft manipulation, compliance (whether inherently available or artificially generated)
is an imperative ingredient, enabling the robot to adapt with the surroundings during contact
and grasping.
This paradigm shift results in many differences in design, modelling and control. Encom-
passing new and exciting set of technologies, soft robotics has been highly envisioned as a
potential solution to traditional problems in contact with living organisms due to notable
advantages [55]. The classical method to alleviate the innate danger to humans from con-
ventional robots was either by segregation or by considerable increase in sensorization along
with adding layers of control. The concept of “Soft Robotics” puts forward an alternative
approach by introducing compliance, as inspired by nature. This elastic behavior has been
manifested in two forms [56]:
1- Active compliance; by implementing algorithms in the controller to exhibit elastic and
compliant dynamics [57], thus achieving behavioural softness through hard materials.
2- Passive compliance; by incorporating compliant elements in the robot’s structure, either
in joints assembled with rigid-link elements (as inspired by vertebrate animals) [11], or by
composing the entire structure from soft materials (as inspired by the invertebrate world) with
the outcome of soft continuum appendages as grippers, actuators and manipulators. Here,
motion is partially achieved through deformation [58] resulting from intrinsic compliance;
i.e., the capability of undergoing large deformations without failure [59]. The body itself
serves as an additional safety layer to cope with unpredictable behaviour of humans [24],
endowing safety and adaptability via gentle and passive conformity with the environment [60]










Fig. 1.1 Soft Robotic Paradigm
As mentioned earlier, Hogan’s theory states that for maintaining a stable dynamic
coupling with the environment, a body should be able to regulate its internal impedance
accordingly [43]. In general, the term “impedance” refers to the combined effect of mass,
damper, and spring properties. Although in literature, impedance has also been used as
a generalization or extension of stiffness [3, 33, 44, 47, 62, 63], in this thesis, the term is
used to encompass the passive mechanical response and/or the active modulation of the
robot, during contact or else. As with the soft continuum manipulator considered in this
study, the overall shape undergoes evident changes during contact/palpation to comply with
the interaction forces. Additionally, the intrinsic properties of the constructive material
contribute to damping effects in quasi-static motions; and finally, stiffness is directly tuned
via tendons as discussed in related chapters. Hence, the term “impedance” has been employed
to raise awareness of not being solely constricted to stiffness while neglecting other effects.
This quality is vastly exploited in biological entities. Humans regulate the posture and
stiffness of their fingers and arms through flexing/relaxing their muscles and tendons (i.e.,
varying internal impedance) to compensate for their slow response time in manipulation [64].
When biological agents enter a coupled dynamic interaction, the number of DoF instantly
increase to even as much as a double. This drastic change poses a major challenge to
robotic controller stability, as they are usually designed to compensate for small changes in
the unmodelled dynamics [65]. Adjustable impedance assists in preserving the stability of
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artificial and biological agents in interaction with a large class of stable environments [65]
and reduces the burden of feedback because of reactively curbing disturbances [66].
Physical human-robot interaction has emerged as an important subject to extend robotic
assistance for close collaboration and sharing tasks and/or workspaces with industrial robots,
which traditionally are assembled from hard material [24]. The utmost principle to be
observed in such settings is the safety of the human [67]. Regulating impedance in a rigid
link robot enables reducing contact forces when colliding with the environment, giving rise
to the concept of impedance control which looks into coordinating force and displacement
in rigid robots by feeding back torque sensory information to the control loop, generating a
desired elastic behaviour resembling a mass–spring–damper system [68, 69]. However, there
is a risk of instability in strictly controlling the impedance due to drastic changes in an
uncertain environment, as these methods need to measure interaction forces and a fixed
target impedance model [70]. In addition, selection of suitable impedance parameters for a
satisfactory behavior is claimed to be non-trivial [30].
An alternate approach for realizing safe interaction in rigid systems has been developing
variable-impedance/stiffness actuators (VI/SA) by attaining compliant behavior through
mechanical elements in the actuators [10, 11, 71]. A main difficulty with the control of the
impedance parameters of VSA robots is the dynamics introduced by the separation of motor
and link side and the nonlinear elasticity [13].
The notion of morphological computation is subject to controversy as the community
is still striving to categorize and unravel this subject [72]. In general, it is claimed that
conducting intelligent behaviour with respect to the environment is - to an extent - carried
out by active or passive utilization of the mechanical circuits of the body, and not exclusively
by the neural circuits [26]. The body adapts to the surroundings and in turn regulates the
sensory-motor coupling. Although the intricate details of this is not entirely clear for both
robotic and organic motor control [45], yet it has been shown that exploiting embodiment
could reduce sensory burden [73]. In this sense, layers of computation are “offloaded” to
the body from the brain [26, 72] to facilitate effective performance, and is believed to be
dominant in biological manipulation. Such a belief requires appreciating the control system
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within the context of the body, and not independent of it; quite contrary to the traditional
approach which designs the physical structure and the controller in separate contexts [20].
Morphological computation in haptics could be defined as active and/or passive utilization
of the embodiment to facilitate information exchange during contact between the probe (as
part of the body) and the sensed object. This utilization involves geometrical or mechanical
adaptation or regulation to serve a higher sensory information gain. In this manner, part
of the computation is delegated to the body. An artificial counterpart to biological systems
with this capability are soft-bodied agents. Firstly, their continuous deformability relaxes the
need for constant force/position monitoring. In the absence of a traditional controller, the
body itself compensates for the complex nature of interaction without the need to allocate
time, energy, and computational power to a centralized controller. Secondly, the amount and
nature of their deformation could be used for estimating contact forces [74] since it directly
causes the severity of this deflection. Removing the sensing element(s) from the proximity of
the end effector and utilizing information from joints or proximity of the base is referred to
as intrinsic sensing [75] and an appealing capacity in continuum manipulation [76].
Soft continuum manipulators are a subdomain of soft robots where the constitutive soft
material forms concatenating curves with continuous tangent vectors [60], usually designed for
large-scale flexibility and adaptability [54]. In addition to safety, a main benefit of the inherent
compliance in soft continuum robots is the faculty of embodied intelligence (e.g. preflexes1)
that can potentially reduce the mechanical complexity and/or computational burden in ways
not possible with rigid-link robots [53]. The continuum distribution of the actuation medium
provides a suitable platform for coupled action-perception in a shared embodiment, with
the potential to reduce sensory hardware [80]. Such a quality would be desirable especially
in sensor-deprived scenarios or facing limited energy supply. Embodiment design in these
robots requires co-designing the control and mechanics to optimize the performance and
increase the efficiency [36]. Within this class, soft braided designs demonstrate a more linear
behaviour and homogeneous deformation which are desirable for control purposes, compared
1Preflexes are the latent capacities in the musculoskeletal system that auto-stabilize movements through
the use of the nonlinear viscoelastic properties [77–79].
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to non-braided systems where radial expansion could restrict their applicability in confined
zones [81].
Another important issue in soft continuum systems is underactuation. Continuum
structures possess relatively high DoF, yet only a limited number of these DoF’s are directly
accessible through actuation. Most are usually governed by the inherent elasticity of the
structure in response to actuation and external loading [60].
A soft continuum robotic surrogate could potentially benefit a wide range of applications
such as tele-operated medical interventions, whether as a sensory device or as an operative
device or both. In [82], the authors demonstrate that how the complexities of soft systems
can be harnessed and used to for information processing of nonlinear dynamical systems.
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) is a prime example where most regular instruments are
rigid, incapable of adapting their morphological properties to suit the task at hand, and suffer
from insufficient number of DoF [6]. In open surgery, the surgeon heavily relies on haptic
sensation [83]. Yet this feature is lost in MIS as contact takes place via surgical tools. Soft
continuum manipulators have the potential to enhance manoeuvrability while minimizing
tissue damage due to inherent softness [84–86], while utilizing their embodiment for sensing
contact forces [87]. Disease outbreaks (e.g. the 2014-2016 Ebola crisis) is another case
demonstrating the necessity to provide access to professionally trained staff for examining
patients in remote situations that can even pose a threat to healthcare providers. Tele-
operated soft robots could enable a future prospect which a clinician located off-site could
examine and “feel” a patient via haptic feedback utilizing a soft continuum robot as an
interface [88], benefiting from their adaptive morphology. Delivering assistance to the elderly
care in their own households is another domain where application of soft robots has been
proposed [89, 90].
1.5 Motivation
The prime motivation driving this research was to emulate certain morphological attributes
of biological species in robotic systems to move closer to exhibiting bioinspired behaviour.
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The intention is enhancing robot performance in unstructured scenarios especially in close
contact with living organisms, and also to address some of the challenges that have hindered
full grasp of soft robotic traits in practical applications.
1.5.1 Morphological Control in Soft Continuum Robot for Safe Interac-
tion and Perception
Although soft continuum manipulators enable safe interaction in unstructured surroundings
via their inherent passive compliance and high dexterity, yet their successful implementation
in practical scenarios rests on developing real-time models that facilitate reliable, accurate,
and energy-efficient control. Traditional approaches entailing fully actuated control, detailed
modelling of the environment, and identified contact locations with pre-computed exchange
forces are incapable of handling the complexities in the highly-fluctuating contact states that
occur in soft manipulation. The continuous deformability with high DoF in this class of
robots continues to pose a challenge for modeling [91] and real-time simulations [92]. As a
result, difficulties in forming control strategies and comprehensive system integration continue
to persist [53, 81, 93].
On the other hand, load bearing capacity in these robots are influenced by the compliance
which basically reduces the endurable level of force exchange with the environment [26], also
limiting intrinsic actuator-based force sensing abilities due to reduced backdrivability [60].
Lack of adjustable levels of stiffness/resilience can undermine efficient performance in tasks
such as active haptic exploration, which relies on adaptive morphological embodiment.
Conversely, facilitating active internal variable impedance in this class of robots could
broaden applicability by ameliorating the continual tendency to deform in contact. Hence
developing methods to realize stiffness control has gained a lot of attention recently, such as
jamming or incorporating smart materials [84]. Moreover, the ability to regulate stiffness is
also shown to empower haptic information gain [83] with numerous applications listed before.
In line with the above-mentioned concerns, this research looks into a soft continuum
manipulator, reminiscent of a biological haptic appendage such as a human finger, comprising
braided extensors to accommodate fluid actuation pressure. The first step taken here is
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to provide a comprehensive model which can take into account basic overall deformations
of extension/compression, twisting, and bending; aiming to provide a real-time simulation
platform. To this end, a descritization method is adopted to benefit from the transfer of
data which enables internal force monitoring in real-time. Additionally, extensive literature
review unveiled that assuming hyperelastic behaviour is a widespread notion proposed in
many models. Considering the extent of strain witnessed in the operational range of the
soft robot, this researched studies the validity of elastic assumptions compared to several
hyperelastic models.
In the next step, this thesis investigates the possibility of increasing the load bearing
capacity of the afore-mentioned manipulator. Inspired by antagonistic muscle activation in
living organisms which enable stiffening of a limb, it is hypothesized that transferring such a
feature to the soft robot under study can elevate structural resilience when needed. This
task is carried out by accommodating longitudinal tendons in the body of the manipulator.
This thesis also investigates the applicability of the soft continuum appendage as a haptic
interface. Haptic sense is one of the most complex yet capable means of sensing [94] which
is often underrated [3], in spite of being the only perception system distributed throughout
the human body. Acquiring haptic information in irregular surroundings continues to be
an open problem in robotics, which could be addressed by the geometrical adaptability and
soft structure in these robots. Also, since sensory information in haptics is imparted by the
local deformation field induced by the object in the probe due to contact [94, 95], this class
of manipulators appear to be a suitable candidate for haptic sensing due to their ability to
deform while safely interacting with delicate objects and living tissue.
Haptic sensing incorporates information processing for both tactile and proprioceptive
cues [96, 97]. It has been suggested that haptic perception in human is not solely reliant
on tactile feedback, but also incorporates proprioceptive modalities [98]. Although there
have been many studies on tactile sensing in artificial systems [96, 99], yet the role of
proprioception especially within the context of variable impedance has not received much
attention [3]. Variation in impedance directly affects the behaviour of the agent as it
constitutes the mechanical circuitry of the embodiment. Therefore, awareness of its role is of
15
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high significance for robot design. For this purpose, the tendon-augmented soft manipulator
is utilized as a haptic mechanism for sweeping a soft Silicone tissue which contains an
embedded hard nodule. The underlying hypothesis driving this section is that not only the
soft manipulator could benefit from embodiment in acquiring force data, but also different
levels of induced tension could sharpen the haptic perception of the stiffness anomaly. Hence,
two industrial force sensors are employed, one at the tip and another at the base, for ground
truth force acquisition; as the soft tissue is probed with the manipulator and the capability
of conveying meaningful sensory information via the morphology of the soft appendage is
explored. Different initial indentations of the manipulator’s tip are considered to investigate
any significance in this aspect.
It has been shown that humans employ modulation strategies for localizing a hard
nodule in a soft tissue using their finger [100]. In this regard, an artificial agent emulating
a biological appendage (such as a finger) capable of antagonistic actuation and internal
variable impedance provides an interesting basis for studying the not only the efficacy of
probing strategies, but also investigating the correlation between distinctive tactile and
proprioceptive sensing modalities in haptic perception. As many aspects of haptics are still
not well understood [83, 97], results from the proposed notion could offer insights to hidden
layers of human behaviour regarding their morphological adaptations in similar contexts, in
addition to foster innovative guidelines in designing soft robots with perceptive functionalities.
1.5.2 Morphological Control to Develop Soft Behaviour in Rigid-link Robot
for Safe Interaction
Rigid-link manipulators, although versatile in task-oriented settings, fall short on safe
human interaction. Yet, as intuitively witnessed in our daily endeavours, humans utilize
a qualitative strategy to adjust their bodily compliance when manoeuvring through sur-
roundings which dictate delicate contact. This thesis puts forward the notion of qualitative
decision-making strategies inspired by humans to mitigate collision by adjusting their internal
impedance accordingly, and transferring this idea to a robotic arm. Taking a rigid-link robot
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as the test platform, a Fuzzy algorithm based on considering distance and velocity with a
potential collision is investigated to promote safety while cooperating with humans. The pro-
posed method does not rely on measuring the interaction forces, yet utilizes the distance and
velocity between the human and the robot. With a straightforward and easy-to-implement
framework, the invoked soft behaviour could enable safe collaboration with human workers
in a shared workspace.





























Fig. 1.2 Thesis Rationale
1.6 Contributions
• A novel variable curvature model for fluidic soft continuum manipulator comprising braided
extensors was proposed and validated. This approach accounts for shear, torsion, bending and
extension; and not restricted to training data. The model is spatial (3D) and computationally
efficient for real-time simulation of position and deformation. Position and force information
propagate toward the proximal base and are retrievable at any selected point along the
backbone via discretization (based on a number of sections definable by the user). Structural
inhomogeneity such as rigid inter-segment connective elements can be included in the model.
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In line with facilitating contact-force sensing, the external force can be applied at any point on
the body and not only at the tip; thus practically extending the force sensing and perception
capabilities which are especially beneficial for sensor-deprived environments.
• With respect to the above-mentioned model, this thesis compared the results of
elastic versus hyperelastic assumptions which are commonly postulated in similar platforms.
Experiments demonstrated that within the operational range of the studied soft continuum
manipulator, Hookean assumptions yield accurate results notwithstanding the fact that the
structure is composed of hyperelastic material. The elongation for the braided extensors as a
function of stress were derived for the hyperelastic models and can be applied for structural
design in analogous cases. In addition, the sensitivity to proper selection of Young’s modulus
(E) for the model was investigated, revealing that the inaccuracy in results increases at a
higher rate when lower Young’s Moduli are designated for simulation.
• An innovative design was presented to combine fluidic actuation with tendon stiffening
mechanism in the soft continuum robot under study. This feature not only enables dual
actuation, but also increased the load bearing capacity.
• The soft continuum robotic appendage was employed for the first time in active haptic
perception for anomaly detection of a soft phantom, benefiting from variable impedance
which enables mediation of sensory information. This thesis also investigated the role of
internal impedance on how the morphological properties of a soft continuum robot regulate
the tactile and proprioceptive cues and their interplay.
• An innovative framework was presented for safe robotic interaction by taking inspiration
from qualitative decision-making strategies in humans’ interaction. A novel Fuzzy inferencing
for variable impedance in a rigid-link robots was introduced which enables directional stiffness
adjustment, with the potential of conducting collaborative tasks in industrial environments
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1.8 Thesis Structure
The structure of the thesis is depicted in the flowchart in Figure 1.3.
• Chapter 1 lays the groundwork for this thesis by introducing the main topic and its
associated premises. The motivation and primary objectives are discussed and the proposed
approach is explained. The background study follows, encompassing relevant research works
and concluding with an outline of the thesis structure.
• Chapter 2 describes the soft continuum robotic appendage utilized in this research. A novel
analytical model for forward kinematics is presented in detail, taking into account all main
deformations (stretch, bending, torsion, and shear). Assumption of elasticity is compared
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with neo-Hookean and Gent hyperelastic models. Tests are carried out in both cases of no
load and in the presence of external load, validating the proposed model for real-time contact
force estimation along with delivering total pose information.
• Chapter 3 investigates using the soft robotic appendage for the first time in haptic perception
for anomaly detection. The soft robot is swept across a silicone phantom representing a soft
tissue containing an embedded nodule.
• Chapter 4 presents an innovative design by combining fluidic actuation with embedded
tendons in the soft continuum robot under study. This feature enables dual actuation and
active variable impedance, as experiments reveal increased load bearing capacity via tendon
stiffening.
• Chapter 5 explores utilizing the tendon-augmented soft continuum appendage in active
haptic perception of a soft tissue with an embedded nodule. Building on the tendon-augmented
robotic appendage described in the previous chapter, the tendons are multiplied to gain a
Soft Robotics
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Fig. 1.3 Thesis Flow Chart
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more uniform longitudinal tension distribution, as an abstraction of a biological finger such
as a human’s. Tests entailing sweeping a soft Silicone phantom with an embedded anomaly
are again carried out with different actuation pressures and tendon tensions, resulting in an
improvement in the quality of perception, while removing the need for a tip force sensor due
to embodiment sensing. Aspects of correlation between tactile and proprioceptive sensing in
using the soft continuum appendage are discussed.
• Chapter 6 extends the concept of variable impedance to a rigid-link manipulator by
developing a novel stiffness adjustment strategy in a close proximity of human worker.
Theoretical background is laid out and a fuzzy inference mechanism is used to achieve
directional variable stiffness, both in simulation and experiments.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of this thesis, and concludes with a prospect on potential
research directions for further studies based on the framework outlined herein.
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A Model for Real-time Position & Force Estimation of a Soft
Finger-like Continuum Robotic Appendage
Abstract— Recently, various methods based have been presented to address the mathematical
complexities of modelling motion and deformation of continuum manipulators. Here, a novel
quasi-static approach is proposed for 3D modelling and real-time simulation of a pneumatically
actuated soft continuum robotic appendage to estimate the contact forces and the overall
pose. The developed model can incorporate external load at any arbitrary point on the body
and deliver positional and force propagation information along the entire backbone. In line
with the proposed model, the effectiveness of elasticity versus hyperelasticity assumptions
(Neo-Hookean and Gent) are investigated and compared. Experiments are carried out with
and without external load, and simulations are validated across a range of Young’s moduli.
Results show best conformity with Hooke’s model for limited strains with about 6% average
normalized error of position; and a mean absolute error of less than 0.08 N for force applied
at the tip and on the body; demonstrating high accuracy in estimating the position and the
contact forces.
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2.1 Introduction
Qualities such as dexterity and high deformability in biological appendages like the octopus
arm have sparked a research trend which aims to replicate these features using intrinsically
soft materials in continuum robotic platforms; with the promise of safely performing delicate
tasks [6, 101], improving manoeuvrability in confined or unstructured environments [86],
achieving higher dexterity for grasping [102, 103] or for motion in dynamic biomimetic
systems [104, 105] such as submerged locomotion [5, 42]. These robots are also appealing
for investigating morphological computation [106] and embodied intelligence [5], providing
a framework for bodily force sensing without the need for additional sensory hardware, in
contrast to rigid-link robots [107].
Yet, the inherent structural flexibility results in modelling and/or control [108] challenges.
Several approaches have been investigated for modelling this class of manipulators. Beyond the
distinction between planar (2D) [102, 107, 21, 109–111] or spatial (3D) [112–116] operation,
it seems plausible to identify two key stages which determine the modelling strategy:
I. The “Priori” stage; to consider:
• Taking external loading into account versus no external loads; and,
• Inertial (dynamic) versus non-inertial (static/quasi-static, or kinematic) modelling.
II. The “Approach” stage; to consider a mechanistic solution versus shape function estima-
tion (or a combination). While the former might entail some experimental identification,
yet is based on analytical derivation and solving of the mechanistic equations, with the
potential to be more comprehensive. The latter, on the contrary, is entirely structure-
specific in implementation, with the unknown coefficients to be determined from the
manipulator’s behaviour.
The constant curvature (CC) formulation has widely been used [21, 112, 117–121] for map-
ping the actuation space to the configuration space by formulating the backbone deformation
as a planar curve with constant radius. In this regard, Webster and Jones [122] demonstrated
two separate sub-mappings: a robot-specific map relating the mechanical actuation to the
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Fig. 2.1 (a) Three arc parameters: total arc length, bending angle θ (or curvature κ), and out
of plane angle φ, (b) Three-dimensional simulation with actuation and external load causing
bend, shear, torsion, and extension. Discretization and transfer of frames are selectively
displayed. F1,2,3 are internal forces due to pressurization.
three arc parameters (Figure 2.1.a), and a robot-agnostic map relating the arc parameters to
the spatial kinematic configuration of the manipulator. The first mapping usually involves
some identification of the system from experiments; for example, as in Chen et al. [117] where
a CC model is developed to control the manipulator’s shape via tip position control.
However, the validity of CC depends on the mechanical and geometrical properties of
the structure and/or the magnitude of loads. For example, torsional effects are reported to
be capable of significant effects on the behaviour and deformation of soft manipulators [60]
which CC falls short of incorporating [123]; in addition to shear or internal forces [124] when
resulting in deformations not conforming to a constant-radius curve.
Conversely, variable curvature (VC) methods offer more viable solutions in the pres-
ence of external loads, in addition to providing singularity-free kinematic maps [125–127].
Many research works achieve VC from CC by modifications, such as deviations added as
uncertainty [128], piecewise CC (PCC) [114, 122, 129], (where the infinite dimensionality of
the configuration is resolved by assuming the overall shape as a composition of consecutive
CC segments, linked such that the resulting curve is continuously differentiable [130]) such
as a serial chain of subsegment arcs [131], PCC along with compensating free parameters
(identified experimentally) [132], PCC combined with general 3D paths described by B-spline
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curves [115], PCC with internal friction forces [133], or piecewise constant strain modelling
based on screw theory [129].
As an alternative approach to VC methods, approximate identification based on polynomial
solutions for estimating the shape function has been proposed [134–136], where the coefficients
are identified using experimental results to derive a structure-specific model. For instance,
Godage et al. [134] used a horizontally fixed orientation to train the coefficient matrices to
derive a solution-based model for the kinematic map and implement the identified solution
in the Lagrange equations of motion; however, this is achieved without considering external
loads, Their model is singularity free and accurate, with regard to the training data sets, and
the final solution is faster than beam modelling and lumped parameter methods.
Although identification-based models are relatively accurate, computationally efficient,
and appropriate for real-time control [137], their validity is limited to their experimentally-
derived conditions, presence and/or magnitude of external loads, input values, and training
data sets, and do not account for the structural characteristics. Results are not guaranteed
when dealing with unknown conditions and are not intuitive for shape interpretation [126].
In this regard, beam theory [86, 21, 112, 138–140] (such as Euler-Bernoulli (EB) models
with small deflections in the absence of shear [109, 132, 140, 141]) and Cosserat rods [113,
115, 116, 123, 125, 142] have been considered. Beam modelling has also been applied as
infinitesimal elements along the body [143] similar to the infinitesimal CC elements to attain
VC kinematics. For a tendon-driven catheter, Rucker and Webster [116] coupled the Cosserat
string and Cosserat rod models for the tendons and backbone, respectively, by deriving the
distributed loads on the backbone from the tendons and solving via numerical integration.
Shear and extension are considered negligible and hence omitted. Their model was adopted
by Neumann and Burgner-Kahrs [115] in a 3D follow-the-leader scenario with distributed
loads from self-weight, and applied to their tendon-driven setup (assumed to be frictionless)
for beam statics and dynamics. After predicting a CC path, the true response is optimized,
yielding a solution incorporating bending, shear, and extension, resulting in a VC solution
with a robot-specific mechanical map that is free from singularity. Godage et al. [127]
implemented the Cosserat rod model for a multi-section continuum arm, resulting in a
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boundary value problem (BVP) with a system of nonlinear equations to be solved using
recursive numerical optimization; however, in the absence of external loads. As a drawback,
Sadati et al. noted in a comparative study [137] that Cosserat rod models entail relatively
cumbersome calculations, which could be a hindrance.
In the modelling approach presented in here, we take three key elements into consideration:
I. Discrete Kinematics
Various structures for continuum manipulators have been designed to emulate contin-
uum articulation along the entire body. Thus, many of the continuum manipulators
are developed as serially concatenated multi-segment [6, 5, 112, 125, 144, 145] or as
multisection robots [121, 134, 142, 146, 147]. This type of design makes discrete mod-
elling appealing [110, 127, 143, 148]. A well-known method to this end is the lumped
parameter approach, which approximates the continuum embodiment with a series of
rigid-link segments interconnected via compliant joints [110, 124, 146, 149, 150], or in
a network of spring/mass/damper [144], or in conjunction with other methods such as
virtual power [131]. For example, Godage et al. [150] implemented Lagrangian dynamics
for a lumped model to achieve VC kinematics, yet assuming that the robot always
deforms in a circular arc without twisting, Tatlicioglu et al. [110] used lumped modelling
to capture the planar behaviour of the three-section OctArm where the total kinetic
energy is computed for an infinite number of rigid sections, and the summation over the
Lagrangian terms is replaced with an integral over the backbone handing continuum
Lagrange dynamics, although without torsion, However, while lumped parameter models
reduce complexity of analysis, they are considered less accurate [150] and usually suffer
from extensive calculations [126].
Alternatively, discretized differential equation describing VC kinematics can be used
for forward integration of a model with finite number of elements (FEM) [151–153].
This approach eliminates spatial integration by considering a finite number of kinematic
states associated with each element that result in a large and computationally expen-
sive system of equations, usually expressed in vector format. FEM models, however,
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are overwhelmingly restricted to off-line structural analysis and optimization rather
than system modelling for control purposes [151]. Real-time FEM-based solutions for
continuum manipulator mechanics and control have been extensively studied by Duriez
et al., by utilizing mass matrix sparsity in the resulting system of equations [151, 152].
This sparsity is not achievable with a series-link rigid body kinematic approach, where
relative states (e.g., joint angular and transnational position) are usually considered
the modelling states rather than element absolute states (e.g., element orientation and
position with regard to the reference frame). Moreover, current reports on real-time
implementation of this method mention execution cycles slower than 40 Hz [154].
II. Quasistatic versus dynamic modelling
While many dynamic models have been proposed [104, 116, 125, 127, 146, 155], nonethe-
less, with most continuum manipulators, inertial effects due to motion could be neglected
by assuming static equilibrium and slow transitions in the system states [126], as they
are not operated close to dynamic boundaries [146]. Besides, silicone-based contin-
uum manipulators present under-damped nonlinear dynamic modes with relatively
large-value nonlinear damping and short transition time [93] which is insignificant
and fast in most applications. In addition, capturing this exact behaviour requires
extensive analytical and computational efforts [136]. Hence, static [113, 128, 132, 139],
quasistatic [107, 111, 140, 141, 156] and kinematic analyses [120, 128, 133] are deemed
reasonable assumptions for kinematic modelling and force sensing. Such circumstances
are frequently witnessed in medical interventions [101, 5, 75] such as minimally inva-
sive surgery [6, 60, 84, 157], catheterization [21, 112, 118], bladder surveillance [158],
colonoscopy [117], endoscopic surgery [133], or other areas in medical training [8]. The
same is true for most proposed assistive tasks [114, 159, 89], for example, using bionic
hands [121]. This assumption has also been used in motion control [118, 160], naviga-
tion [148, 161], path following [147], leader following [115], manipulation [142, 148, 162],
grasping [120, 148], or realizing biomimetic systems [8]. Even when developing a lumped
model for a catheter, Jung et al. [124] claim that the dynamics of the system is not a
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significant factor and is only considered to incorporate nonlinear friction, as solving for
the quasistatic solution. Shapiro et al. [140] implemented a quasistatic kinematic model
using an iterative solver for a simple EB beam model using CC for kinematic maps in a
bi-bellows manipulator. The STIFF-FLOP manipulator [6, 52] was modelled by Fras et
al. [143] in a quasistatic approach but without shear. Tunay [163] developed a spatial
model using quaternions for the configurational variables of the Cosserat rod model
incorporating bending, twisting, extension, and shear via approximate series solution
for static modelling for the weak form integral equations in a finite element discretized
form. This approach is accurate and comprehensive, but with complex shape function
and limitations related to the finite element method. Xu and Simaan [164] analysed
static equilibrium using elliptic integrals in a multi-backbone robot to investigate 2
degrees of freedom (DoF) bending. A quasistatic EB beam analysis was employed by
Alici et al. [141] to formulate the 2D bending behaviour of an arm of a silicone gripper.
Moreover, not only shape sensing, but also force sensing is considered as one of the grand
challenges that has hindered complete transfer of soft robotics to practical applications,
such as medical robotics [60]. In general, force measurement and control play a crucial
role in human robot interaction, and many inertia-less models have been used for
force sensing [107, 60, 128, 165]; for example, Bajo and Simaan [160] developed a
motion/force control algorithm assuming interaction forces (applied specifically at the
tip) do not deform the continuum manipulator beyond circular bending for the segments.
A deflection-based force sensing algorithm presented by Alici et al. [141] utilized Kalman
filtering in a probabilistic approach to estimate forces applied at the tip. An intrinsic
force sensing method was proposed by Xu and Simaan [75] to sense the wrench applied
at the tip of continuum robot with 2 DoF bending motion.
III. Elasticity versus hyperelasticity
Low-modulus materials are favourable candidates for the core structure as they en-
able reduction of actuation forces; which, in addition to bio-compatibility [166] and
safety [167], have made elastomers such as silicone a popular choice for the body. In this
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regard, silicone has been used not only with tendons (as actuators) [104, 109, 139, 7]
but also extensively in manipulators that entail actuators operating on the principle
of fluidic expansion in chambers reinforced with inextensible fibres [168], constituting
braided extensors [6, 117, 60, 84, 162, 169] or fibre-reinforced bending actuators [111]
or hybrid actuation [144, 170]. Hence, hyperelastic modelling, using neo-Hookean
(NH) [107, 111, 125, 126] or Yeoh [107] formulation, has received attention for soft com-
ponent modelling, for example, in braided fluidic actuators. Trivedi et al. [125] applied
the principle of virtual work to derive elongation for the braided extensor assuming
neo-Hookean behaviour and used a Cosserat rod model resulting in a BVP, solving
nonlinear equations via numerical methods to achieve VC kinematics for the planar 2D
motion assuming infinite shear. Sadati et al. [125] proposed a geometry deformation
model using PCC, where the bending of a braided pneumatic actuator is studied along
with the effect of cross-section deformation and is compared with experimental results,
entailing a method that is mathematically intensive.
2.2 Objectives & Contributions
For a soft continuum robotic appendage comprising braided extensors, we propose a forward
kinematic, quasistatic, discrete VC model for real-time contact force sensing. This approach
accounts for shear, torsion, bending, and extension, with its validity not restricted to training
data. The model is spatial (3D) and computationally efficient for real-time simulation of
position and deformation. In line with facilitating contact force sensing, external force can be
applied theoretically at any arbitrary point on the body and not only at the tip (contrary to
many models such as [107, 126, 142, 160, 165]), thus being practically beneficial for sensor-
deprived environments and soft tactile sensing. In compliant robotic systems, the trend is
to attach rigid force sensors at the end-effector [80]. Departing from such an approach, the
proposed model demonstrates the intrinsic force sensing capability by comparing sensor data
retrieved at the base with the calculated values. Position and force information propagate
toward the proximal base and are retrievable at any selected point along the backbone via
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discretization (based on a number of sections definable by the user). Structural inhomogeneity
such as rigid inter-segment connective elements can be included. This approach is capable of
reporting back on the pressure values from actuation, which is desirable for control strategies.
The real-time discretized approach allows us to include and exploit local information,
in the form of internal constraints on the physical structure via the infinitesimal segments.
Basically, rather than having “clean” equations via a closed-form approach, we “open up” the
system to calculate the internal effects-but still get the same basic shapes and movements as
generated by alternative approaches such as those obtained from beam theory. This proposed
approach inherently computes internal forces/strains that, in cancelling out between the
segments, do not directly cause motion, but do contribute to the mechanical stress imposed
on the structure, enabling real-time monitoring of the health of the system.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. Developing a model for real-time pose and contact force estimation, based on discrete VC
that benefits from simple forward spatial integration, capable of handling external and
body loads, and estimating contact force at the tip or on any arbitrary point on the body.
2. Investigating the validity of elasticity compared with the conventionally used hyperelastic
methods, and analysing whether the added complexity due to hyperelastic assumptions
would assist the accuracy of continuum actuator models comprising braided extensors in
such robotic platforms where only limited strains are produced.
2.3 Materials & Methods
2.3.1 Physical Structure
The soft robotic appendage developed in the EU FP7 project STIFF-FLOP is a cylinder
of silicone made of Ecoflexr 00 − 50 (Smooth-on, Inc.) with material properties shown in
Table 2.1; with an overall length of 47 mm, outer diameter of 25 mm, and inner diameter of
9 mm. Embedded in the cylinder wall are three pairs of braided extensors (fibre-reinforced
pressure chambers); aligned with the cylinder’s longitudinal axis and mutually oriented at
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Table 2.1 Technical properties of Ecoflexr 00 − 50 Supersoft Silicone1
Shore Hardness Tensile Strength Elongation at Break
00 − 50 315 psi 980%
120◦ from each other (Figure 2.3). Each pair of braided extensors is pneumatically actuated
via a 2 mm outer diameter inlet air pipe; independent of the other two chamber pairs and
therefore enabling the manipulator to bend by varying the air pressure in one chamber pair
relative to the other two. A schematic procedure of casting the soft continuum appendage
is depicted in Figure 2.2. Simultaneous pressurization of all chamber pairs elongates the
manipulator. The central lumen enables the passing through of necessary actuation tubes
in case of serially assembling multiple segments. A rigid hollow attachment of 3D-printed
material is affixed at the tip for sensor connection. A more detailed description of the
STIFF-FLOP manipulator is given in [6, 52].
2.3.2 Modelling Framework
The following assumptions are made throughout this approach:
1. Manipulator cross sections remain circular [21, 150].
2. Gravitational forces are ignored (verified in millimeter-sized continuum manipulators [107,
124, 75]) with no noticeable effect on the results for the given setup and experiments.
1Smooth-On, Inc. Ecoflexr Series Available on https://www.smooth-on.com/tb/files/















Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of casting procedure of the braided soft continuum manipulator.
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Fig. 2.3 (a) A single braided extensor elongated due to pressurization via inlet air pipe, with
the thread angle shown. (b) Cutaway of the body with one of the braided extensors (fluidic
elastomer actuators) kept intact. (c) STIFF-FLOP manipulator, with ATI Nano17 and ATI
Mini40 force sensors at the tip and base, respectively, and pressurized while applying force at
the tip sensor.
3. The chamber shell volume is constrained by the fiber braiding during its deformation [126].
4. PCC assumption is used only to calculate the incremental bending component between
each pair of neighboring infinitesimally-distanced frames.
Pneumatic Braided Extensors. The intrinsic actuation of the robotic appendage is
achieved via the braided extensors, which consist of silicone walls reinforced with fibre threads
(Figure 2.3.a). Poisson’s ratio (denoted by ν) is 0.499 for elastomers [171], which, given the
relationship between Young’s modulus (E) and the shear modulus (G) as E = 2G(1 + ν),
results in E = 3G, indicating incompressible isotropic material. Hence, the principal




− pλ−1j ; j = 1, 2, 3 (2.1)
where u is the deformation energy density, p is the Lagrange multiplier, and the λj ’s are the
Cauchy-Green principal stretches constituting the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green




j . Incompressibility yields λ1λ2λ3 = 1. Alternatively,
the longitudinal stress in each braided extensor can be expressed as a function of internal
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pressure P and axial forces as follows:
σ = Pr2n/(r2o − r2n) + fz (2.2)
denoting the outer and inner radii as ro and rn , respectively, and the resultant boundary axial
force as fz (setting local z axis in chamber’s axial direction). The volume of the chamber wall
is Vt = π(r2o − r2n)l1 , and volume of the area pressurized by air is Vch = πrn2λ22l1λ1, where
l2 = λ1l1 and r2 = λ2ro,n are the deformed length and radii (outer or inner), respectively.
For utilizing the principle of virtual work, it is noted that the total deformation action is
calculated by: U = u.Vt and the total action of the actuation medium (air) is W = P.Vch .
For a 3D-distributed energy field in equilibrium, we can write the following:
δW = δU (2.3)
Solving this equation results in the expression of stress as a function of the elongation,
depending on the deformation energy density function as well as the chosen constraint for
the Lagrange multiplier. We comparatively investigate three modelling frameworks:
1. Hookean (H): Each extensor is assumed to elongate according to Hooke’s law,
λ1 = (σ/E) + 1 (2.4)
2. Neo-Hookean (NH): One of the most representative strain energy density mechanistic
functions in this class [172] which is derived based on the underlying material structure,
u = E(I1 − 3)/6 (2.5)
3. Gent (G): A hybrid empirical/mechanistic yet mathematically simple model that captures






Jm ln[1 − (I1 − 3)/Jm] (2.6)
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where Jm is the constant value for limiting polymeric chain extensibility [173] such that
Jm + 3 = λ2m + (2/λm) [171]. For Ecoflex-00 − 50, λm = 9.8 results in Jm = 93.2.
For the two hyperelastic models (NH and G), we investigate three types of constraints to
solve Equation 2.1:
A. Uniaxial Extension (UNI), where λ1 = λ, λ2 = λ3 = 1/
√
λ.
B. Inextensible Fiber (INF), where λ1 = λ, λ21C2γ +λ22S2γ = 1 and γ ∈ (0, π/2) is the braiding
angle [168] (Cγ and Sγ represent cos γ and sin γ, respectively), and λ3 = 1/λ1λ2.
C. No Radial Deformation (NR), where λ1 = λ, λ2 = 1, λ3 = 1/λ. It should be noted that
this case is the simplified version of the previous case where the braiding angle is 90◦,
which is valid for a dense braiding [111, 126, 137].
A schematic display of the three constraints are shown in 2.4, where subfigure (a) depicts
an isometric view of a braided extensor along with the direction of the three principal
stretches; i.e longitudinal, radial, and circumferential. The uniaxial extension constraint
(subfigure b) allows stretch in all three directions, governed by the relation mentioned in part
A above . Inextensible fibre (subfigure c) constraint also permits stretch in all three directions,
albeit with different magnitudes than the uniaxial extension constraint, formulated in part B.
The constraint on no radial deformation (subfigure d) allows stretches in the longitudinal
and circumferential directions yet restricts the radial deformation, as described in part C.
The NH model with constraints
A. Uniaxial Extension (NH-UNI): The engineering stress is calculated as σ = G(λ− 1/λ2).



















































Fig. 2.4 Braided Extensors Constraints: a) Isometric schematic view of a braided extensor
with γ denoting the thread angle, and the directions of the 3 principal stretches. b,c,d)
Schematic side view of undeformed (dotted) and deformed braided extensor w.r.t the 3 types
of constraints; with b) uniaxial extension where stretches in the 3 principal directions are
possible. c) inextensible fibre extension where stretches in the 3 principal directions are
possible. d) no-radial extension, where longitudinal and circumferential stretches are possible
and the radial stretch is restricted.
B. Inextensible Fiber (NH-INF): The engineering stress is calculated as:
σ = 2G(1 − λ2)
[(

















C. No Radial Deformation (NH-NR): The engineering stress is calculated as σ = G(λ2 −
1)(λ2 + 3)/2λ4. The relationship is rearranged to (2σ/G − 1)λ4 − 2λ2 + 3 = 0 and solved










The Gent model with constraints
A. Uniaxial Extension (G-UNI): The engineering stress is calculated as follows:
σ = GJm(λ3 − 1)/
[




2.3 Materials & Methods
This equation is numerically solved for λ (up to the range of λ = 2) as follows:
λ = −0.015( σ
G
)3 + 0.17( σ
G
)2 + 0.31( σ
G
) + 1 (2.11)
B. Inextensible Fiber (G-INF): The engineering stress as a function of elongation and the
braiding angle is expressed in the addendum 2.8 at the end of this chapter.
C. No Radial Deformation (G-NR): The engineering stress is calculated as follows:
σ = GJm
[












This equation is numerically solved for λ (up to the range of λ= 1.8) as follows:
λ = 0.9549e0.5157(σ/G) + (7.16 × 10−11)e32.98(σ/G) + (4.5 × 10−2) (2.13)
Continuum Manipulator Model. Considering the entire body, the manipulator model
is discretized into serially connected infinitesimal sections to generate a small-deflection
beam [174] between each section. We denote the initial element length as ξ0. Starting
from the distal tip to the proximal base, a Cosserat rod model can be used to formulate
the Newtonian force equilibrium on each infinitesimal element, where each of these local
deflections contributes to the final configuration as a whole by integrating over volume for
the quasistatic case, eventually leading to an overall VC behaviour.
The incremental elongated length of the backbone in each section is calculated as the





The local bending moment vector due to internal actuation at each section, with regard to
the backbone of the manipulator, is calculated by the cross product of the distance to the
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centre: Mi = d×
∑
Fi, where Fi is the force due to intrinsic actuation. The local bending
moment vector due to external load at each section is calculated by the following:
Me = δsb[0, 0,−1]T × Fe (2.15)
where Fe is the total boundary load at each incremental section, being transferred from
the previous section. Therefore, the total local moment is calculated as Mtot = Me +Mi.
Projecting this moment vector onto its local Cartesian components delivers curvature/torsion
in the local frame, kξi , along the backbone. The local strain caused by internal and external
load is denoted as εξi . To derive the system differential mechanics, the curvilinear path can
be considered a concatenation of infinitesimal elements. The VC kinematics is expressed with
the following two differential equations for the Cartesian position vector ρ(s) and rotation
matrix R(s) of each point along the backbone with regard to ε and k (the dependency of
the terms on s are omitted hereafter for brevity). Hence,
ρ,s = R(ε+ [0, 0, 1]⊤)ds (2.16)
R,s = R [k]×
where y,x = ∂y/∂x and [x]× = X, an operator creating a skew-symmetric matrix X from a
vector x. The set of differential equations in 2.16 is to be numerically integrated over the
spatial domain. For such equations, optimization-based methods, approximate continuous
solutions, and FEM are conventionally used. Alternatively, by considering a fixed number of
elements ns with length δs = stotal/ns, we can rewrite equation 2.16 in the discrete form as
follows:
ρ(i+1) = ρ(i) + Ri(εi + [0, 0, 1]⊤)δs (2.17)
R(i+1) = Ri + Ri [ki]×δs
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Fig. 2.5 The setup consists of an air compressor, three P.R., DAQ board, camera, visual
markers, EM tracking system, and the manipulator, interconnected with necessary tubing and
wiring. DAQ, data acquisition; P.R., pressure regulators





where 0 denotes the 3 × 1 zero vector. Finally, the overall transformation matrix from the







where ∏ is the post-multiplication operator. The inverse of the final product, (T0n)−1,
multiplied by the previously stored 3×n matrix of coordinates would transform all coordinates
to the base-frame representation; that is, the first frame becomes the base, and the last frame
becomes the distal tip. An alternative method for forming the transformation matrices in
this discretized setup is provided in the addendum 2.9 at the end of this chapter.
2.3.3 Setup
The effectiveness of the above modelling strategy is demonstrated via experiments. The
schematic interconnection of the setup’s main components is depicted in Figure 2.5.
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Pressurized air from the compressor (BAMBI MD Range Model 150/500) is supplied to
three individual pressure regulators (SMC ITV0030-3BS-Q), with their outlet each separately
connected to one of the dual chambers in the manipulator for adjusting the pressure to
achieve manipulator operation in a feedforward approach, according to the command received
from the computer (64-bit Windows 10; Intel Core i7 CPU@ 3.4 GHz; 64GB RAM) through
a data acquisition board (NI USB-6211). One Aurora sensor (NDI) is placed at the fixed base
and the other at the tip for tracking the spatial tip position. Monitoring the overall pose is
made possible by marking an additional 8 points on the body, which are recorded via two
cameras (Canon EOS D60) facing the manipulator from two directions perpendicular to each
other, and the progression of the marked points are monitored via the open source program
Tracker 4.96 (www.opensourcephysics.org). The diameter of the marked points averaged at
1.5 mm and tracked with ≈ 0.5 mm tolerance. An ATI Mini40 force sensor reads the resultant
forces at the fixed base (Figure 2.3.c). The data acquisition software is coded in C#.
Initially, we consider the deformation, both in the absence and in the presence of external
loads. We characterize E considering the different modelling assumptions discussed earlier.
Thereafter, the manipulator is used for contact force estimation based on the obtained results
from the previous stage. For tip force sensing, external force is applied at an ATI Nano17
force sensor affixed to the tip (Figure 2.3.c). For sensing forces applied on the body, the ATI
Nano17 force sensor is mounted on an external indenter to exert force on the body of the
manipulator (Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15). In both cases, the manipulator is actuated in
various configurations and is deformed further by applying external force. We record the
applied force in addition to the force measured at the base (via ATI Mini40 force sensor)
while tracking the body deformation. Both force sensors are connected to the computer via
NI PCIe-6320 I/O cards.
2.4 Experiments & Analysis
In the following, we empirically discretized the length of 47 mm of the robotic appendage to
100 sections for all simulations. It was observed that decreasing the number of sections to
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less than 30 tends to demonstrate more deviations, while above 50 sections, the results are
tangentially closer to 100 sections and deliver benign results.
2.4.1 Elasticity versus hyperelasticity in braided extensor model
A closer look into the hyperelastic models reveals that as the thread angle is increased, the
INF constraint demonstrates closer resemblance to the NR constraint in both the neo-Hookean
and Gent models, ultimately becoming the same in its limit at 90◦ (depicted in Figure 2.6
for the Gent model, setting E as a free parameter varying from 60 to 180 kPa). Decreasing
the thread angle less than ≈ 70◦ in a single-braid configuration is usually not practised, as it
also undermines the primary role of reinforcement against radial expansion. As seen, 100%
elongation (λ = 2) is achieved at a higher internal pressure when the thread angle is smaller,
compared with thread angles closer to 90◦. Inspection of the thread on the braided extensor
in Figure 2.3.a demonstrates dense braiding where the assumption of 90◦ for the thread
angle is reasonable. Hence, we only examine UNI and NR constraints in both hyperelastic
models. Moreover, the asymptotic progression in Figure 2.6.f (thread angle 90◦) shows that
Fig. 2.6 Gent model with INF constraint-plotting internal pressure (Pa) versus stretch (λ),
showing progression of the enveloped area (range of E = 60 − 180 kPa) as the braiding angle
is increased from 65◦ (a) to 90◦ (f). l1 and l2 are the initial and extended length, respectively.
Thread angle is shown in Figure 2.3a. INF, inextensible fibre.
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depending on the value of E, there exists a threshold internal pressure where the stretch
(λ) perpetually increases, demonstrating how the model predicts continuous unwinding of
the chain polymers when the radial deformation of the chamber is fully constrained. Hence,
using the hyperelastic models requires caution when dealing with the NR constraint.
2.4.2 Elasticity versus hyperelasticity in soft manipulator model
No external load. The robotic appendage is actuated in nine stages by giving an input
voltage of 1 V to each pressure regulator in turn, then increasing to 2 V, and finally to 3 V.
The average pressure outlets corresponding to these voltages are tabulated in Table 2.2. The
excitation input voltages versus time are shown in Figure 2.7.
The tip spatial coordinates and the bending angle are recorded. To determine how well
the observed results are replicated by the model, the coefficient of determination (R2) for the
Table 2.2 Air Pressure (Pa× 105) Outlet From Each Pressure Regulator Resulting From The
Corresponding Input Signal (V)
Input Signal (V) Air pressure outlet (Pa× 10
5) from each P.R.
PR1 PR2 PR3
1 0.45 0.35 0.45
2 0.92 0.87 0.91
3 1.33 1.38 1.38
















Fig. 2.7 Excitation voltage of the three pressure regulators. The corresponding pressure values
are tabulated in Table 2.2
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coordinates and the bending angle between the simulations and experiments are depicted in
Figure 2.8, in which we set E as a free parameter varying from 60 to 180 kPa.
In all cases, the highest values of R2 (close to 1) correspond to an E in the range of
100 − 140 kPa. As it can be seen, the z coordinate displays sharper changes compared with
the x, y coordinates especially at lower E values as opposed to higher values where the
R2 conformity degenerates at a slower rate, indicating higher sensitivity at lower values
of Young’s modulus. This could be attributed to the material constructing the robotic
appendage body being more distributed along the z axis compared with x and y, which holds
true even in a bent configuration on average. Selecting E = 130 kPa, we plot the test results
of measured tip coordinates against the simulation using the Hooke relationship.
The absolute displacements are depicted in Figure 2.9a for each of the coordinates. The
initial offset in the coordinates is due to the placement of the Aurora tracker. The absolute
error for each coordinate is shown in Figure 2.9(b-d). The coefficient of determination
is calculated as R2x = 0.998, R2y = 0.998, R2z = 0.994, and R2θ = 0.995, indicating very
high conformity between experimental measurements and simulation results as the robotic
Fig. 2.8 Experiments with no load, showing R2 of tip coordinates between results from
simulations and experiments across variations of E: (a) Hooke, (b) neo-Hookean uniaxial,
(c) neo-Hookean no radial, (d) Gent uniaxial, (e) Gent no radial.
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Fig. 2.9 (a) Tip coordinates from test “t” compared against simulation “s”. (b-d) The error
in all three coordinates. Hooke model, setting E = 130 kPa. No load; with nine stages of
actuation marked on the horizontal axis of (a).
appendage is actuated. With the manipulator discretized into 100 sections, the simulation
operates at an execution rate of 170 Hz in MATLAB with no noticeable difference between
the investigated methods.
Fig. 2.10 Normalized tip error versus pressure across variation of E: (a) Hooke (y − z view),
(b) Hooke, (c) neo-Hookean uniaxial, (d) neo-Hookean no radial, (e) Gent uniaxial, (f) Gent
no radial. No load.
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The normalized tip error is calculated by measuring the error vector divided by the
manipulator’s initial length [125, 126]. To create a unique pressure metric, the three pressure
values are treated as components of a pseudo-vector, and the norm is calculated. Figure 2.10
demonstrates how the tip normalized error changes with the norm of the pressure vector
(from 0 to 1.5 bar), across a variation of E from 60 to 180 kPa.
As pressurizing the soft appendage follows a similar sequence in all braided extensors
(Figure 2.7), the sensitivity analysis to the variation of E is performed w.r.t one braided
extensor with the pressurization profile of P1, as shown in Figure 2.11. The darker region in
blue represents the Young’s moduli which yielded the least error for each model; referring to its
respective subfigure. These results do not demonstrate a noticeable difference than Figure 2.10
where the cumulative effect of internal pressure was considered using the magnitude of the
pseudo pressure vector.
As expected, the error at the tip increases at higher pressures; however, where the value of
E corresponds to the lowest error (in the range of 100−140 kPa), a more uniform distribution
of error with the increase of pressure is witnessed, forming a trough in the 3D surfaces in





Fig. 2.11 Normalized tip error versus pressure of one braided extensor across variation of E:
(a) Hooke, (b) neo-Hookean uniaxial, (c) neo-Hookean no radial, (d) Gent uniaxial, (e) Gent
no radial. No load.
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Figure 2.10a, which is a 2D view of the graph in Figure 2.10b, at E ≈ 130 kPa. These graphs
also reaffirm that change of E at its lower levels affects the error more severely compared
with at its higher values (above ≈ 130 kPa).
External load. Tests with external load were performed with load applied in various
configurations; at the tip (Figure 2.3c), and on the body at the first, second, third, and fourth
quarter of its length (Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15). The ATI Nanol7 recorded the applied
force and the ATI Mini40 recorded the forces measured at the base. The overall pose was
observed by tracking 10 points on the body. The range of external load varied in different
configurations from 0.46 N up to 1.79 N based on the contact point and deformation, with a
more detailed report in the following section. The robotic appendage was initially activated
via pressurization and the overall pose was recorded. Applying an external force caused
additional deformation. In all cases of the elastic and hyperelastic assumptions detailed
earlier, we calculated the normalized error of all 10 points on the body, which is averaged at
each location over all tests and depicted in Figure 2.16 on the vertical axis (0 − 30% ), across
the variation of E from 60 to 180 kPa and the initial distance from tip (0 − 60 mm). At any
chosen value for E, the error increases from base to tip (which is expected) in all graphs.
The error variations at the tip across E lead to a convex profile. Closer inspection reveals
Fig. 2.12 Applying an external load along the body in bent configuration on the first, second,
third, and fourth quarters with the Nanol7 affixed to an external indenter, along with simulation
results. Images (a, b) show the initial configuration, (c,d) show pressurized configuration w/o
external load, (e-l) show pressurized configuration with external load.
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Fig. 2.13 Applying an external load along the body on the first, second, third, and fourth
quarters, in a straight elongated configuration, along with simulation results. Images (a, b)
show the initial configuration, (c,d) show pressurized configuration w/o external load, (e-l)
show pressurized configuration with external load.
that the curve minimum not only indicates the E value yielding the least amount of error at
the tip (in the range of 100 − 140 kPa for the different cases) but also across the length of the
manipulator, forming a trough in the corresponding 3D surface. Taking the Hooke approach
as an example, this could be observed around an E of almost 130 kPa, shown in Figure 2.16a.
Fig. 2.14 Applying an external load along the body on the first quarter of soft appendage
length from the tip, in a bent configuration, along with simulation results. (a,b) Show initial
pressurized configuration without external load, (c-l) show pressurized configuration with
external load.
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Fig. 2.15 Applying an external load along the body on the second quarter of soft appendage
length from the tip, in a bent configuration, along with simulation results. (a,b) show initial
pressurized configuration without external load, (c-l) show pressurized configuration with
external load.
As seen before, variation of E at lower values (in the range of 60 to ≈ 100 kPa) affects the
error more than at the higher E values, demonstrating higher sensitivity to lower Young’s
Moduli. Figure 2.17a, c, e, g, i summarizes the simulation results for all categories discussed
earlier. The normalized error is plotted for the tip (considering three cases: no external load,
external load at tip, and external load on body) on the vertical axis, and for all tracked
points on the body (with force at the tip and force on the body). The standard deviation of
the normalized error of all recorded points is shown in Figure 2.17b, d, f, h, j for tip load and
body load cases, demonstrating lower values in the range of 100 − 140 kPa for E, depending
Table 2.3 Young’s Modulus Corresponding to The Least Normalized Errors and STD of
Different Models.
a Average normalized error across body; b STD of normalized error across the body; c Average normalized tip
error. NH, neo-Hookean; NR, no radial deformation; STD, standard deviation; UNI, uniaxial extension.
External load at tip External load on the body No external load
%a E b E %c E %a E b E %c E %c E
Hooke 5.3 140 2.2 130 6.3 130 2.7 130 1.0 130 4.3 130 1.8 130
NH
UNI 6.6 120 2.6 120 7.8 110 4.1 110 1.5 110 5.6 110 2.6 110
NR 7.4 130 2.9 120 9.8 110 5.7 100 2.6 95 8.9 95 3.4 110
G
UNI 6.6 120 2.6 120 7.8 110 4.1 110 1.5 110 5.7 110 2.6 110
NR 6.2 120 2.4 120 7.1 120 3.9 110 1.4 110 4.6 110 2.1 120
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Fig. 2.16 Experiments with external load on the robotic appendage. Variation of normalized
error of 10 points along the body (from tip to base) along different Young’s Moduli. (a) Hooke,
(b) neo-Hookean uniaxial, (c) neo-Hookean no radial, (d) Gent uniaxial, (e) Gent no radial.
on the model. As seen, loading applied to the body tends to result in a sharper sensitivity to
the variation of E. The results are summarized in Table 2.3. In all columns, the Young’s
modulus which corresponded to the least error or least standard deviation, respectively, is
presented.
In general, it can be seen that the Hooke formulation provides results with the least error
compared with the neo-Hookean and Gent hyperelastic models.
2.4.3 Force estimation
Based on the results obtained, we select the Hooke formulation for contact force estimation.
Four general cases were investigated as follows. In all cases, the simulation runs at an
execution rate of about 170 Hz in MATLAB with the robotic appendage being discretized
into 100 sections.
External load applied at the tip (Case 1). For this case, the robotic appendage was
actuated via the three P.R., in turn according to the nine separate schemes in Figure 2.18a,
and force was applied at the Nano17 force sensor affixed at the tip. The average of the
maximum applied force across the nine schemes is 1.35 N, and the total average of the
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Fig. 2.18 Load at the tip:(a) the three P.R. are activated according to the tabulated nine
schemes. (b) Mean absolute error (MAE). (c) MAE/Fmax (red), and MAE/Fave (blue).
(d) R2 of model with regard to test. (e) Simulated activation schemes.
applied force is 0.94 N. The mean absolute error (MAE) in each actuation scheme, plotted in





where ei; is the error between sensor reading and model estimation at each sensor reading
cycle i, during all n cycles. The normalized error in each scheme is calculated by two methods:
with regard to the maximum force, according to (MAE/Fmax); and with regard to the
average amount of force, according to (MAE/Fave), displayed in Figure 2.18c. The coefficient
of determination, R2, is depicted in Figure 2.18d.
External load applied to the body (Case 2). For this case, the P.R. were actuated
to generate maximum bend, according to Figure 2.19a. Considering four quarters along the
robotic appendage’s length, an external load was applied on the body within each quarter of
the length in tum, from the distal end toward the base (Figure 2.19e), constituting four force
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Fig. 2.19 Load on the body:(a) in all four schemes of applying load, the three P.R. are
activated according to the table for maximum bending. (b) Mean absolute error (MAE). (c)
MAE/Fmax (red), and MAE/Fave (blue). (d) R2 of model with regard to test. (e) Simulated
activation schemes.
application schemes. The average of the maximum applied force across the four schemes is
1.15 N, and the total average of the applied force is 0.85 N. Similar to the previous case, the
mean absolute error, normalized errors, and R2 are calculated, and displayed in Figure 2.19.
Stepwise lateral external load (Case 3). To demonstrate the effectiveness of the
model prediction with regard to the out-of-plane applied load, the robotic appendage was
actuated to maximum bending and an external load was laterally applied via an indenter, at
the tip and on the body (in turn within the first and second quarters of the length from the
tip). The magnitude of the load was increased during four steps. The average of the maximum
applied force across the three schemes is 1.0 N, and the total average of the applied force is
0.51 N. The mean absolute error, normalized errors, and R2 are calculated, and displayed
in Figure 2.20. The results of all three cases (Case 1, Case 2, Case 3) are summarized in
Table 2.4. Considering the three mentioned cases, the maximum normalized error with regard
to the averaged applied force is less than 8% and we witness very high values of above 0.99
for R2, demonstrating high accuracy of the model predicting the external load.
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Fig. 2.20 Stepwise load: (a) in all three schemes of applying load, the three P.R. are activated
according to the table for maximum bending. (b) Mean absolute error (MAE). (c) MAE/Fmax
(red), and MAE/Fave (blue). (d) R2 of model with regard to test. (e) Simulated activation
schemes.
Cyclic external load (Case 4). For investigating the effect of cyclic load increase/decrease,
the robotic appendage was actuated to maximum bending (≈ 90◦), and a cyclic force was
applied at the tip where the Nano17 was affixed while increasing and decreasing the loading
in five cycles. The force components and the magnitude of force of the test and the simulation
are plotted against each other in Figure 2.21. The average of the maximum applied force
across is 0.46 N, and the total average of the applied force is 0.17 N across time.
Results show a mean absolute error of 0.015 N for the force magnitude and an R2 of 0.99.
The absolute errors are depicted in Figure 2.22.
Table 2.4 Summary of Mean Absolute Error, Normalized Mean Absolute Errors, and R2 for
The Three Cases of Case 1, Case 2, Case 3.
a See section “External load applied at the tip (Case1).” b See section “External load applied to the body
(Case2).” c see section “Stepwise lateral external load (Case3).”
MAE, mean absolute error.
MAE MAE/Fmax MAE/Fave R
2
Case Max. Ave. Min. Max.% Ave.% Min.% Max.% Ave.% Min.% Ave.
Case1a 0.076 0.041 0.011 5.43 3.13 0.73 7.58 4.47 1.1 0.998
Case2b 0.038 0.025 0.0168 4.61 2.67 1.23 5.98 3.58 1.85 0.997
Case3c 0.012 0.009 0.005 0.96 0.91 0.85 1.98 1.84 1.57 0.999
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Fig. 2.21 Comparison between force sensor readings “t”, and model estimation “s”: (a) total
magnitude of forces, (b) Fx, (c) Fy, (d) Fz.
2.5 Repeatability
Repeatability was investigated in three scenarios, by pressurizing the manipulator to its
practical extreme configurations (bending and stretch) and applying external force at the tip
to generate more deformation and internal stress compared with applying the force elsewhere;
across three trials. The average of the force magnitude at the base along with the standard




deviation in each case is reported in Table 2.5. Due to limited strain, the soft appendage
demonstrated good repeatability.
Table 2.5 Three scenarios: (A) maximum bending, external load applied at the tip, in line
with the soft appendage’s backbone; (B) maximum bending, external load at the tip laterally;





STD of force 0.025 0.34 0.11
2.6 Further Applications
The approach developed in the previous sections could be extended to other fluid-actuated
manipulators comprising braided extensors with the same operational principles where the
aforementioned assumptions are deemed valid. Figure 2.23 demonstrates the implementation
on a 3-segment manipulator including rigid interconnecting elements in dexterous spatial
quasi-static motions, with and without external forces.
Fig. 2.23 Three segment soft manipulator with rigid connective elements (gray). External
force is applied at marked location and the kinematic progression is (selectively) displayed in
MATLAB; omitting intermediate stages for clarity. (a) Force applied at tip; (b) Force applied
on body; (c) Force applied at tip; (d) No force: displaying dexterous motion in a hypothetical
grasping scenario. Blue arrows show direction of kinematic progression.
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2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented a mathematically straightforward yet comprehensive approach
for modelling and real-time simulation of a silicone-based pneumatic soft continuum robotic
appendage comprising braided extensors in quasistatic movements. The proposed model takes
into account the effects of internal and external forces with regard to bending, shear, torsion,
and extension, and transfers these effects along the entire backbone leading to a 3D kinematic
deformation. We comparatively investigated three approaches (Hooke, neo-Hookean, and
Gent) to determine the best conformity between the model and experiments (performed with
the STIFF-FLOP manipulator). The latter two hyperelastic models were each separately
considered with two different constraints: uniaxial deformation, and no-radial deformation.
In each case, we derived the principal stretch as a function of stress for braided extensors.
Experiments were performed without load and with load, applied at the tip and along the
body on multiple points. In all cases, we studied the response by setting the Young’s modulus
(E) as a free parameter ranging from 60 to 180 kPa, and we investigated the value with most
conformity. It was seen that for this type of robotic appendage, which experiences only limited
strains, the Hookean model provided a marginally better estimate for position/deformation
and force analysis, with a higher predicted value for E, compared with the two hyperelastic
models investigated. We also observed that variations of E at lower actuation pressure have
a significantly less negative effect on the model prediction as opposed to higher pressures.
Furthermore, the prediction from the model does not vary linearly with regard to E, as lower
values for E result in sharper changes in error compared with higher values. Selecting 100
sections for the robotic appendage, the simulation is able to run at 170 Hz in MATLAB on
the computer with the specifications mentioned in the Setup section, most likely to improve
by implementing the modelling with a lower level language. This execution rate suffices for
real-time applications, and as a result of the proposed approach, enables access to internal
forces across (almost) the entire backbone, which is an important feature for monitoring the
health of the system in addition to facilitating embodied force perception.
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We conclude that the Hookean assumption is valid for silicone-based robotic appendages at
small strains (about 50% in extension/compression [171]). This result indicates that research
works with similar robotic platforms may not necessarily require hyperelastic analysis. The
exact range of this validity with regard to dimensional and/or actuation limits is yet to be
determined, and beyond the scope of this study. Further examination on this is included in
the addendum 2.10 at the end of this chapter.
The proposed model’s versatility in estimating external forces applied anywhere on
the body and reporting the force values, empowers real-time force sensing and perception
in this class of manipulators leading to a wider range of practical applications for safe
human/robot interaction. The transfer of pose/force information from one section to the
next in the discretized setting can be implemented for any similar platform consisting of
multiple segments. In other words, the existing single segment can be treated as multiple
virtual segments without loss of accuracy, with potential extension and application of the
approach to multi-segment robots for future studies. The limitation depends on maintaining
the assumptions in the Modelling Framework section. Another interesting area for additional
investigation would be exploring the ability to predict the location of applied force.
Structural imperfections resulting from hand construction (especially in the braided
extensors) cause some discrepancies in behaviour, which are not reflected in the model; for
example, the extension of the fluidic chambers when subject to pressurization was observed to
not be exactly homogeneous. In this regard, introducing compensating terms can improve the
performance, however, at the cost of losing generality, and were not considered here. Finally,
although the current implementation of the model could cope with multiple and/or distributed
loads, however, it would require an iterative procedure with an impact on computational
cost, with its feasibility for force estimation to be pursued in future work.
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2.8 (Chapter 2) Addendum 1
Longitudinal engineering stress for a braided extensor as a function of elongation λ, and the



























































2.9 (Chapter 2) Addendum 2
An alternate approach can be formulated for constructing the transformation matrices. As
the total local moment is calculated as Mtot = Me +Mi, projecting this moment vector onto
its local x and y components delivers curvature in the local frame as κx = My/EI and κy =
Mx/EI, with κ =
√
(κ2x + κ2y); and the out of plane bending angle as φ = atan2(κy/κx) [122].
Observing that ρ = [(1 − Cθ), 0, Sθ/κ]T as the translational vector from the previous frame











where R3×3 is the rotational transformation matrix around the relevant local axis.
The torsion angle is computed as α = Mzξ0/GIp, where Ip is the polar moment of inertia.
This can be represented by a local rotational transformation about the z axes by the angle a
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By considering each infinitesimal segment as a beam, the shear displacement in each local
frame for both x and y directions are calculated as follows:
δx,y = (fx,yξ0/βAG) (2.23)
where fx,y is the force projection of the resultant overall local force on the local x, y plane, and
β is the form factor calculated (A/I2)
∫
A(Q/t)dA, which is 10/9 for circular cross sections.
Therefore, the resulting shear translational vector in both the local x and y directions is





where I3×3 is the identity matrix. The total homogeneous transformation matrix from one
frame to the next is composed as a concatenation of all calculated homogeneous matrices:
Tk−1k tot = TbTshTtor (2.25)
The relative coordinates of every following frame are the first three entries of the last column
in each transformation matrix, which we stack successively in a separate 3 × 11 matrix. The
overall transformation matrix from the tip to the base is formed as a multiplication of all
transformations as mentioned in Equation 2.19.
By this approach, using an appropriate level of discretization, the system’s nonlinear
deformation is captured by geometrical nonlinearity as a result of a high number of segments,
rather than the material nonlinearity, by considering more complex hyperelastic assumptions.
Comparison with the results obtained from the method described in the text shows a minor
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difference of about 2% between the two methods in the current robotic appendage, discretized
in 100 sections.
2.10 (Chapter 2) Addendum 3
Although rubber is capable of experiencing large elastic deformations, in practice, rubber is
often subjected only to relatively less than about 50% in extension or compression (small
strains). The stress can then be approximated by common elastic analysis, assuming simple
linear stress/strain relationships, since in small strains, rubber behaves as a linearly elastic
material like all solids [171]. To further investigate the validity of Hooke linear relationship for
the material used in the soft robot appendage, one chamber (braided extensor) was separated
and pressurized to an elongation of almost over 87% more than its initial length. Results are
depicted in Figure 2.24, showing elongation to follow a nearly linear trend.
Fig. 2.24 Pressurization of a braided extensor:(a) pressure versus length, (b) initial configura-
tion, (c) elongated extensor.
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Soft Tissue Probing with Continuum Robotic Appendage
Forward:
The content of this chapter is the output of a collaborative work between the author of
this thesis, Mr. Ali Shiva; and Mr. S.M.Hadi Sadati. The contributions of the thesis author
(Ali Shiva) consists of the main idea to sweep a soft tissue replica via a soft continuum fluidic
manipulator for anomaly detection; preparation of the test setup (entailing - but not limited
to - assembling the entire mechatronic circuitry, the hydraulic system, casting the silicone
phantom, data acquisition interface, calibration); running all the tests; data gathering; initial
post processing of the acquired data; and providing pictures.
The contribution of Mr. Sadati includes modeling the behavior of the system, data
analysis, and generating most of the figures.
Abstract— Herein, a novel approach is proposed for probing soft tissue to detect stiffness
anomalies using a fluidic soft continuum appendage; which benefits from light-weight design
and safe interaction due to the soft structure’s intrinsic compliance. The shape and forces
experienced at the tip of the continuum appendage are estimated based on real-time forward
integration of Cosserat rod model that solely relies on load readings from a single 6-axis force
sensor installed at the base, removing the need for position tracking sensors or a tip force
sensor. Multiple probing runs with different actuation pressures are used for mapping the
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tissue surface shape and directional linear stiffness, as well as detecting non-homogeneous
regions, e.g. a hard nodule embedded in a soft silicon tissue phantom. As a result, the
appendage tip force is estimated with less than 0.35 N mean error in the probing and less than
0.1 N in the indentation direction, and less than 0.7 mm mean error is achieved in estimating
the surface profile between different trials of each experimental scenario. Further challenges
with the tissue dynamic motion, palpation strategies, and benefits from a variable stiffness




The unbalanced distribution of specialists in technology and medicine compared to the needs
around the world is a key challenge in promoting global health. Advancements in tele-
communication and relevant infrastructures in the past decades has helped the reachability of
rural and hard-to-access places around the world. This, in turn, has sparked a research trend
of designing novel diagnostic and examination techniques to connect patients and specialists
globally. Such designs should be safe and easy-to-use, light-weight, mobile, affordable and
at the same time robust and accurate. This study proposes the idea of using a hydraulic
continuum appendage for probing soft tissue organs, e.g. a patient’s abdomen in a remote-
diagnosis scenario, benefiting from a simple yet accurate stiffness estimation method that
solely relies on readings from a 6-axis force sensor for tissue probing and stiffness imaging.
Various probing devices, including tactile sensors, have been developed to minimize medical
intervention damages for graspers, forceps, cutters, catheter tips, or to detect presence of
abnormalities by evaluating tissue mechanical properties and providing tactile feedback [175].
While robust solutions for static single point stiffness measurements already exist, real-time
accurate and stable stiffness mapping of a tissue surface is still challenging. Adapting to the
variables of different soft tissues such as elasticity, texture, surface friction, shape, restitution
dynamics, non-homogeneity and organ natural movements are the key requirements of a
medical probing device. Additionally, there are medical requirements such as compliance
with different procedures, fast operation, sensing accuracy and stability, small size design
(to comply with incisions) easy sterilization, simplicity, affordability, and preferably, MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) compatibility that must be satisfied before a device is approved
for practical use [175, 73].
To this end, different concepts have been developed based on tissue indentation by
direct contact, or non-contacting methods through visual or sonar feedback, sensor arrays
for dynamic feedback during continuous probing [176], compliant and variable stiffness
probes for maximizing sensory information gain to adopt to different tissue and palpation
conditions [177, 73], and continuum probes for their dexterity, manoeuvrability, shape
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Fig. 3.1 A hydraulically actuated continuum appendage (STIFF-FLOP) for soft tissue probing,
stiffness imaging and anomaly (e.g. hard nodule) detection.
adaptation and (to some extent) stiffness regulation properties [160]. In addition, task-
specific probe designs and guidelines are necessary for different medical applications [175].
The tissue shape and stiffness estimation are possible by keeping a zero-force contact with
the tissue surface, requiring a force/position control paradigm, [178, 128, 100, 160] and
then comparing the indentation due to different applied force values from multiple palpation
runs [179].
Among different solutions, soft continuum manipulators present unique features which
have made this class of robots attractive. To name a few: robust fluidic or tendon actuation
mechanisms, high dexterity and dexterous motion, along with inherent structural compliance.
These features enable safe interaction with delicate surroundings, high manoeuvrability and
large workspace for physical examination and rehabilitation, reaching complex confined
anatomical paths in narrow port Minimally Invasive Surgeries (MIS), and providing intrinsic
shape and force sensing through their body or actuation lines [60, 180]. Among different
designs, braided fluidic continuum modules, such as STIFF-FLOP [85], perform better when
robust, homogeneous and repeatable deformation and force control are needed, compared to








































































































Fig. 3.2 a) Schematic of the probing appendage consisting of a STIFF-FLOP actuator module,
tip and base force sensors, and mountings. b) Cross section of a STIFF-FLOP module. c) A
soft silicon phantom tissue with an embedded M8 nut to mimic a hard nodule in a soft tissue.
However, real-time and accurate modelling of these manipulators, observation and control
(especially in the dynamic environments of medical examination) remain a challenge [181, 126].
Numerous attempts have been made during the recent years to address these issues, such
as hybrid force and position estimation and control methods based on combining force and
position sensor readings to achieve the estimation and control tasks [130, 160]. Bajo and
Siemann have recently proposed a hybrid position/force control method for a miniature
tendon driven continuum manipulator and utilized it for stiffness imaging of a soft tissue.
Relying on both force and position measurements, the authors compared the force/position
data from two palpation rounds to estimate the shape and linear stiffness of an unknown soft
environment [160].
Recent research has focused on body or tip (operation point) force estimation to remove
the need to attach a force sensor on the manipulator. These methods rely on intrinsic
force sensing, through the manipulator’s actuation tendons [128, 160], pressure inlets [80],
position tracking methods based on actuation tendon length [160], magnetic markers [80],
or intraoperative methods using fluorescent, ultrasound or visual tracking markers, and
fiber optic and fiber bragg grating sensors [165, 180]. Relying on simplifying assumptions
about the manipulator geometry, e.g. the constant curvature assumption [126], the need for
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expensive and bulky tracking devices with limited range and portability, occlusion problem,
MRI interference, and noisy results [180] are the main disadvantages of these shape-based and
indirect force estimation methods. However, the idea of benefiting from a variable stiffness
continuum appendage for soft tissue probing has not been investigated yet.
To simplify the shape estimation of a continuum appendage, the idea of transforming the
Boundary Value Problem (BVP) model of an elastic beam to an Initial Value problem in an
Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE), by knowing the loading condition at a fixed-end has
been utilized by Barbič for soft material graphical visualizing [182]. From a robotic point of
view, Bretl and Mccarthy have shown that the reaction forces at one end of an elastic rod
are global coordinate charts for estimating the rod’s quasistatic configuration [183]. Further
investigation of this concept has been carried out for modelling thin solids, e.g. flexible
ribbons [184]; where the authors employed this idea for shape estimation of continuum
rods with moving ends. They achieved real-time performance, small error (3-15%) and
occlusion free tracking via simple forward integration, but limited accuracy due to discrete
implementation of the Kirchhoff Elastic Rod method [184]. Rucker et al. have briefly
investigated this idea as part of their actuation and deflection-based force sensing method
for parallel continuum robots [185]. However, geometric constraint (their actuation port
overlapped with base force sensor placement) and large sensitivity to noise in dynamic
scenarios prevented them effective implementation.
Here, we propose the use of a hydraulically actuated STIFF-FLOP module, which is a
3-DoF braided continuum appendage, for probing and stiffness imaging of a soft silicon tissue
phantom, as in Figure 3.1, with the aim of detecting anomalies in the form of a hard nodules
in the tissue sample (section 3.2.1). A real-time shape and tip force estimation method
is proposed based on forward numerical integration of Cosserat rod method that is made
possible using 6-axis load readings from a force sensor fixed at the appendage base (section
3.2.2 & 3.2.3). As a result, no position tracking sensor is needed and the stiffness imaging
algorithm is simple and efficient enough to be implemented in an affordable easy-to-use
micro-controller. Numerical performance (accuracy and simulation time) of using rotation
matrix and quaternions for the appendage kinematics are compared. Hyperelasticity and
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braiding effects are taken into consideration in an intermediate numerical step as in [87, 136].
The results from multiple probing runs with different actuation pressures provide sufficient
information to construct the surface profile and the linear stiffness map of the tissue with
good accuracy compared to experimental results, showing the location and depth of the
anomaly in the tissue. Suggestions for future research are provided in section 3.4 based the
experimental and simulation results, advantages, possibilities and limitations of this method
(section 3.3).
The main contributions of this study can be summarized as:
• Using a continuum actuator appendage for soft tissue palpation,
• Proposing real-time shape and tip force estimation via sensing the appendage base
loads and hence enabling forward integration of a Cosserat rod model static case,
• Comparing the accuracy and real-time computational performance of different deriva-
tions of the continuum appendage mechanics using quaternions and rotation matrices,
• Suggestions for probing strategy and configuration based on actuation of the continuum
appendage,
• Possible minimalistic implementation of the proposed stiffness imaging method, e.g. on
a simple Arduino micro-controller for an affordable mobile device, for on-line surface
stiffness and profile estimation of living moving tissue in an actual MIS task.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Experimental Setup and Procedure
A STIFF-FLOP module [85] employed here is a hydraulically-actuated continuum appendage
for soft tissue probing (Figure 3.2.a). The manipulator is made of Silicone elastomer
(Chapter 2). Independent actuation of three braided hydraulic chamber pairs (6 chambers in
total) is via three separate plungers (10mL Terumo Syringe) moved back and/or forth by
three 17HS5001-100D8 non-captive stepper motors, providing 3 DoF (one axial elongation
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and two side-bending) of the appendage tip (Figure 3.2.b). The stepper motors are controlled
via a C# program through a data acquisition board (DAQ) board (National Instruments
Inc. NI-DAQmx USB-6411). Hydraulic pressure for each chamber pair is recorded via three
separate pressure transmitters (WIKA model A-10). The first chamber pair is placed along
the manipulator +y axis (Figure 3.1) with 120◦ offset from the other pairs.
An ATI Mini40 F/T sensor is mounted at the appendage base as the single necessary
sensor for the probing task. An ATI Nano17 F/T force sensor is connected at the manipulator
tip to provide ground truth for validation. A 3D-printed spherical nob (R = 5 mm) is affixed
at the tip to avoid damaging sharp corners or blunt surfaces at the contact point, benefiting
from the spherical geometry to generate the least friction during the slide [175, 186, 187].
The cubic soft tissue phantom (140 × 80 × 30 mm) is made from soft silicon (Ecoflex-0010)
and confined in a 3D printed rigid container (Figure 3.2.c). The Silicone phantom is wrapped
with a cling film, and lubricated on the top surface to produce smoother transition [188]. An
M8 nut (a hexagonal with ≈ 14.4 mm circumferential circle diameter and ≈ 7.2 mm thickness)
is embedded vertically at the centre of the phantom and in 2 mm depth, as a hard nodule in
a soft tissue. The measured and identified structural parameters of the experimental setup
are presented in Figure 3.2. The phantom is fixed on a HIWIN KKA40 high precision linear
actuator which is controlled with an Arduino UNO through a stepper motor.
The appendage is fixed at the target configuration, and the phantom is moved opposite
the y axis (−y), as in Figure 3.1, with constant velocity (Vy ≈ 7 mm/s) using the linear
actuator while in contact with the appendage tip. This configuration is used in the current
study for simplicity; however, the results are similar to the case of a fixed phantom and a
horizontally moving appendage. The phantom tissue is placed h = 89 mm away from the
appendage base (2 mm less than the appendage overall height). Three actuation scenarios are
tested, each three times, with different input pressure values (pI = [0.25, 0.42, 0.5] where the
appendage bends against the slider motion, pII = [0.41, 0, 0] where it bends toward the slider
motion and pIII = [0, 0, 0] barg where it is not actuated at all, see Table 3.1) providing force
measurements at different indention. Although the appendage in the third scenario slightly
bends toward the slider motion passively. The mean (M) and Mean Standard Deviation
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Fig. 3.3 Variable curvature kinematics and
the Cosserat rod method free body diagram for
one differential element along the continuum
backbone. Subscripts l, ρ and σ are for the
external point loads at the tip or along the
backbone, loads due to internal pressure, and
distributed loads (e.g. gravity); respectively.
(MSTD) values for the estimated tip force, based on simulations using the base force sensor
readings, are compared with the actual measurements from the tip force sensor to evaluate
absolute and percentage error (Err,%) for each actuation scenario. Note that the sensors’
measurements are not equal despite the quasistatic assumption. The tip force sensor readings
are measured w.r.t. the appendage tip local frame, since the force sensor is fixed to the tip,
and we rely on our simulation results to estimated the tip orientation and its contacting point
with and indentation in the phantom tissue. Besides, the mass for appendage body, filled
hydraulic chambers, and all rigid connections should be taken into account. Result pairs from
different actuation scenarios are compared to estimate the tissue stiffness and surface profile,
and the mean value of the results based on the base and tip load readings are compared.
3.2.2 Continuum Appendage Static Model
Variable Curvature (VC) kinematics based on a quaternion representation of rotations, and
Cosserat rod theory are used to model the static mechanics of the appendage [60]. The
relation between the local physical curvilinear coordinates ([d̂1, d̂2, d̂3], where d̂3 is tangent
to the backbone, d̂2 is along the first pressure chamber pair, and [d̂1, d̂2, d̂3](s=0) = [̂i, ĵ, k̂]
at the appendage base (Figure 3.3). Note the orientation of the base reference frame in
Figure 3.1. The backbone curve spatial configuration (ρ) and 1 × 4 rotation quaternion unit
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vector (Q), expressed in inertial Cartesian coordinates ([̂i, ĵ, k̂]), are derived according to
VC as in [189, 125]:
Q,s = Q× [0, u]⊤/2 (3.1)
[0, ρ,s]⊤ =
(
Q× [0, (v + [0, 0, 1])]⊤
)
×Q−1
where Q = [q0, q], q0 =
√
1 − q.q⊤, q is the 1 × 3 quaternion vector, v is the curve local strain
vector, u is the vector of curve local curvatures and torsion, s is the variable along the backbone
with stip = l, where l is the manipulator length, y,x = ∂y/∂x, Q−1 = conj(Q) = [q0,−q], and
× here denotes the quaternion product as [189]:
Q× =

q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1
q3 −q2 q1 q0

. (3.2)
which is equivalent to a matrix dot product. The curvilinear and Cartesian coordinates are
aligned at the manipulator base (s = 0), where [d̂1, d̂2, d̂3](s=0) = [̂i, ĵ, k̂], ρ0 = 0 and
q = [0, 0, 0]. Alternatively, using 3 × 3 rotation matrices (R), we obtain [60]
ρ,s = R(v + [0, 0, 1]⊤) (3.3)
R,s = R [u]×
where [ ]× is the skew-symmetric matrix denoting a standard mapping from R3 to SO(3) [60]
The simple implementation of quaternion rotation is more computationally expensive
than using 3×3 rotation matrices; however, using quaternions improves numerical integration
accuracy, and preserves frame orthonormality [125, 189]. A comparison between the results
from both methods is presented in the next section.
The Cosserat rod theory exploits the conservation law to balance the total internal loads
carried by the rod material (n,m) and the distributed external and body loads (f, τσ) - e.g.
due to body weight (fg). Here, m,n(s) is equal to the sum of the individual contributions of
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the actuation chambers (f, τp) and the projected load on the rod cross-section due to external
loads (f, τm) as n = fp + fm and m = τp + τm. The resulting load from concentrated external
loads (fl, τl) act as boundary conditions (e.g. of type shear load for an Euler-Bernoulli beam),
expressed in the local frame, along the manipulator [190]. If the loads due to actuation
pressure (fp, τp) are considered as concentrated external loads at the manipulator tip and
handled as boundary conditions, similar to the case of external f, τl [125], complicated terms
related to fpd̂3,s and τp vectors appear in the derivations to compensate the accumulation of
pressure loads as we integrate along the manipulator backbone. Instead, we sum up their
contributions to the internal load carried by the rod material (n,m), where they act in
parallel to the internal loads (f, τm) to deform the manipulator. This results in the same set
of equations as in [125] but with a clearer and more physically relevant presentation which is
less computationally expensive to integrate. For f, τm in static case, using the Cosserat rod
method [60], we have:
fm,s + fσ = 0, τm,s + ρ,s × fm + τσ = 0 (3.4)
where fσ = (σmam + 6σpap)g, σ is the material and water distributed weight, am = π(r2m2 −
r2m1 − 6r
2
p1) and ap = πr
2
p1 are the manipulator and hydraulic chamber cross-section area
respectively, g = [0 0 − 9.81] [m/s2] is the gravity vector, rm1 and rm2 are the module
cross-section inner and outer radii. As a standard approach in implementing Cosserat rod
method, Hooke’s law of linear stress-strain relation is used as the system constitutional law
(n = Kv.v,m = Ku.u). Transforming all the vectors in the local frame, we obtain:
[0, v]⊤ = K−1v .
(
Q−1× [0, fm]⊤ + [0, fp]⊤
)
, (3.5)
[0, u]⊤ = K−1u .
(
Q−1× [0, τm]⊤ + [0, τp]⊤
)
where hydraulic chambers are actuated in pairs (p2i−1 = p2i for i = 1...3), fp = Σ6i=1piap
and τp = Σ6i=1piaprOi × [0, 0, 1], rp1 and rp2 are the hydraulic chamber inner area, inner and
outer radius, Kv = diag(am[G,G,E]) and Ku = diag([E,E,G]).diag(J) are diagonal stiffness
matrices, associated with strains and curvatures/torsion respectively, in the d̂i frame, E and
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p).[1, 1, 2] −
apdiag(rO.r⊤O) is a 1 × 3 vector consisting of the cross-section second moments of areas, rO is
a matrix of which rows are position vectors of the chambers in the manipulator cross-section
plane
rOi = ro. [cos(ψoi), sin(ψoi), 0] , i ∈ 1...6 (3.6)
ψo2j−1 = π/2 − 2(j − 1)π/3 − φo,
ψo2j = π/2 − 2(j − 1)π/3 + φo, j ∈ 1...3,
and ro is the radial offset of the chambers from the center. Using R, instead of Eq. (3.5), we
obtain
v = K−1v (R⊤fm + fp), u = K−1u (R⊤τm + τp). (3.7)
m,n can be used for stress analysis.
Eq. (3.1), (3.4), and (3.5) with Q (alternatively, (3.3), (3.4), and (3.7) with R) form a
system of differential equations with states [ρ, q, n,m] (alternatively, [ρ,R, n,m]). Benefiting
from the load readings from 6-axis force sensor at the manipulator base ([f, τ ](s=0) =
[n,m](s=0)), the system is reduced to an initial value ODE to be solved with forward
numerical integration on s ∈ [0, l] for the manipulator configuration (ρ, q) and tip load
([f, τ ]l = [n,m](s=l)). In the case of known tip loads, a more computationally demanding
BVP is formed with convergence and accuracy issues which is harder to solve. Note that
reduced-order methods have been introduced recently to solve these systems in [191, 136].
The formed ODE is solved using MATLAB’s “ode113” function. Simulation results for the
tip position are used to estimate the indentation of and the contact point with the tissue to
estimate the tissue profile and stiffness. The simulation results for the tip orientation are
used to transform the tip force sensor readings to the base reference frame as the ground
truth to be compared with the simulation results based on the base force sensor readings.
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3.2.3 Appendage Shape and Tissue Stiffness Estimation
The actual tip contact position w.r.t. the tissue mean surface, at height offset h from
the appendage base, and horizontal position of the appendage base in each time step t is
ρt = [0,−Vyt, h] − ρ(s=l). Then, the tissue linear stiffness can be estimated by comparing
the appendage tip position and forces with different tissue indentations (d) due to different
actuation pressures as kty|z = ∆fy|z/∆ρty|z [160], where kt is the tissue linear stiffness w.r.t.
d. kty is related to the surface friction (µt) as kty = ktzµt + ktyreal , where ktyreal is the tissue
real stiffness, which is not considered in this study. While estimating the tissue surface profile
is presented in [160] by zero force probing of the surface, here in this study, we use ftz and
the estimated ktz to estimate the free surface as zt = ρtz − ftz/ktz. This simple procedure
does not require a complex force/position control design as in [160]. This way, the surface
estimation will be less sensitive to moving tissue for real medical applications, which makes
zero force probing a challenging task, and the estimation can be done online while the tip is
performing another task, such as surgical tool attached to the tip in an MIS.
3.3 Results and Discussion
The results from 9 probing runs with 3 different pressure combinations are used to test the
accuracy and computational performance of our method.
Fig. 3.4 shows raw data from a probing run with initial pressures pIII = [0, 0, 0] bar,
changing to p∗III = [−0.1, 0, 0.05] bar upon tissue contact. The pressures can become negative
due to induced suction in the chambers as a result of passive appendage deformation under
its weight or other chamber elongation. The change in the pressure readings is used to detect
the contact start time and transition period. The stabilized pressures after tissue contact for
the other two sets of actuation scenarios are p∗I = [0.1, 0.5, 0.7] bar and p∗II = [0.3, 0, 0] bar.
[f, τ ]base are used as [n,m](s=0) and the estimated tip forces are compared with the actual
tip force sensor readings. Using rotation matrices (R), Eq. (3.3) & (3.7), results in exactly
the same results as in the case of quaternions (Q), Eq. (3.1) & (3.5), showing no accuracy
improvements over the length and deformation range of our tests. While both approaches
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Fig. 3.4 Sample raw data from a single probing run with initial pressures pIII = [0, 0, 0] bar
(experimental scenario III). The negative pressures (p∗) are due to suction under appendage
weight and phantom sliding force. The appendage contact with the phantom tissue is detected
by monitoring sudden changes in the pressure readings and the transient behaviour after the
contact (showed with vertical dash lines in all the plots). The nodule location (stiff region) is
detected upon an increase in the force sensor z-axis readings.
provide real-time performance, the mean execution time is about 18% faster in the case of
using R (364 ms/s (millisecond of simulation time per each second of experiment) for R and
447 ms/s for Q, running on an Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS operating system with Intelr CoreTM
M-5Y10c CPU (0.8-2.0 GHz × 4) and 8 Gb memory). A peak force value, at the appendage
tip z-axis direction, occurs almost on top of the stiff region, e.g. hard nodule location, while
this peak value for the y-axis (probing) direction occurs just before this point.
Table 3.1 presents the MSTD values for all experimental data points of the three probing
runs in each of the actuation scenarios. MSTD values are less than 0.02 N and 0.05 N for
both base and tip force readings in the y-axis (probing) and z-axis directions show good
repeatability of the experiment results. The same is observed for the moment around the
x-axis with MSTD less than 1 mNm. The first actuation scenario (appendage bends against
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Table 3.1 Mean Standard Deviation (MSTD), and simulation mean error value (Err) and
percentage (%) for the three tested actuation scenarios. The slider moves from right to left.
Scenario I (against) II (toward) III (neutral)
p [atm] [0.25, 0.42, 0.5] [0.41, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0]
par.s MSTD (Err,%) MSTD (Err,%) MSTD (Err,%)
ex
p.
fbx[N] 0.005 0.009 0.019
fby[N] 0.0067 0.015 0.021
fbz[N] 0.051 0.016 0.035
τbx[Nm] 0.0014 3.8e-4 0.001
τby[Nm] 3e-4 7.5e-4 0.0011
τbz[Nm] 3e-5 1.2e-4 2.5e-4
ftx[N] 0.0038 0.0011 0.02
fty[N] 0.02 0.0093 0.014









(0.015, 5.9%) (0.0096, 8.7%) (0.035, 19.6%)
ftz[N]
0.051 0.016 0.035
(0.091, 11.9%) (0.012, 3.6%) (0.045, 6.1%)
slider motion) poses the smallest variability of the base force readings in the y-axis direction,
showing the best accuracy in measuring fy, and the highest in the z-axis direction, showing
the lest accuracy in measuring fz. The second actuation scenario (appendage bends toward
slider motion) shows the smallest variability of this reading in the z-axis direction, better
for measuring fz, and the third actuation scenario (inactive appendage) shows the highest
variability in the y-axis direction, not desirable for force measurements in this direction. The
lowest variability of base moment readings around x-axis occurred in the first actuation
scenario. The tip force sensor readings show small MSTD values too (less than 0.02 N) but
they are not considered in our argument about the advantages of each probing configuration,
since their readings are in the tip local frame. fx, and τy|z remain small and are not important
here since our results are based on planar cases.
The variability of the estimated tip force readings from simulations (Table 3.1) relates
directly to the base force reading variability. Results from comparing the simulation results
with the actual readings from the tip force sensor are promising, showing less than 0.04 N and
0.9 N absolute error for fy and fz respectively. The accuracy of the estimation method is higher
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Fig. 3.5 The statistical and error analysis of the experimental and simulations results for the
second actuation scenario.
for fy in the first scenario (5.6%) and for fz in the second scenario (3.6%), supporting our
conclusion about the importance of bending direction on measurement axes. The statistical
and error analysis of the experimental and simulations results for the second actuation
scenario are presented in Figure 3.5, showing slightly higher variation in the results at the
stiff region of the tissue (on top of the nodule), probably due to higher force absolute value
at the point, but slightly less variation just before or after the stiff region, depending on the
appendage bending direction. The plots are trimmed to remove the contact and transient
phases, and to place the nodule location at the centre of the plots horizontal axis to be
able to compare them with each other. Figure 3.6 shows the error analysis for the tip force
estimation in the three actuation scenarios. The mean error values are higher around the stiff
region (y = 0.05 m) and reduce after that. The first actuation scenario shows the smallest
mean and variation in estimating fy while these values are minimum for fz in the second
actuation scenario. The variation of fz is higher around the stiff region but this becomes
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Fig. 3.6 Error analysis for the tip force estimations in the three actuation scenarios, showing
higher mean error values around the stiff region, where the variation of fz increases but for
fy slightly decreases. Notice the different plot y-axis scales.
smaller for fy around this point. to explain this, we need to look into the surface stiffness
and profile.
The appendage shape and tip position are estimated based on the base sensor force
readings, showing higher apparent indentation, w.r.t. the mean height h = 89 mm, in the
first actuation scenario (bending opposing the probing direction), and smaller values for
the second scenario (bending toward the slider motion), with a large difference between
different actuation scenarios (≈ 5.5 mm) but less overall variability (better accuracy) around
the stiff region in each case (Fig. 3.7-top-left). The tissue stiffness is calculated, once based
on the estimated tip force from the simulations, and once using tip force sensor readings, and
compared with each other. In both cases, the estimated tip position from simulations is used.
The large difference in the apparent indentation between the actuation scenarios results in
high variation in the estimated tissue stiffness and surface profile around the stiff region (Fig.
3.7-top-right). The stiffness mean and MSTD values are smaller in the probing direction
(y-axis) compared to the indentation direction (z-axis), with overall less variability (better
accuracy) around the stiff region (Figure 3.7-top-middle). The mean and MSTD values of
the calculated values for the tissue surface profile, estimated based on the base force sensor
readings (zb) or from the direct measurements by the tip force sensor (zt), are very similar
with ≈ 6.4 mm mean difference and < 1.2 mm MSTD value, before and after the stiff region.
However, the MSTD values are higher around the stiff region (≈ 2.5 mm). This results in
less accurate surface profile estimation around the stiff region but provides information that
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Fig. 3.7 top) Error analysis for the tip indentation in the phantom tissue, tissue surface profile
and directional stiffness values based on the estimated values from the simulations and the
readings from the tip force sensor. bottom) the phantom tissue surface profile (in Cartesian
coordinates) and directional stiffness colour map. The estimated and measured (based on tip
force sensor) values for the same probing path (same x values) are shown side-by-side for
comparison.
eases the nodule detection [73, 100]. The estimated surface profile reveals irregularities in the
tissue phantom surface which presents a small hump (≈ 0.4 mm) just on top of the embedded
nodule, probably due to slightly less shrinking rate of this part of the phantom tissue during
the curing process. This shows the feasibility of using base force sensor readings for surface
profile estimation.
Finally, Figure 3.7-bottom shows 3D maps of the mean values for the surface profile and
stiffness in the probing direction (ky- left) and indention direction (kz- right). The maximum
value for ky (≈30% increase w.r.t. the softer regions) occurs just before the stiff region
(shown by dash line) providing predictive information about the nodule location. This value
reaches its minimum almost on top of the nodule, due the small hump on top of the nodule
and the fact that the nodule slightly slides back at this point. This suggests that the stiffness
measurement along the probing direction (y-axis) provides a rich information signal for nodule
detection tasks. The maximum value for kz (≈17% increase w.r.t. the softer regions) occurs
almost on top of the nodule, providing definite information about the nodule location. The
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estimated value based on the base force readings is higher than the values based on direct tip
force measurements (7.5 N/m (30%) for ky and 15 N/m (15%) for ky), showing the advantage
of having direct tip force readings for accurate surface stiffness estimation. Smaller variation
in measuring ky strengthens the idea of using stiffness estimation in the probing direction as
a more reliable means for hard nodule detection in a soft tissue sample [47].
Overall, the first actuation scenario, where the appendage bends against the slider motion,
causes deeper indentation of the appendage tip into the tissue, since the surface friction and
internal pressures act against each other. This scenario provides more repeatable/accurate
force reading/estimation in the probing direction. The second actuation scenario, where
the appendage bends toward the slider motion, results in more repeatable/accurate force
reading/estimation along the indentation direction. This scenario is more suitable for accurate
tissue stiffness estimation. An inactive appendage results in a mix of results with no obvious
advantages for the considered aspects. Comparing estimated values from appendages with
different initial bending directions results in large variability of the estimated value for the
tissue stiffness. We suggest using measurements from actuation scenarios with similar bending
direction for better stiffness estimation.
Compared to the similar efforts in the literature, the presented methods, does need a
complex controller design [160], special considerations needed for guaranteeing convergence
and accuracy of BVP numerical solvers [191], or suffer accuracy issues due to discretization
consideration [184]. The appendage tip remains unoccupied with any force sensor and this
space can be used for placement of any other required tool, with on-line real-time stiffness
and surface profile estimations. There is no force sensor at the tip, exposed to direct contact
with patients, meaning easier device sterilization and even the possibility of using a single-use
probe. Finally, the fact that the presented shape and force estimation methods do not rely
on any shape sensors [165], means they can be employed effectively as good basis models for
Nonlinear Kalman Filter design if position measurements are not easily possible [180].
The proposed approach is tricky in the presence of external loads along arbitrary locations
of the appendage backbone (fl), hence, the appendage is not suitable for port-access surgeries.
Using multiple force sensors to measure cross-section loads along the appendage would be a
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feasible but hard to implement solution, due to size, cost and design complexity issues caused
by adding multiple force sensors along a short appendage. An alternative is working toward
fabrication of thin, light, accurate and affordable force sensors with this specific application
in mind. Extension of this research could include investigating the effective palpation velocity
and induced force, and comparing the results with the employed techniques by physicians, as
in [47, 175]. Another possible avenue to look into is using a stiffness controllable appendage
to increase the measurement accuracy and information gain [170, 47].
3.4 Conclusion
In this paper, for the first time, the use of a hydraulic-actuated braided continuum appendage
is proposed for stiffness probing of soft tissues. Our method benefits from a robust light-
weight easy-to-sterilize design featuring safe interaction due to the inherent compliance of
the appendage soft structure. The appendage shape and tip force are estimated based on
real-time forward integration of Cosserat rod theory that solely relies on load readings from a
single base-fixed 6-axis force sensor. This approach removes the need for bulky and complex
position tracking sensors or a tip force sensor. Multiple probing runs with different actuation
pressures are used for mapping the tissue surface shape and directional linear stiffness along
the probing direction and perpendicular to the tissue surface.
The results show that it is possible to detect non-homogeneous stiffness regions, i.e.
a hard nodule embedded in the soft silicon phantom, in real-time. The accuracy and
computational performance of using quaternions and rotation matrices for modelling the
continuum appendage mechanics were compared, showing 18% faster execution time when
using transformation matrices with exact similar results/accuracy. The appendage tip force is
estimated with < 0.35 N mean error in the probing and < 0.1 N in the indentation direction,
and < 0.7 mm mean error is achieved in estimating the surface profile. However, 7.4−15 N/m
(15-30%) mean error is observed in evaluating tissue directional stiffness, mainly due to
comparing results from probing with appendages that are initially bent toward opposing
directions. There are still many challenges to consider, e.g. tissue dynamic motion, palpation
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strategies, etc, for which we propose using a variable stiffness appendage and a dynamic




Abstract— As a result of the inherent property of soft robots being less rigid, the ability
to control/obtain higher overall stiffness when required remains a challenge, to be further
explored. Here, an innovative design is introduced which allows varying the stiffness of the
continuum silicon-base soft robotic manipulator which has potential for applications involving
close interaction with living tissue, as in Minimally Invasive Surgeries. Inspired by muscular
structures in animals such as the octopus, a hybrid and inherently antagonistic actuation
scheme is proposed. In particular, the octopus makes use of this principle activating two
sets of muscles—longitudinal and transverse muscles—thus, being capable of controlling the
stiffness of parts of its arm in an antagonistic fashion. Based on this concept, the designed
manipulator presented here is pneumatically actuated employing chambers embedded within
the robot’s silicone structure. Tendons incorporated in the manipulator’s wall complement the
pneumatic actuation, to enable variation of overall stiffness. Experiments are carried out by
applying an external force in different configurations while changing the stiffness by means of
the two mechanisms. Test results show that dual, antagonistic actuation increases the load





Taking inspiration from nature, researchers have created new robotic systems to overcome
limitations of traditional robots composed of rigid joints and links [192]. In particular,
animals’ appendages such as the elephant trunk or the octopus arm have become the focus
of studies creating soft, hyper-redundant robots, with capabilities similar to those of the
biological role models [39, 193–195]. The application of these types of robots can result in
significant improvements within a number of fields where traditional robots are currently
deployed [161, 196, 197].
One of these areas is Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) - also called Laparoscopy or
keyhole surgery [52, 85]. Most commonly, during minimally invasive procedures, rigid
Laparoscopy instruments are inserted through so-called Trocar ports which are in turn
inserted into a patient’s abdomen through small incisions allowing surgeons to carry out
surgical interventions inside the patient’s body [6]. In particular during colo-rectal surgery,
clinicians have observed considerable challenges when conducting keyhole procedures (such
as the Total Mesorectal Excision (TME)) due to the limited manoeuvrability of the available
surgical tools which are mostly rigid [6, 198]. It has been reported that soft robotics have
great potential to overcome the aforementioned limitations [6, 92, 101]. A soft manipulator
structure for MIS is beneficial because of increased dexterity and a more gentle interaction
with soft tissue [60, 199] A decreased risk of injury to healthy tissue is another benefit to be
noted. The large number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of a soft continuum robot provides
enhancements when navigating around organs inside the patient’s body towards the target,
rather than “cutting through”. A challenging task, however, when employing soft robots is
how to exert/sustain effective forces against/from the environment and how to achieve an
increased stiffness where required [101, 200].
An overview on stiffening techniques for continuum robots is presented in Section 4.2.
Section 4.3 describes the proposed antagonistic actuation principle (see Figure 4.1) and
summarizes the scientific contributions of this chapter. The mechanical design of the soft,
stiffness-controllable robotic appendage is presented in Section 4.4 along with the overall
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control architecture. Section 4.5 introduces the experimental methodology to validate the
tunable stiffness mechanism and presents the main achievements. Conclusions and possible
future works are discussed in Section 4.6.
4.2 Background
In the recent years researchers have investigated several solutions to the complex problem of
changing and controlling the stiffness of soft manipulators [92]. A silicone-based, pneumatically
actuated soft robot arm was developed as part of the EU-funded project STIFF-FLOP. STIFF-
FLOP focuses on exploring some of the bio-mechanical characteristics of the octopus and
attempts to extract relevant biological features to develop medical robotics systems for
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) [7, 60, 201] that are integrated with pose and force
sensors [202]. Stiffness variation is realized with an embedded chamber within the silicone
body filled with granules that can be jammed by applying a vacuum [200, 203]. Hence, the
robot’s configuration can be frozen once a desired pose is achieved.
The concept of polymeric artificial muscles described in [204] to actuate a robot manip-
ulator was furthered in [205] by integrating granule-filled chambers which when exposed
to varying degrees of vacuum could actuate, soften and stiffen the manipulator’s joints. A
similar concept is proposed in [206]. A hollow snake-like manipulator consists of multiple
overlapping layers of thin Mylar film. By applying vacuum pressure, the friction between the
film layers increases which results in a stiffening capability that is tunable. In [207], scale
jamming is implemented on a set of curved scales which are 3D printed to form an overall
helix, and jammed with two thin steel wires. The stiffness is controlled by changing the
torsional stiffness and damping of the helical interface cross-section via the jagged contact
surface. The structure, however entails external mounting on a (soft) continuum manipulator,
adding to the total bulk and diameter of the system.
Researchers have further investigated smart materials to achieve different stiffness levels:
A number of design parameters have been simulated and prototypes built/investigated in [208]
in order to identify the impact of the overall structure on stiffness variation. In [209], the
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authors report on a thermally tunable composite for mechanical structures - the used flexible
open-cell foam coated in wax can change stiffness, strength, and volume. Altering between a
stiff and soft state and vice versa introduces a time delay as the material does not instantly
react to the heating-up or cooling down process. A similar approach has been chosen by [210]:
a cPBE-PDMS composite has been created that can change its stiffness with in a duration
of 6 s when exposed to an external voltage. Taking inspiration from sea cucumbers, a type
of polymer nanocomposites has been explored in [211]. Being stimulated by a chemical
regulator, a Young’s modulus change was achieved and, hence, a variation in stiffness. A
relatively comprehensive review on stiffening methods applied in MIS has been presented
in [84].
In [212], a new mechanism inspired by the collaboration of longitudinal and transversal
muscles in the tentacles of octopus has been presented. The developed manipulator combines
a pneumatic activation and tendon-driven actuation mechanism in an entirely soft outer
sleeve. The hybrid mechanism and design of the manipulator result in a new type of robotic
manipulator that can collapse entirely, extend along its main axis, bend along the main
axis and vary its stiffness. The proposed robot arm is inherently flexible, manufactured
from segments that consist of an internal stretchable, air-tight balloon and an outer, non-
stretchable sleeve preventing extension beyond a maximum volume. Tendons connected to
the distal ends of the robot segments run along the outer sleeve enabling the manipulation
of the manipulator by bending the sleeve when the corresponding tendon is pulled via 12
stepper motors.
However, Maghooa et. al. in [212] primarily use the antagonistic principle to “move” their
robot, rather than an additional feature of “stiffening”. The afore-mentioned manipulator in
is not functional at all without the fluidic activation (being a one DoF inflating/deflating
system), and the tendons are the sole means of controlled navigation. Maybe more precisely,
Mahgooa et. al.’s manipulator is rather a fluidic “activated” and a tendon “actuated” system.
In this research, the hybridization principle has been transferred to a silicone-based soft
robotic manipulator. The contributions of this study are as follows:
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• The antagonistic actuation principle (pneumatic and tendon-driven actuation) is applied
to a soft robotic segment made of a silicone structure, extending from the manipulator
structure described in [212] which is composed of a fabric sleeve with an internal latex
bladder and primarily utilizing the tendons for controlling the position and navigation,
to an already-functional soft robotic platform.
• Fluidic actuation is used to bend and elongate the robotic arm (i.e. manoeuvring the
robot’s tip); tendon actuation is used to effectively lock the robot’s configuration and,
hence, increase its stiffness in the achieved pose. The work here shows the potential
of “hybridizing” soft robots with a tendon-based actuation type, to achieve stiffening,
similar to what can be achieved using granular jamming.
4.3 Bio-inspiration
Biological studies identify that the octopus arm is composed of longitudinal and transverse
muscle groups acting antagonistically that are bonded by connective tissue [36, 41, 144, 213],
rendering it capable of an extensive variety of movements in addition to controlling the
arm’s stiffness. On this basis, we propose an antagonistic actuation method combining the
advantages of intrinsic, pneumatic and extrinsic, tendon-driven actuation. Tendon-based
actuation is also beneficial for fine-tunning the tip position in miniaturized robotic systems.
This is achievable due to the thin structure and high tensile strength of tendons. Fluidic
actuation is suitable for driving compliant manipulators that operate in the vicinity of humans
and, hence, need to be inherently safe. To summarize:
• Fluidic pressure is used for stretching out and controlling the motion and direction of
the soft manipulator resulting in bending and elongation.
• The compliance of the manipulator is varied by changing the stiffness through the
appropriate control of the two opposing actuation means; pneumatic and tendon-based
actuation.
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Fig. 4.1 Side and cross-section view of a segment/module of the STIFF-FLOP manipulator
with integrated stiffening mechanism based on the antagonistic principle: Three pairs of
pneumatically actuated chambers are embedded into a silicone body. Between each set, a hose
is integrated into the periphery of the manipulator to guide the tendons that are used to apply
stiffening. The tendons are fixed to a plastic cap at the tip of the robot arm.
4.4 Integration of the Antagonistic Stiffening Mechanism
As mentioned earlier, the work described here is the result of transferring the antagonistic
actuation principle presented in [212] to a silicone-based soft continuum robot, such as
the one developed in the EU FP7 project STIFF-FLOP: one segment of the STIFF-FLOP
manipulator (Figure 4.2) is a cylinder of silicone made of Ecoflexr 00 − 50 Supersoft Silicone
with properties mentioned in Section 2.1 of this thesis.
The segment prototype utilized here has an overall length of 47 mm and an outer diameter
of 23 mm. Along the wall of this cylinder, three pairs of fibre-reinforced pressure chambers
(6 mm diameter) are implemented and actuated pneumatically. Each pair of chambers is
connected to one inlet air pipe creating the ability to bend the segment by increasing the
air pressure in one chamber pair relative to the other two chamber pairs. Simultaneous
pressurization of the all dual chambers will result in an overall elongation of the segment.
The created segment (Figure 4.2) has an inner free chamber of 9 mm diameter - this space
is incorporated to pass through tubes from additional segments and wires when creating a
manipulator with a series of multiple segments.
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4.4.1 Embedding tendon-driven actuation into a STIFF-FLOP segment
The tendon-driven actuation mechanism is embedded into a single cylindrical silicone segment
modelled after the STIFF-FLOP manipulator [85]. Figure 4.1 shows a side and cross-sectional
view of the robot arm with the integrated antagonistic actuation principle. In this prototype,
a stretchable, silicone-based tube (Cole-Parmer Instrument Co. Ltd.) with an outer diameter
of 1.5 mm and an inner diameter of 0.8 mm is aligned in between each set of the fluidic
chambers, parallel to the longitudinal axis of our robot. The three hoses are placed 120◦
from each other and housing the tendons for extrinsic actuation. This design will allow the
tendons sliding within the tubes and avoiding any cuts into the silicone body. Due to the
tube’s material properties, the STIFF-FLOP segment keeps its key characteristics of being
soft and squeezable; the silicone tubes move in a compliant way when intrinsically actuating
the robotic appendage. The used tendons are braided microfilaments (PowerPro Super Line)
of 0.15 mm diameter. The three tendons are fixed to a plastic cap at the tip of the robot arm
to distribute forces onto the soft tip surface when under tension. The overall structure is
shown in Figure 4.1.
4.4.2 Setup of the antagonistic actuation architecture
The overall actuation system consists of an air compressor, three pressure regulators, a data
acquisition board (DAQ), three stepper motors, and a modified STIFF-FLOP segment as
described in Section 4.4.1. Figure 4.2 illustrates the logical interconnection between the
installed equipment.
As mentioned earlier, a hybrid actuation mechanism is employed here: On the pneumatic
actuation side, an air compressor (BAMBI MD Range Model 150/500) supplies the required
pressurized air of 5 bar to three independent pressure regulators (SMC ITV0030-3BS-Q).
Their outputs, which connect to the three chamber pairs of the soft module, are varied via
input signals proportionally controlling associated chamber pressures in a range between
0.001 to 0.5 MPa. Each pressure regulator adjusts the outlet pressure for each chamber pair
according to the command received from the computer through a DAQ board (NI USB-6411).
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On the tendon side, each tendon is connected to a stepper motor (Changzhou Songyang
Machinery & Electronics Co. SY57ST56-0606B) which provides a maximum holding torque
of 0.59 Nm. Each stepper motor has a pulley attached to its output shaft which the tendon
is wound around to displace the length of each tendon, and are located outside the manipula-
tor [214]. The pulley has a 6.4 mm radius, which results in a maximum of 92.6 N of tension.
Since one STIFF-FLOP segment has three tendons, three stepper motors are used. Each
stepper motor is driven via a driver (Big Easy Driver ROB-11876) which communicates with
the computer via a DAQ board. The computer runs a Windows based operating system with
a C# code interface.
4.5 Test Protocol, Experimental Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Methodology
Several stiffness experiments have been carried out mounting the module downwards and
applying forces to the tip. In all scenarios, a motorized linear mechanism is programmed to
Fig. 4.2 Schematic overview of the antagonistic actuation setup: The air chambers are
connected to three pressure regulators. An air compressor supplies pressurized air to the
regulators. Each tendon is wound around a pulley which is fixed to the shaft of a stepper
motor. The analogue input for the three motors and three pressure regulator is controlled via
a data acquisition board.
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create a displacement of 1 cm by sliding horizontally along its rails. Reaction forces created
by the module to resist this displacement were recorded using a Nano17 Force/Torque sensor
by ATI Industrial Automation. Three main scenarios were considered, equivalent to the
investigations presented in [52, 215], (Hence, the obtained results will be comparable.):
Scenario 1:
The module is held vertically downwards. The force is applied laterally to the tip as shown
in Figure 4.3a. In this scenario, four different sub-cases are investigated:
A No air pressure and no tendon tension.
B Equally air-pressurized chambers (i.e. elongation) with no tendon tension.
C No air pressure with initial equal tendon tension.
D Equally air-pressurized chambers with initial equal tension in tendons.
Scenario 2:
The module is held vertically and one of the dual chambers is pressurized to form a 90%
curved shape, and the force is applied laterally as shown in Figure 4.3b. Two different
sub-cases are investigated:
A One pressurized chamber and no tendon tension.
B One pressurized chamber and tension in tendons.
Scenario 3:
The module is pressurized to be configured as Scenario 2. This time, the force is applied
opposing the tip as shown in Figure 4.3c. Also in this scenario, two different sub-cases are
investigated:
A One pressurized chamber and no tendon tension.
B One pressurized chamber and tension in tendons.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.3 An ATI Nano17 Force/Torque sensor is mounted on a motorized linear mechanism
displacing the manipulator’s tip by 1 cm: The configurations in (a), (b) and (c) show Scenarios
1, 2 and 3, respectively.
4.5.2 Experimental Results
Data from the ATI Nano17 F/T sensor and the corresponding displacement of the motorized
linear rail were recorded at 1 kHz using a DAQ card (NI USB-6211). Four trials were
performed for each sub-case. Experimental results of all four sub-cases of Scenario 1 are
presented in Figure 4.4a. When the module is neither pressurized nor stiffened by tendons,
the amount of its resistive force subjected to a 1 cm lateral displacement is about 1.32 N. This
value is 0.55 N when all three chambers are pressurized. When subjected to tendon stiffening,
the resistive forces displayed by the module reach values of 2.56 N and 0.93 N, respectively,
showing a 94% and 69% increase compared to the first and second sub-case.
Results of the two sub-cases of Scenario 2 are shown Figure 4.4b. When the module is
only pressurized, the value of the resistive force is 0.75 N. With tendon stiffening is added to
the module, this resistive force increases to 0.98 N showing a 31% growth.
Results of the two sub-cases for Scenario 3 are presented in Figure 4.4c. It can be seen that
in the presence of pressure only, the module generates a resistive force of 2.43 N. However,
by introducing tendon stiffening, the resistive force due to 1 cm displacement intensifies to
3.02 N, displaying a 24% growth.
Table 4.1 summarizes the experimental results. For each sub-case, the maximum force,





Fig. 4.4 Experimental data for Scenarios 1, 2 and 3. Forces have been recorded for displace-
ments of 1 cm of the manipulator’s tip. Table 4.1 summarizes the data analysis.
area between the loading and unloading curves, and normalizing by dividing it by the loading
curve.
Table 4.1 Summarized results of stiffness tests for Scenarios 1, 2 & 3.
Scenarios Fmax Hyst. Increase
1-A Tens. No Press. No 1.32 N 21.6% n/a
1-B Tens. No Press. Yes 0.55 N 27.2% n/a
1-C Tens. Yes Press. No 2.56 N 18.9% 93.9%
1-D Tens. Yes Press. Yes 0.93 N 28.5% 69.1%
2-A Tens. No Press. Yes 0.75 N 21.8% n/a
2-B Tens. Yes Press. Yes 0.98 N 33.46% 30.7%
3-A Tens. No Press. Yes 2.43 N 27.47% n/a
3-B Tens. Yes Press. Yes 3.02 N 14.86% 24.3%
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4.5.3 Discussion
Looking at the summary of the experimental results in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3, using
the antagonistic actuation principle allows us to increase the overall stiffness of the soft
manipulator by almost 100%. Hence, the soft manipulator when tensioned using the tendons
is more rigid and capable of performing tasks that require larger force exertions - as for
example required at times in the tight environment inside a patient’s body. This gives
the surgeon the ability to move the manipulator, primarily with pressure actuation, and
thereafter, use the tendon stiffening to acquire not only higher stiffness, but also fine-tune the
final position of the end effector and more accurately manoeuvring the attached instrument
to the desired target.
In [52], an 8 mm diameter channel of granular material (ground coffee) was embedded
into a prototype of the silicone-based STIFF-FLOP segment; the length of this segment was
50 mm with the silicone structure having a diameter of 25 mm. The pneumatically actuated
chambers were not reinforced; a crimped, braided sheath of a 35 mm covered the silicone
structure and prevented a ballooning effect. Neglecting the outer cover, the STIFF-FLOP
module has dimensions similar to the ones of the segment described in this chapter. The
key experimental results for stiffness tests at a displacement of 10 mm are summarized in
Table 4.2. The test configurations of three scenarios are equivalent to the ones described in
Section 4.5.1, granular-jamming-based stiffening is achieved by applying a vacuum.
Table 4.2 Force results for granular jamming applying a 10 mm displacement as reported
in [52].
Scenarios Granular jamming Fmax Increase
1-A Off 2.2 N n/a
1-A On 3.1 N 40.9%
2-A Off 2.3 N n/a
2-A On 2.7 N 17.4%
3-A Off 2.8 N n/a



















Fig. 4.5 Change in overall posture at different tension levels: T0 to T3 indicate increasing
tension levels, and subscripts “a” and “b” denote “no load” and “applied external load”,
respectively; without altering the initial internal pressure.
Comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the actual maximum forces Fmax measured during the
experimental tests of Scenarios 1 and 2 are larger using granular jamming. The presence of
coffee granules (under atmospheric or vacuum pressure) integrated into the silicone-based
robot results in a stiffer module. Looking, however, at the percentage increase caused by
granular jamming on the one hand and the antagonistic mechanism on the other hand, the
tendon-based stiffening principle is able to generate a larger increase.
As some final remarks; it is noted that altering the internal tension affects the overall
pose of the soft manipulator. Figure 4.5 demonstrates the manipulator subject to an initial
internal pressure (P1 = 1.58, P2 = 1.64, P3 = 1.6 bar) generating a uniform elongation, while
increasing the overall tension in 3 stages (T1, T2, T3); with values tabulated in Table 4.3.
The lower row in Figure 4.5 shows the pressurized manipulator with no tension (sub-figure
T0.a) up to maximum tension (subfigure T3.a), with no external load applied. The top row
shows the corresponding level of tension from the lower row, while under 1 cm of lateral
imposed displacement. Although stiffening the manipulator seems to have negligible effects
on the tip position while no external load is applied in this case (lower row in Figure 4.5),
Table 4.3 Four levels of tension causing deformation of STIFF-FLOP under external loading
(N)
T0 T1 T2 T3
0 1.63 8.12 10.04
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comparing the shape of the deflected manipulator in subfigure T0.b (no tension) under
external load, with the sequence of figures up to subfigure T3.b (maximum tension) depicts
how the overall shape evolves with elevated levels of tension. A detailed discussion regarding
the structural and geometrical effects of increased tension on the manipulator, however,
digresses from the scope of the current study and is left for future investigations.
4.6 Conclusions
Here, we have transferred the antagonistic stiffening principle to a silicone-based robotic
appendage initially comprising 3 DoF of fluid actuation, presenting a novel soft robot
augmented by hybrid actuation. The mechanism is inspired by the longitudinal and transverse
muscle fibres that the octopus uses to stiffen its tentacles. In this setting, air pressure is used
for bending and elongating the soft manipulator. Tendons are used to act in an antagonistic
way opposing the pneumatic actuation, providing the simultaneous ability to control the
robot’s pose and regulate its internal stiffness. The experimental results obtained using the
antagonistic actuation principle are compared to a similar study where stiffening is achieved
using granular jamming.
Tendon actuation could not only be used for structural stiffening, but potentially allows
more accurate position control. Since the tendons are embedded inside the manipulator’s
wall, this ability is achieved without increasing the diameter of the manipulator.
Conclusively, this developed innovative hybrid soft system could potentially lead to
invigorating topics stemming off from this concept. An interesting subject could be looking
into the structural deformities and even buckling in different (and usually elevated) levels of
antagonistic pressure-tension interplay (the buckling phenomenon was witnessed by increasing
the tension above the values tabulated here, which was omitted from this report due to
sever distortion of the manipulator beyond the point of designed operational posture). Also,
the correlation between pressure and tension and their effect on tip positional displacement
may yield in developing actuation strategies to compensate unintended drift due to internal
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stiffening. Another possible future direction is exploring various forms of tendon/actuation
routing within the manipulator, which falls beyond the scope of this study.
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Chapter 5
Morphological Control in Haptic Perception Using a Soft
Continuum Appendage
Abstract— Tele-operation using soft robotic principals has attracted a lot of research interest
for safe interaction with delicate and/or living tissue. In this regard, certain desirable
morphological features such as structural compliance, safety, and embodied sensing are key.
This chapter introduces a variant of the tendon-augmented soft appendage by adding tendons
to the previous dual actuation soft continuum manipulator, in order to achieve a more uniform
tension distribution along the body. The manipulator is hydraulically actuated and with the
tendon stiffening mechanism, is used to probe a soft tissue with an embedded nodule in different
pressure/tension scenarios. The antagonistic stiffening via dual actuation is a reminiscence
of impedance regulation in biological appendages during haptic exploration. The manipulator
is pressurized into various configurations along with different stiffness levels induced by the
embedded tendons. As the morphological features of the soft appendage are altered, sensing
modalities are monitored and the effects of perception is investigated across different poses
and stiffness.
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5.1 Introduction
Developing a cognitive map between the real world and the agent for truthful perceptions
and inferences about the environment is essential for successful action of the agent [216].
Although sensorial devices have advanced remarkably during the recent years, yet machine
perception continues to be a challenging quest [37]. One of the most significant means of
attaining sensory information is via “touch” or haptic perception [175], which facilitates
extraction of mechanical properties that are visually concealed and accessible only upon
physical interaction; such as weight, softness, texture and so on. Despite some vagueness and
disagreements in definition and literature, haptic sensing can be roughly classified into two
categories: A) surface sensing; i.e., tactile; and B) embodied sensing. The latter is subdivided
into position (proprioception) and motion (kinaesthetic) sensing [217]. In a human hand, for
example, mechanoreceptors at the tip of the finger are responsible for tactile information,
while organs like Pacinian Corpuscles, muscle spindles, and Golgi tendon organs located in
the muscles and ligaments contribute to embodied sensing. An artificial counterpart could
be considered in a robotic finger were tactile signals are the force/pressure signals received
from a tip-mounted sensor, while signals related to joint angles from encoders or actuator
effort (e.g. motor force/torque) measured at the joints or the proximal base are considered
as kinaesthetic or proprioceptive [26], depending on the context.
Research on modelling and understanding the function of the human hand has been
underway since the mid 1980’s, aiming to reproduce similar qualities for robotic grasping [218]
and promoting research in robotic haptic sensation [219]. A prime example in this field is
robotic palpation of soft tissue [186] and its applicability for medical procedures [217], due to
the increasing demand to employ robotic surrogates in medical procedures such as Minimally
Invasive Surgery (MIS) [160].
MIS or Laparoscopy promises many advantages over traditional open surgery, such as
minimized tissue damage and reduced recovery time [83]. However, problems have been
reported regarding tool manipulation and lack of intuition and dexterity during Laparoscopy
procedures [217], as the clinicians lose both the sense of direct touch [220, 221] and direct
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visualization [221]. One of the main drawbacks in MIS is the shortfall on haptic sensory
feedback [203, 188]. In traditional procedures, the surgeon exploits haptic sensation via explicit
contact with patient’s tissues and organs, rendering it as of paramount importance [222] which
yields valuable information for the surgeon [221]. The availability of haptic feeling enables
exploration and health assessment of the organs as the fingers’ natural sensations are available
in applying pressure and/or feeling the texture [203]. Notably, it has been reported that
tumours have significantly higher stiffness than the surrounding tissue [83, 187]. A surgeon
often detects a tumour by palpating that region [221]. Palpation is abundantly used to locate
anomalies concealed underneath the skin [217, 223] where the finger comes in direct contact
with the compliant tissue resulting in both the finger and the tissue changing shape [83].
Hence, within this concept, practical and permanent utilization of any artificial agent designed
for assistance in this field is heavily reliant on facilitating haptic sensation [224]. As of now,
current tele-operated platforms do not provide haptic data for the medical practitioner [225].
Implementing robotic palpation is complicated due to uncertainties [224]. Many studies
have attempted to understand human palpation strategies and compare them with results
from robotic palpation, noting the importance of replicating the behavioral patterns in
palpation in robotic devices [224] and the role of robotic assistance in MIS [226]. Most of
these studies use a Silicone-based phantom to represent the soft tissue which accommodates
artificial embedded hard elements. Gwilliam et. al. in [83] compared human tactile sensing
with passive robotic tactile sensing on a Silicone phantom containing hard nodules buried
from 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm of the surface. Their experimental results revealed that for robotic
tactile detection of embedded anomalies, lower probing indentations and exerted pressures are
required compared to humans. Their findings also supports the application of robotic devices
in MIS where less applied pressure helps less tissue damage. Additionally, they stated that
their robotic tactile perception outperformed the human subject in all cases. In [188], Ayvali
et. al. implemented Bayesian optimization to explore the stiffness distribution of a Silicone
phantom and an ex vivo liver using a rigid link robot with a force sensor at the base assuming
that the stiffness distribution changes smoothly. The maximum applied force was 0.5 N and
the experiments were carried out by discretized probing, which is claimed to be relatively
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disadvantageous compared to continuous probing [220]. Chalasani e.t al. employed a Gaussian
process to estimate stiffness and geometry at the same time, by palpating a Silicone phantom
using sweeping movements and at different depths while maintaining quasistatic conditions
using a rigid robotic link. In a comparative study [219], Konstantinova et. al. investigated
human palpation behaviour of detecting a hard nodule embedded in Silicone in the depth of
5 mm compared to a rigid-link robot programmed to perform with the same behaviour. Their
research continued in [186], by palpating a Silicone tissue with a rigid-link robot utilizing
some of the human strategies autonomously, demonstrating increased efficiency in the robotic
system. Liu et. al. in [221] developed a hard plastic wheeled device to probe a Silicone
tissue with various embedded hard nodules embedded in depths from 5 to 13 mm and an
indentation depths of 2 to 4 mm. In [187], a novel approach of stiffness measurement was
proposed by Wanninayake et. al. using an air-float probe.
Apart from haptic perception, advancement in this subject also requires empowering
other manipulation capabilities. For example, manoeuvrability is a necessary requirement
for tools operating within confined environments such as MIS [75]. Particularly, one of
the prominent issues in bringing robotic devices close to sensitive surroundings, is safety.
Successful robotic interaction with their environment requires robots which safely and gently
conform to the anatomical boundaries [60]. Force feedback is one of the means which not only
enables detecting anomalies and tumours, but also has an important role in tissue safety [76].
However, the increase in the number of MRI procedures mandates utilizing tools which are
material-wise compatible to the task and pose no signal interference. In addition, mounting a
tip (end-effector) force sensor raises sterilization concerns [76]. These reasons urge investing
in techniques which remove the need for force sensors placed on the end-effector.
All of the concerns mentioned above call for a robotic platform that is safe for interaction
with sensitive tissue, easily sterilized, enables haptic perception without the need for a force
sensor mounted at the tip, and is sufficiently dexterous. In this sense, soft continuum systems
seem as a perfect candidate.
Inspiration from certain species in nature such as the octopus has sparked a new trend
in robotics which aims to enhance artificial performance. The idea of soft-bodied robots
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grasps the notion of intentionally integrating compliance right away at the mechanical design
level, with the aim of getting closer to how nature exhibits compliant behaviour. Employing
soft materials in robots produces certain morphological properties with unique advantages
over conventional rigid link robots, such as inherent safe contact, variable passive stiffness,
and highly dexterous manoeuvres. The emerging system benefits from embodied intelligence
where coupled sensorimotor activity and body morphology facilitates regulation of the body to
maximize sensory information gain [2], yet without exerting additional computational burden
on a centralized controller. For example, Helps and Rossiter [227] employed a conductive
liquid for both actuation as well as the sensing soft actuator.
Embodiment simplifies computation by “offloading” computational burden from a central
controller and outsourcing it to the body. Studies in nature demonstrate such a trait amongst
many biological entities [26]. In this regard, morphological control in haptics can be defined
as utilizing the mechanical or geometrical properties of the body to enable and improve
perception through contact.
Settings with soft continuum robots would also be appealing for tele-operated robotic
activity operating on remote locations (with limited access to professionally trained staff) or
where direct contact/exposure of professional staff with/to the subjects possesses potential
biological or environmental hazard. Such scenarios are prone to experience scarcity of sensing
hardware or limited sensory information. Hence, investing in techniques which reduce sensory
hardware could be highly advantageous.
The ability to utilize artificial continuum appendages in real-time force estimation has
been investigated in studies such as [87, 165], demonstrating the effectiveness of such devices
in handing in force data via their intrinsic capabilities. In [3], Sornkran claims that an
articulated soft probe is more efficient than a rigid mechanism in the task for localizing
embedded nodules in soft phantoms.
A noteworthy and interesting topic in this regard is controlling the impedance of such
robotic systems and its effect on amplifying a desired output in perceptual tasks which
remains an open question and an ongoing research field [84]. As mentioned in Section 1.4,
mechanical impedance is defined as the collective effect of inertia, damping, and spring
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behaviour. Altering these properties in humans and animals usually occurs via manipulation
of internal organs such as the muscles and tendons [3, 47], for example when a human bobs
an object with his hand to estimate its weight, or when he palpates a surface with his finger
to determine the texture or stiffness by modulating the finger’s muscles.
In the realm of biological species, survival demands high information gain and fast data
analysis. Hence affordance of sensory information becomes of prime importance. Tuning
internal impedance [3, 44, 73] has proven to play a major role in refining environmental
perception through contact in order to hand in beneficial results, and is one of the key
factors in determining the quality of perception and action in both biological organisms and
robots [3]. Regulating the internal impedance can be witnessed profusely in haptic perceptual
tasks in nature. A prime example would be how the clinician adjusts the stiffness of his/her
fingers to locate subsurface anomalies in patients [177]; a usual routine which is taught for
medical examination [83]. Along these lines, Herzig et. al. developed a finger-like robot
capable of internal impedance variation, which they used for hard nodule detection on Silicon
phantom [177], albeit incorporating hard material.
In this research, the soft continuum appendage with dual actuation is used to palpate a
soft tissue containing an embedded nodule, causing a concealed inhomogeneity in the stiffness
of the tissue. We aim to explore whether: 1) A buried anomaly would affect the sensory
readings conveyed via a soft robot in a haptic exploration, and whether the region with a
different stiffness could be distinguished; 2) Augmenting this soft appendage with a variable
stiffness mechanism would improve perception; and 3) Utilizing two sensors at different
locations (tip and base) would unravel some of the aspects of correlation between tactile
and proprioceptive sensing, and whether embodiment could be utilised to receive sensory
information at the base, potentially removing the need for installing an additional sensor at
the tip.
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5.2 Objectives & Contributions
This study proposes a novel approach for active haptic perception by utilizing a bioinspired
finger-like continuum soft appendage. The proposed robot not only benefits from intrinsically
soft materials in its structure (hence ensuring inherently safe manipulation and contact), but
also is equipped with a tendon stiffening mechanism to enable variable impedance to suit the
task at hand and/or provide various perceptive readings on a task.
The variation in impedance - whether invoked actively (via pressure and tendon stiffening)
and/or passively (via adaptive deformation) - is exploited to study the effects on tactile and
proprioceptive modalities and to investigate how different sensing cues alter in the light of
various combinations of pose, internal fluidic pressure, and elevated stiffness. This study does
not address localizing the depth of nodule, but rather focuses on the role of morphology and
its effect on sharpening the perception and the parameters involved in advancing information
gain. Morphological control herein refers to the ability to control or vary physical structure
of such an artificial agent, similar to how biological systems utilize their active and passive
bodily features in order to adapt to the task or environment [47].
Findings form previous studies on human haptic perception claim that in processing
information, a small number of tactile and proprioceptive sensory cues is preferable over a
large number of the same type of sensory stimuli alone (e.g. only multiple channels of tactile
signals) [47, 228]. Hence, contrary to most studies in the field which only look into either
tactile or proprioception, we take both cues into account to construct a closer resemblance
to natural agents. A tip force sensor provides tactile data of the soft manipulator probing
the phantom while a base force sensor delivers the force readings transferred from the tip to
the base via the manipulator’s body. This setting is analogous to the human finger in the
sense that complementary to the mechanoreceptors at the fingertip, forces are felt throughout
the muscular structure and up to the distal joint, generating the proprioceptive cues [47].
Correlations between the recorded sensing modalities are derived with the aim to provide
some insights not only for robotic probing strategies, but possibly explain some hidden layers
of human behaviour in sweeping surfaces.
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The work presented here, to the best of our knowledge, is the first time where a soft
continuum manipulator has been used to emulate the human finger in palpating an artificial
soft tissue. Additionally, it’s the first time were a dual actuation soft robot is utilized for
such a purpose, and it’s also a pioneering study that incorporates two sensors (one placed at
the tip and another mounted at the base) in a soft tunable impedance setting to the study
the effects of morphological alteration not only on the quality of perception but also on
the interplay between some of these sensory cues. The main contributions of this study are
summarized as follows:
A. Introducing and utilizing a dual-actuation variable impedance soft continuum appendage
for safe contact capable of active haptic perception,
B. Investigating the effect of tuning the internal impedance (via intrinsic fluidic or extrinsic
tendon actuation) on haptic sensory information (both tactile and proprioceptive readings)
in the context of soft continuum robots,
C. Studying aspects of the interplay between tactile perception and proprioception in a
soft robotic platform; which may serve as a potential source of information for insights on
biological behaviour in haptic exploration.
5.3 Materials & Methods
The experiments entail a soft continuum appendage sweeping the surface of a soft tissue
containing an embedded hard nodule. The manipulator employed in this study is the STIFF-
FLOP module described in previous chapters; comprising three independent channels for
hydraulic actuation in addition to three other independent channels for tendon stiffening.
The phantom acting as a soft tissue is cast out of Ecoflex 00-10 soft Silicone with the
dimensions of 140×80×30 mm as shown in Figure 5.1. For casting, The A and B components
of the chemical substance are mixed on a 1:1 ratio according to the manufacturer’s data
sheet. Initially, a bottom layer is cast into the mold and allowed to cure. Upon hardening, an
M8 nut (used the hard embedded nodule) is placed on the center of bottom layer’s surface,
without submerging. Thereafter, the additional layer of the Silicone mixture is poured to
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Fig. 5.1 STIFF FLOP soft continuum appendage integrated with the Silicone phantom for
probing. 1: The STIFF-FLOP, 2: 3D Printed place holder for attaching the Nano17 force
sensor, 3: Nano17 force sensor, 4: 3D printed contact nob, 5: Probing path on the phantom,
6: Direction of relative motion, 7: The Silicone phantom in its container mounted on the
linear guide rail, 8: M8 nut embedded as the hard nodule, 9: Silicone phantom with dimensions
in mm.
the amount designated to bury the nodule; i.e. 2 mm. A final resting time is subsequently
required for the phantom to completely set. The size of the anomaly remains unaltered
during the experiments, which is backed by the findings in [186] claiming that the behaviour
of force modulation of humans is independent from the size of the nodule. The phantom
is placed in a hard container and fixed on a HIWIN KKA40 high precision linear actuator
which is controlled by an Arduino UNO through a stepper motor. The software interface is
coded in C#.
An ATI Nano17 F/T sensor is attached to the tip for measuring direct contact forces,
displayed in Figure 5.1 item 3 and Figure 5.2 item 6. As in Chapter 3, to facilitate a
direct contact with the Silicone phantom without damaging effects, a 3D printed nob with
a spherical tip (R = 5 mm) is affixed to the Nano17 tip. It is noted that for most accurate
measurements in probing homogeneous material, minimum contact area is preferable. Hence
a spherical shape was chosen for the contact interface which not only offers a small surface
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Fig. 5.2 The complete setup, comprising 1: The hydraulic plungers, 2: Control box, 3: Power
supply, 4: Hydraulic pressure transmitters, 5: Phantom encased in container mounted on
linear guide, 6: Nano17 force sensor at tip, 7: STIFF-FLOP soft manipulator, 8: Mini40
force sensor at the base, 9: Whipplethree mechanism, 10: Tension sensor, 11: Custom-made
linear guide for tendon-stiffening.
but also would not damage the tissue [175, 186, 187]. For sensing the forces transmitted to
via the body an ATI Mini40 F/T sensor is mounted at the base as shown in Figure 5.2 item
8.
The soft appendage comprises two actuation systems:
A. Intrinsic Actuation: In this hybrid setup, pneumatics (previously used in Chapter 4)
have been replaced by hydraulics, aiming to reduce the working fluid compressing when
the tendons are tightened and mitigate buckling effects at higher tensions. Hydraulic
actuation is made possible via three independent syringes which act as plungers as shown
in Figure 5.2 item 1; each pressurizing one set of dual chambers embedded in the soft
manipulator (Figure 5.1 item 1) . Each syringe is driven back and forth using a 17HS5001-
100D8 non-captive stepper motor with anti-rotation mechanism for the threaded shaft.
The combination of the motor and the threaded shaft provides 8 mm linear displacement
per revolution (0.04 mm per full step). The 200 steps per revolution is equivalent to 1.8◦
angle per full step. The motor is powered with 12 V and 0.4 A, therefore the maximum
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Fig. 5.3 STIFF FLOP schematic cross section with multiplied tendons. 1: The dual pressure
chambers, 2: Three tendons grouped together between pressure chambers, 3: Body of the
manipulator, 4: Central lumen.
speed can be calculated as:
MaxSpeed = V oltage2 × (Induction)Imax




In order to determine the relationship between motor speed and the flow rate we need
take into consideration the geometry of the syringe and the thread of the shaft. The
diameter of the plunger of the 10 mL Terumo Syringe is 15.8 mm (≈ 196 mm2 surface
area). The plunger has to move by ≈ 5.1 mm to inject 1mL. According to the motor
specifications: 1 mL of Water = 127.5 Steps; The flow rate with 25 ms delay between
the steps is ≈ 0.28 mL/s. The stepper motors are driven by StepStick A4988 motor
driver controlled by an Arduino Mega micro-controller. The pressure from each pressure
channel is monitored on-line via a WIKA A10 pressure transducer with 4 − 20 mA output,
connected to a NI-DAQmax USB 6211. The entire hydraulic system interconnected by
tubes from SMC Hose Clear Polyurethane TUS Series with 4 mm OD and 2.5 mm ID and
maximum operating pressure of 0.6 MPa.
B. Extrinsic Actuation: The concept of tendon stiffening from chapter 4 is utilized here to
enable regulating the impedance at will, via tendons accommodated in the manipulator’s
wall. For a more uniform force distribution across the entire body, the number of tendons
from chapter 4 are multiplied as the current design incorporates nine tendons, activated
in groups of three. Each trio is placed between two pressure chambers (Figure 5.3).
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To ensure simultaneous engagement and tension of all three tendons in a group, a
Whippletree mechanism (Figure 5.2 item 9) is integrated and attached separately to the
three grouped tendons. On the other end, The Whippletree is connected to a low range
S-beam load cell DBBSMM-2kg-002-000 (Applied Measurements LTD) with 20 N capacity,
supply voltage of 2 − 10 Vdc and an output of 2 mV/V. The load cell is mounted on
the moving component of a customized linear guide on the M8 thread. The three linear
guides are placed vertically on top of the setup where the tendons are routed vertically
(Figure 5.2 item 11), ultimately composing the stiffening mechanism.
5.4 Test Protocol & Experiments
This study focuses on exploiting the active and passive morphological attributes of a finger-like
soft appendage for improving haptic perception, in addition to exploring the interplay between
tactile and proprioceptive functionalities. Hence we aimed to utilize the soft appendage in
various combinations of actuation and different postures, in the same manner that a human
probes objects with different morphologies of the finger. The soft continuum appendage was
hydraulically actuated to form 7 distinct initial configurations, with the respective hydraulic
pressure values tabulated in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the 7 pressure configurations for sweeping the Silicone phantom,
where the phantom is slided from right to left in each sub-figure. Cases (a), (c), (d), and
(f), all start from a straight pose: with no applied pressure in case (a) up to the maximum
Table 5.1 Pressure values for the 7 different initial configurations for palpation (bar)
Config. Name P1 P2 P3
(a) P000 0 0 0
(b) P300 0.89 0 0
(c) P333 0.97 0.94 0.98
(d) P666 1.18 1.42 1.50
(e) P966 1.84 1.42 1.63
(f) P999 1.77 1.55 1.72
(g) P066 0 1.44 1.63
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Fig. 5.4 Seven different pressure configurations of the manipulator which were acquired by
hydraulic pressurization, for sweeping the soft Silicone tissue. Pictures were taken while
conducting the runs, as the Silicone phantom slides underneath the soft appendage tip.
Phantom motion is from right to left in these figures.
stretch in case (f). The straight poses are obtained by (almost) equal amount of hydraulic
pressure applied to all three pressure chambers via equal travel of the plungers, designated
by similar digits in the configuration names.
Cases (b) and (e) constitute a curved pose, concaving to the left in Figure 5.4 by applying
a relatively higher pressure to chamber 1 than the other two chambers of the soft appendage.
Contrarily, case (g) forms a curve opposed to cases (b) and (e) as a result of higher pressures
in chambers 2 & 3 than chamber 1. (It is noteworthy that other pressure values forming
an opposing curve as case (g) were also examined but without success, as the module tip
pointing inwards to the phantom’s top surface during the sweep would further deepen the
penetration, resulting in a temporary undesirable adhesion of the module tip to the phantom
surface and severely distorting the manipulator’s pose, which would finally result in a sudden
release of the tip and therefore disrupting a smooth sweeping trajectory.)
Each of these 7 cases was in turn subdivided into four schemes regarding tendon stiffening;
from no tendon tension at all to the maximum stiffening in three increment, as tabulated in
Table 5.2. The combination of 7 pressure levels and 4 tension levels in total yields 28 unique
combination of intrinsic pressurization and extrinsic stiffening.
These 28 unique combinations were tested with two indentation depths (initial offset of
the appendage tip pushing into phantom’s surface) of 1mm and 3mm, separately; forming
56 scenarios of pressurization, stiffening, and indenting. Three trials were recorded for each
scenario constituting 168 runs in total. It should be noted that the elevation of the Silicone
soft phantom w.r.t the probing tip was manually adjusted after setting the relevant pressure
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Table 5.2 Overall tension values for 4 tension levels across the seven different initial configu-
rations for palpation (N)
Config. Name T0 T1 T2 T3
(a) P000 0 0.26 4.63 6.85
(b) P300 0 1.02 4.47 9.52
(c) P333 0 0.48 5.65 8.46
(d) P666 0 1.42 3.62 6.91
(e) P966 0 2.38 4.33 6.12
(f) P999 0 2.64 8.38 11.74
(g) P066 0 1.19 5.05 8.46
and tension for each trial, to ensure the probing tip starts each sweep at the designated initial
indentation regardless of the changes in the tip’s initial position due to different pressures
and/or tensions.
For generating relative motion between the phantom and the soft continuum appendage,
the Silicone phantom was mounted on a linear guide rail and moved with constant velocity
of 7 mm/s underneath the contact nob of the tip force sensor while brushing against it.
Direction of motion and relative positioning of the phantom and the manipulator are shown
in Figure 5.1. Force data from both the base and the tip force sensors were recorded online.
As the manipulator sweeps the phantom, several factors influence the sensor readings. Apart
from the internal pressure and the tendon tension, the overall shape of the soft appendage
whether structurally opposing to the motion or curving in a compliant deformation along
direction of motion plays a significant role.
The Silicone phantom was wrapped with cling film and mildly lubricated to reduce friction
effects and produce smoother transition [188]. To avoid the complications of fast dynamics,
this study looks into slow movements of probing [44] which is prevalent with humans. During
the run, the tip and base sensors concurrently recorded the force data resulting from the
interaction between the manipulator and the soft tissue. Four sensing modalities were taken
into account, one at the tip and three at the base:
I. The total applied force at the tip, calculated as Ftot =
√
F 2x + F 2y + F 2z , reminiscent of
the tactile perception at the tip.
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Fig. 5.5 Example of a signal recorded by the base Mini40 sensor (Fz in this case). The first
peak from the left indicates the contact with the phantom container. The second peak denotes
the embedded nodule. Readings are from pressure level 1, tension level 4, indentation 2.
II. Perpendicular force at the base, Fz, which would be the vertical component of the
force directly sensing the perpendicular reaction to the uplift motion induced in the
manipulator.
III. The base shear force, calculated as Fsh =
√
F 2x + F 2y , as tangential forces are claimed
to bear significance [27];
IV. The torque experienced at the base as Mxy =
√
M2x +M2y as a component frequently
measured for robotic effort, whether during haptic exploration or in other manipulation
tasks [45, 44].
An example of recorded sensory data during a run is depicted in Figure 5.5 . The initial peak
shows the point where the tip of the soft appendage first comes into contact with the edge of
the phantom and proceeds till the nodule is sensed where this stimulus is reflected in the
second peak.
5.5 Discussion
The soft medium of the manipulator affects the reading of the sensors between the point of
applying the external loading and the base sensor. It is noted that although pressurizing the
manipulator would increase the internal liquid pressure and hence contribute to the stiffness,
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yet the resulting elongation causes a more slender geometry and therefore exhibiting higher
deflection when subjected to external loading.
5.5.1 Peak Values of Sensing Modalities
Referring to Figure 5.5, it is clearly observed that apart from the initial contact of the
manipulator’s tip with the container of the Silicone phantom (resulting in the peak on the
left side of the figure), another peak in the readings occur which correspond to the location
of the embedded nodule. Such a pattern was seen in all of the readings from different sensing
modalities, yet with a variation in the amplitude of the occurring peak. Hence the graphs
obtained from other sensing modalities are left out for brevity, and instead we focus on
analysing the different features of these modalities w.r.t the buried nodule which has created
the embedded stiffness anomaly in the phantom.
Figures 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 show how the peak values of the sensing modalities change across
different pressures and tension levels and indentations. In general, an increasing trend is seen
in the peak value as the tension level increases. This rise, however varies in different pressure
scenarios and in different sensing modalities. In all recorded signals, we witness that pressure
scenario “g” (Figure 5.4) produces higher readings in the first indentation compared to the
second indentation. This can be interpreted as a better sensation of an anomaly - both at
the tactile level and the proprioceptive level - if the soft sensing appendage is pressed less
against the surface of the soft tissue, when it is curved “against” the direction of sweeping.
Also, visiting the graphs of the base torque values reveals that antagonistic stiffening of the
soft continuum appendage does not significantly alter this sensation, as the height of the bars
representing the peak values do not display a significant variation.
To hand in a comparative visualization of the peak values in each sensing modality for
the 7 pressure scenarios, the 3D map in Figures 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 were generated
to demonstrate which postures mark higher force sensing values and how does regulating
the tension affect the peak readings of the four sensing modalities separately. As seen,
pressure scenarios 3 and 4 ( “c” and “d” in Figure 5.4) exhibit the highest values for the
peak, except for the base torque readings where pressure scenario 7 ( “g” in Figure 5.4) is
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Fig. 5.6 Peak Values of Mini40 Fz in different pressure schemes across four tension levels.
Blue and red bars represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
Fig. 5.7 Peak Values of Mini40 Fshear in different pressure schemes across four tension levels.
Blue and red bars represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
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Fig. 5.8 Peak Values of Mini40 torque in different pressure schemes across four tension levels.
Blue and red bars represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
Fig. 5.9 Peak Values of Nano17 Ftot in different pressure schemes across four tension levels.
Blue and red bars represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
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comparatively dominant; were the initial curvature of the soft module opposes the direction
of the sweeping motion (like scraping a surface) contrary to other scenarios where the initial
pose of the module is either vertically downwards, or with a curvature compliant with the
motion (more towards gently stroking a surface). Cases 3 and 4 are postures were the pressure
chambers have been equally pressurized to generate a uniform vertical elongation across the
manipulator’s body.
The case with notably lower peak values compared to other scenarios - across all sensing
modalities - is scenario 5 ( “e” in Figure 5.4). In this morphology, the soft appendage is
in a curved posture facing the sweeping direction (same posture as “b” in Figure 5.4) yet
pressurized higher thus experiencing a further extension compared to the similar scenario 2.
This phenomenon indicates that despite the increased internal pressure, the added elongation
has a detrimental effect on delivering readings with higher magnitudes in this posture, as
the variation in tip force (tactile) is less transferred to the base (proprioception) due to a
longer soft elastic medium between the two terminal points. This hypothesis is backed up
by the behaviour demonstrated in scenario 6 (“f” in Figure 5.4). Although results from
cases 3 and 4 – were the soft manipulator has been uniformly elongated to straight vertical
postures - suggest a better performance in elevating the force readings, however case 6 implies
a pressure/elongation limit to such a benign conduct. Here, though this posture delivers
better than case 5, yet again it appears that the excessive extension has worked against
higher readings.
The percentage of increase in the peak values of the sensor readings are depicted in
Figure 5.14, 5.15. In general a rising trend is witnessed in modalities, with the base torque
to express the least increase.
The obtained results demonstrate the possibility of increasing the force readings by
regulating internal impedance to up to 14 times with the vertical forced sensed at the base in
scenario 3 (“c” in Figure 5.4). The modalities experiencing the most drastic increase are the
base vertical and shear forces. As witnessed before, scenario 7 (“g” in Figure 5.4) serves the
base torque the most which can be seen in subfigure 7 for both indentations.
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Fig. 5.10 3D representation of peak values of Mini40 Fz in different pressure schemes across
four tension levels.
Fig. 5.11 3D representation of peak values of Mini40 shear force in different pressure schemes
across four tension levels.
Fig. 5.12 3D representation of peak values of Mini40 torque in different pressure schemes
across four tension levels.
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Fig. 5.13 3D representation of peak values of Nano17 Ftot in different pressure schemes across
four tension levels.





The results are plotted in Figure 5.16, 5.17. These obtained graphs reveal the base torque
to experience the least amount of increase compared to the other modalities.
A. RMS and Euclidean Distance Across Pressure Levels in Each of the Sensing
Modalities
Fig. 5.14 Percentage of increase peak values of all sensing modalities in different pressure
schemes compared to no tension, across four tension levels; 1st Indentation.
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Fig. 5.15 Percentage of increase peak values of all sensing modalities in different pressure
schemes compared to no tension, across four tension levels; 2nd Indentation.
Fig. 5.16 Normalized peak values of all sensing modalities in different pressure schemes across
four tension levels; 1st Indentation.
Fig. 5.17 Normalized peak values of all sensing modalities in different pressure schemes across
four tension levels; 2nd Indentation.
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Where n is the index of the sample and x is the recorded value. In order to quantify
the distance between the RMS values of different tension levels, we calculate the Euclidean
distance for each sensing modality between any tension level compared to the no-induced
tension (denoted as “base tension”) separately, as:
ED =
√∑
(RMSi −RMSbase)2 ; i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (5.4)
Where i denotes the tension level, and i = 1 is the no-induced tension (base tension). The
results are plotted in Figure 5.18.
The Euclidean distance between the four tension levels indicates the gain in achieving
higher force readings by regulating the internal impedance via the embedded tendons. In
general, the sensing modalities display a rising trend as the stiffness increases. Subgraph
(c) shows that the base torque readings experience the best gain when the manipulator is
pressurized to attain the posture “g” in Figure 5.4, contrary to other modalities. It is also
visible that pressure scenario 5 (“e” in Figure 5.4) offers the least change in gaining higher
sensing values by increasing the stiffness, across all of the modalities.
B. RMS and Euclidean Distance Between Sensing Modalities
The Euclidean distance of RMS values between sensing modalities is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.19. In each case, the left and right subfigure refer to the first and second indentation,
receptively. In this cross-analysis, a difference in indentation does not show any inclination
towards either of the sensing modalities paired in the graphs.
The distributions in subfigure (a) of Figure 5.19 show a stronger inclination towards the
vertical force experienced at the base compared to the shear force at the base. The same
tendency toward the base vertical force is witnessed when plotted against the total force
recorded by the tip Nano17. However, the RMS distribution between shear force at the base
and the tip total force appear to be scattered with an equal distance. It should be noted
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Fig. 5.18 Euclidean distance of RMS of peak values in all four sensing modalities, in different
pressure schemes across four tension levels, and for both indentations.
that the units and magnitude of the sensing modalities are inherent in these results. If the




the graphs depicted in Figure 5.20 are obtained.
Results demonstrate that on a unified scale, the investigated sensing modalities are in
unison with respect to gaining more information due to increasing the internal impedance,
apart from the torque values recorded at the base.
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Fig. 5.19 Euclidean Distance of RMS of peak values between four sensing modalities in
different pressure schemes across four tension levels for both indentations.
Fig. 5.20 Euclidean Distance of RMS of peak values, normalized, between the four sensing
modalities in different pressure schemes across four tension levels for both indentations.
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(a) (b) Mini40 Fz vs. Mini40 ShearMini40 Fz vs. Mini40 Shear
Fig. 5.21 The covariance ellipse between peak Mini40 Fz and Mini40 Shear. Fig.b depicts
equally scaled axes where all y axes are from [-0.3,0.3] and x axes are between [-0.7,0.7]. Blue
and red represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
5.5.2 Covariance Analysis
We investigate the covariance between each pair of the sensing modalities. Results are shown
in Figures 5.21, 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25, 5.26. In each case, subfigure (a) demonstrates the scaled
plots for a better display of the units. Subfigure (b) depicts the same plots but with axes
which are equally scaled, with the range mentioned in the caption of each figure. The shape
of the ellipsoids represents the eigenvalues of the principal components of each covariance
matrix. As seen, the direction of the principal component to a great extent does not change
as the manipulator is stiffened in different trials. The angle of the major axis of the ellipse -
which corresponding the larger eigenvalue - signifies the relative contribution by each of the
paired modalities.
Examining the graphs show that the in general, the distributions along the larger eigenvalue






















(a) (b) Mini40 Fz vs. Mini40 TorqueMini40 Fz vs. Mini40 Torque
Fig. 5.22 The covariance ellipse between peak Mini40 Fz and Mini40 torque. Fig.b depicts
equally scaled axes where all y axes are from [-0.2,0.2] and x axes are between [-0.8,0.8]. Blue




















(a) (b) Mini40 Fz vs. Nano17 FtotMini40 Fz vs. Nano17 Ftot
Fig. 5.23 The covariance ellipse between peak Mini40 Fz and Nano17 Ftot. Fig.b depicts
equally scaled axes where all y axes are from [-0.6,0.6] and x axes are between [-0.7,0.7]. Blue
and red represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
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(a) (b) Mini40 Shear vs. Mini40 TorqueMini40 Shear vs. Mini40 Torque
Fig. 5.24 The covariance ellipse between peak Mini40 shear and Mini40 Torque. Fig.b depicts
equally scaled axes where all y axes are from [-0.02,0.02] and x axes are between [-0.5,0.5].






















Mini40 Shear vs. Nano17 FtotMini40 Shear vs. Nano17 Ftot
Fig. 5.25 The covariance ellipse between peak Mini40 shear and Nano17 Ftot. Fig.b depicts
equally scaled axes where all y axes are from [-0.25,0.25] and x axes are between [-0.55,0.55].
























Mini40 Torque vs. Nano17 FtotMini40 Torque vs. Nano17 Ftot
Fig. 5.26 The covariance ellipse between peak Mini40 torque and Nano17 Ftot. Fig.b depicts
equally scaled axes where all y axes are from [-0.02,0.02] and x axes are between [-0.5,0.5].
Blue and red represent 1st and 2nd indentation, respectively.
5.6 Conclusions
The current study proposed a novel approach in robotic palpation for soft tissues by employing
a soft continuum appendage capable of impedance variation. By incorporating two force
sensors at either end of the soft appendage, we recorded online sensing data in a similar way
that occurs in biological haptic sensing organs by exploiting both tactile and proprioceptive
information to explore the environment. Utilising the soft continuum appendage demonstrated
the ability to exploit the embodiment in generating sensory information at the base, similar
to proprioception in biological organs; hence enabling the removal of tip sensors in such
robotic platforms.
Moreover, obtained results suggest that the vertically aligned position of the manipulator
yields more magnified values of contact force in detecting an embedded anomaly in a soft
tissue, though to an extent were the magnitude of sensed data is not compromised by the
extended elastic structure. We also witnessed a relatively low change in the amplitude of
the torque felt at the base compared to the other modalities when the stiffness increased, in
addition to the point that the “scraping” posture favours the base torque sensing more.
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It was also seen that internal stiffening via tendons in general boosted the sensory
readings, increasing the proprioceptive vertical force sensed at the base to about 14 times the
case without stiffening. Cross-analysis of sensing modalities revealed a more drastic effect
of stiffening on the vertical force read at the base in comparison with other investigated
modalities. On the other hand, increasing the tip indentation of the soft appendage had no
apparent effect on any sensing modality to have more prevalence in amplification compared
to the others.
The soft structure actuated by fluidic chambers and tendons deliver the ability to conform
to geometrical irregularities within the workspace restrictions, with the following benefits:
1) This morphology allows acquiring haptic data from regions which are hard or even
impossible to access using rigid link robots; hence extending the reachable workspace for
robotic probing compared to rigid-link system of the same scale;
2) This morphology enables more freedom in posture, hence making it possible to optimize
the morphology of the robot to regulate embodied haptic perception in various poses.
The embodiment of the soft continuum appendage enables adaptive behaviour by physical
reactions of the body [39] which not only enhances safety concerns but also is capable of
removing the need for additional sensory hardware. This “intelligent” behaviour reduces
computational effort from the sensorimotor control which encourages service in more complex
tasks. Studying multiple sensing modalities offered a unique opportunity in this class of
robots as opposed to studies as [44, 45] which only took base torque into consideration.
Investigation in cross-modality sensing is indeed beneficial for both natural and artificial
contact appendages, as humans modulate both lateral and normal forces during palpation
[100, 219]. There still is not a consensus on which elements are the most relevant in haptic
sensing [229], with the fallout of undermining the role of tangential forces which in reality
contribute significantly in manipulation and sensing deformable and complex objects [27].
The antagonistic nature of the variable impedance resembles muscular activity in a
wide range of animals and humans. Various combinations in posture and stiffness helped
replicating different morphologies similar to the human finger, therefore coming closer to
the notion of the subjective behaviour witnessed when humans explore the properties of an
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object [175]. This setting could potentially serve in a learning scheme to generate a data
repository for robotic perceptions in other studies. Future work could include taking into
account the variation of other parameters such as anomaly depth, geometry, and stiffens,
in addition to the physical and geometrical properties of the hosting tissue such as surface
friction and stiffness, or considering different invoking parameters such as probing velocity
and/or resulting transient dynamical effects.
The findings from this research confirm the role of internal impedance in increasing
the sensing gain as claimed in other studies [44], and show that soft robotic palpation can
benefit from increased stiffness. However, the paradigm of haptic sensation and the role of
morphological control to enhance this perception continues to present many unknown details,
which have hindered a comprehensive manifestation of this trait in robotic systems.
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Chapter 6
A Fuzzy-based Approach to Online Stiffness Regulation for
Safe Human-Robot Interaction
Abstract— The final chapter of this thesis looks into bringing about “soft robotics” in rigid-
link manipulators. The growing presence of robots in industry has intensified the investigation
of safe physical human-robot interaction (pHRI) entailing rigid-link robots, giving birth to
the notion of collaborative soft robotics. To this end, the methods developed as part of these
studies can be categorized into three main branches: active methods (e.g., active impedance
control), passive methods (e.g., integrating compliant components in the actuators or in the
structure), and a combination of both methods. In this chapter, a novel active approach
is presented to address this topic. A fuzzy inference mechanism is employed to generate a
decision for regulating the overall stiffness of the robotic arm in the task-space direction(s)
along the trajectory that is assumed to lead to a collision between the human and the robot,
instead of an overall and equal effect on the stiffness in all Cartesian direction(s). This
chapter describes the underlying mathematical theory as well as simulations performed in
the Robotic Operating System (ROS) along with experiments conducted using a Baxter robot,




Qualities such as high degree of precision, repeatability, speed, and ability to conduct
repetitive tasks without fatigue, have been the key drivers for robots to be integrated into
industrial settings [230]. Traditionally, segregation of the human’s and robot’s workspaces has
been the preferred integration concept, by using physical fences or prohibited zones for human
extrance to achieve the required safety [19, 230]. However, a wide range of applications that
are at present executed manually could benefit from close collaboration between the robot
and the worker [230, 67]. In this regard, however, contact with the robot arm within an
unstructured task or with human workers poses a major challenge [57], as standard approaches
in industrial robotics are not feasible to be applied for workspace sharing due to safety being
compromised [67]. Consequently, the field of industrial robotics is experiencing a paradigm
shift from the traditional heavy-duty robot operating in a fenced area separated from the
human worker, to robots that work closely with the human, adapt to the movements of the
human, and physically interact with them [33, 67]. Hence, an interaction control method is
required to ensure that the collaborative forces do not exceed a point of damaging to robot
or injuring the operator [231]. Along these lines, multiple approaches have been adopted to
realize the concept of Soft Robotics in industrial settings.
One of key parameters in this regard is the manipulator’s stiffness, where researchers




Fig. 6.1 Human in close proximity of the robot: Experiments utilized the left arm of a Baxter
robot and a Kinect camera for tracking.
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KP x = Km
KP y = Km
KP z = Km
KP x = Km − ∆K(d, v)
KP y = Km
KP z = Km
Fig. 6.2 Example of directional stiffness adjustment: If possible collision between human (left)
and robot (right) is detected along the x axis, stiffness is only reduced in that direction by the
amount of ∆K(d, v), and not affecting stiffness along the y and z directions.
two categories [57]: I) Integration of force/torques sensors in rigid-link robots and applying
control at joint level to produce “soft” behavior; i.e. mimicking variable impedance via
the controller [11]; and, II) Accommodating active and/or passive compliance in actuators,
such as integrating stiffness controllable actuators into lightweight robots to adjust stiffness
parameters depending on the required level of accuracy and detection of potential collisions
with a human worker. One approach to realize this led to the development of a new class of
actuators known as Variable Impedance Actuators (VIA). Inspired by the muscular movement
in animals and humans, VIA’s control the robot arm by using two motors to control both
the equilibrium point of the arm, and its rigidity or compliance. The trend moves towards
lightweight robots - examples include the Universal Robots UR5/UR10r, the lightweight
robots from KUKAr, FerRoboticsr, Frankar, and the dual arm Baxter robot and single
arm Sawyer robot from Rethink Roboticsr. Sophisticated software tools available for some
of these robots are able to monitor the environment. Depending on sensory input, parameters
are then adjusted within the robot’s setup to best guarantee the worker’s safety [34].
There are a variety of laboratory prototypes of different implementations of variable
impedance actuators, which have been categorized in [10]. [232] allows rapid stiffness
regulation capabilities, AwAS-I and AwAS-II [233] utilize an additional motor to vary the
stiffness. A quasi-antagonistic configuration is employed in the DLR QA-Joint [234] where the
actuation and stiffness motors enable decoupling those two variables. Within the EU H2020
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project FourbyThree, researchers have developed an industrial robot with a new generation
of rotary elastic actuators for customized assembly of modular robot arms with different
dimensions and degrees of freedom (FourByThree website, http://fourbythree.eu (retrieved
on 13.03.2019)).
To avoid or mitigate collisions between robot and human or regulate stiffness during a
collaborative task, a variety of sensors can be used to monitor the environment to assist the
robot for appropriate reaction, based on their understanding of the level of risk. Stiffness
regulation based on available sensory information has been encountered in the literature
with Salisbury [235] first introducing the concept in 1980. In [236, 71], a variable stiffness
joint model for nonlinear control design was proposed. The advantages of time-varying
stiffness control has been the focus in [237, 238]. The research resulted in a static-optimized
controller that optimizes the error of the position and force trajectory error metric. An
optimal control strategy to allow time-varying torque and stiffness profiles is proposed in [239].
The methodology is able to adjust stiffness leading to a better performance in highly dynamic,
explosive tasks utilizing a model-based optimal control. Analytical predictions to optimal
control considering velocity maximization has been investigated in [240, 32]. The authors
of [11] provide a review on variable impedance actuators as an approach which has received
increasing attention recently.
An intuitive approach to achieve safe human-robot collaboration is taking inspiration
from natural human-human collaboration. Humans monitor more than one factor in the
environment and react accordingly based on their qualitative understanding of the level
of risk. We aim to implement an active impedance control algorithm capable of reflecting
this qualitative, multi-parameter decision-making behavior similar to humans. Hence, we
propose a novel fuzzy-based approach to real-time stiffness regulation in rigid-link robotic
manipulators for safe human-robot interaction which could be employed in industrial settings.
Dynamic parameters including distance and relative speed between the human and the
robot are considered as the inputs to a fuzzy inference mechanism to generate a decision
for adjusting the stiffness of the robotic arm in the relevant task space direction(s), in such
a way that: A) the stiffness in the irrelevant direction(s) is not affected; and B) change of
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stiffness in the relevant task space directions are not equal, but rather proportional to the
level of risk along each direction, determined by the algorithm. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work employing a fuzzy algorithm in adjusting the directional stiffness of the
robot to enhance safety in human-robot interaction.
Section 6.2 entails the mathematical description, consisting of the concept of stiffness
adjustment and the fuzzy inference mechanism. In section 6.3, the simulations and the
experiments are presented. Results are discussed in section 6.4, and finally, conclusions and
possible future works are mentioned in section 6.5.
6.2 Mathematical Description
6.2.1 Stiffness Adjustment Concept
For the basic task of controlling the end effector of a robot arm to attain a certain position
xd ∈ R3, a control signal τc ∈ Rn as a vector containing the torque of each joint can be
designed as:
τc = −JT KP (x− xd) −KDJT ẋ+ G (6.1)
where x ∈ R3 is the current position of the end effector, G ∈ R3 is the gravity compensation
term in the Cartesian coordinates, the scalar KD is the damping coefficient, and J ∈ R3×n is
the Jacobian matrix which maps the joint velocity q̇ ∈ Rn to the task-space velocity ẋ ∈ R3
according to:
ẋ = Jq̇ (6.2)
For constructing the stiffness matrix KP ∈ R3×3, it is noted that the aim is achieving
decoupled stiff/compliant behavior in the three Cartesian coordinates. In order to do so, we
set this matrix to be diagonal as:
KP =

KP x 0 0
0 KP y 0




The scalars KP x,KP y, and KP z are the stiffness components for each axis of the task space.
This diagonal configuration of KP enables adjusting the arm’s stiffness independently along
the relevant direction(s). In this way the robotic arm can demonstrate directional behaviour.
With B(q) and C(q, q̇) denoting the inertia and Coriolis matrices respectively, and
F ∈ R3 as the external force vector, the dynamic equation of motion for the manipulator is:
B(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) = τc + JTF (6.4)
Applying an external force would move the robotic arm to a new equilibrium position. We
calculate this new equilibrium position, xe, by substituting the control signal from (6.1) into
(6.4), and setting q̈ = 0 and q̇ = 0 to obtain:
xe = xd + K−1P F (6.5)
As we can see, the amount that this new equilibrium position xe deviates from the desired
position xd, depends on the stiffness matrix KP . Hence, changing the entries of this matrix
will directly influence the amount of this deviation. In addition, as the entries of this stiffness
matrix comprise the spring coefficients in each Cartesian direction, alteration in the values
would also directly affect how fast the response of the system would be to return to the
desired position xd when the external force is removed, as referring to equation (6.1) shows
the control torque τc to be directly proportional to the stiffness matrix. Higher values in
the entries of KP would result in a faster response to attain the positional set point, and
with a higher overshoot; contrary to lower values which generate a slower response with less






0 1KP y 0
0 0 1KP z
 (6.6)
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Fig. 6.4 Fuzzy membership function for categorizing relative human/robot speed v; from “very
high distancing” to “very high approaching”.
This implies that the deviation of the end effector’s position from equilibrium along each
axis is not affected by the stiffness component along other axes, reflecting the importance of
setting KP as a diagonal matrix.
6.2.2 Fuzzy Inference Mechanism
The role of the fuzzy inference mechanism is to generate an overall stiffness for the robotic
arm based on sensory data. Subsequently, this stiffness is projected onto the three Cartesian
directions of the task space; and from there, passed on to the low level controller to determine
the stiffness of each joint.
Currently the information from both the relative speed v and the closest distance d
between the human and the robot are being utilized. The fuzzy sets are chosen as triangular
membership functions. The radius of 1 m between the human and the robot is considered as
the pertinent distance for stiffness adjustment, and is divided into five zones of “zero”, “very
close”, “close”, “medium”, “far”, and “very far”; as shown in Figure 6.3. The relative speed,
defined from −2 m/s to +2 m/s, is divided into nine zones: from “-very high” to “+very high”,
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with the negative and positive signs indicating “approaching” or “distancing”, respectively;
as shown in Figure 6.4. The overall stiffness is divided into five zones from a minimum of
0 to a maximum of Km = 100 N/m (in one set of trials) or Km = 200 N/m (in another set
of trials), as depicted in Figure 6.5. This maximum value is empirically set by taking into
account the safety of the human participant in our experiments, yet being sufficiently high to
be clearly felt by the human upon contact therefore enabling the demonstration of the main
concept discussed herein.
The decision table is constructed as shown in Table 6.1 to calculate the overall stiffness
K0(d, v) for the robotic arm based on the sensory information from the distance d and the
relative speed v between the robot and the human. As we can see, the closer the distance is
between the human and the robot, the lower the stiffness would be, and vice versa. As for
the relative speed, the stiffness will be lower due to higher approaching speed, and vice versa.
This overall stiffness K0(d, v) needs to projected onto the three Cartesian components of
the task space: KP x, KP y, and KP z. An important aspect of this projection is that: A) the
overall stiffness should change only along the necessary direction(s) without affecting the
stiffness component(s) in irrelevant direction(s); and B) change of stiffness along relevant
directions should each be proportional to the level of risk along each direction, and not
necessarily equal to one another. In order to do so, we define a stiffness difference ∆K as:
∆K(d, v) = Km −K0(d, v) (6.7)












”0” ”1” ”2” ”3” ”4” ”5”
Fig. 6.5 Fuzzy membership function for categorizing the robot overall stiffness; from minimum
stiffness (0) to maximum stiffness (100 N/m or 200 N/m in different tests).
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Table 6.1 The fuzzy rules for stiffness adjustment based on human-robot distance and relative
speed
Fuzzy Rule DistanceZero V.C. C. M. F. V.F.
Relative
Speed
-V.H. 0 0 0 1 3 5
-H. 0 0 0 2 4 5
-L. 0 0 1 3 4 5
-V.L. 0 0 1 4 5 5
Zero 0 1 2 5 5 5
V.L. 0 1 4 5 5 5
L. 0 1 4 5 5 5
H. 0 1 5 5 5 5
V.H. 0 1 5 5 5 5
For example, when the human is stationary in a far position from the robot along the
positive x direction, the stiffness in all directions should be as high as Km. The human then
moves towards the robot along the x direction with speed v, and enters the “monitored”
zone at a distance d from the robot. This results in the decrease of stiffness in x direction,
KP x, by the amount of ∆K(d, v) calculated from Equation 6.7, while the stiffness in other
directions (namely KP y and KP z) do not change, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. Extending
this one-dimensional example to the more general R3 space, in a similar manner, should the
line of collision be along any arbitrary diagonal path in space, stiffness in all x and y and z
directions shall be adjusted continuously, yet each according to a “weighted” decision. In this
case, the stiffness change ∆K(d, v) in each direction is set to be proportional to the relative
position along each axis. Denoting the relative position vector between the robot and the




; i = x, y, z (6.8)
where ûx, ûy, and ûz are the unit vectors in the global frame of the task space. Hence, the
stiffness components in each direction are calculated as:
KP i(d, v, r) = Km − ∆K(d, v)wi(r); i = x, y, z (6.9)
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Fig. 6.6 Calculation flowchart of the overall algorithm.
The values obtained for KP x, KP y, and KP z subsequently constitute the stiffness matrix KP
in (6.3), enabling directional adjustment of the robotic arm’s stiffness. A flowchart of the
overall algorithm is depicted in Figure 6.6.
6.3 Simulations and Experiments
Referring to the Figure 6.7, the Kinect Camera monitors the position of the human and the
robot via ROS TF. This information is fed to the next node via ROS Topic to determine the
closest distance, by designating points to the joints of both the human arm and the robot
arm. At each instance, the pair of points (one from the human and one from the robot arm)
that are the closest, constitute the closest distance. The result is subsequently sent to the
nodes for relative speed and the node for fuzzy inferencing, via ROS Topic. The relative
speed is calculated via simple numerical differentiation of the data from closest distance. The
fuzzy inferencing node uses these values to calculate the desired stiffness matrix, which is
sent to the controller via ROS Action.
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6.3.1 Simulations
Simulations were performed in ROS and the Gazebo simulator. For this purpose, we utilized
the left arm of the Baxter (7 DoF’s) as the robotic arm, and a simple 6 DoF manipulator (3
links and all revolute joints) representing a human arm. The Baxter arm is programmed to
reach a certain position in space, while the “human” arm approaches it and finally makes
contact with the Baxter arm. In the current scenario, the “human” arm moves towards the
Baxter arm mainly along the y axis to demonstrate the directional stiffness adjustment. To
observe the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, the simulation was performed in two
stages: the first stage, where the stiffness adjustment algorithm is in loop; and the second
stage, where the proposed algorithm is deactivated, i.e. the stiffness values are constant. As
mentioned before, the relative position between the robot arm and the “human” arm, are
calculated by monitoring points assigned to the joints of both the “human” arm and the
Baxter arm. The relative speed is calculated via simple numerical differentiation of the data
of closest distance. For monitoring the results, the directional stiffness (KP x, KP y, KP z),
relative position r, distance d, relative speed v, joint torque τ , and the contact force F were
recorded, as shown in Figures 6.8-6.9.
6.3.2 Experimental Protocol
For the experiments, a Kinect camera (Microsoft) placed on the head of the Baxter robot was
used to track the movements and positions. Similar to the simulations, the experiments were
carried out using the left arm of the Baxter robot. The right arm of the human participant
Fig. 6.7 Flowchart depicting the software implementation.
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Fig. 6.8 Simulations: Depicting the change of various parameters in time as the simulated
“human” arm approaches and distances from the Baxter arm. The magenta bar indicates the
switching point were the stiffness adjustment algorithm is deactivated after that.
was set as the active arm; i.e, tracked by the Kinect, and the distance was again calculated
by designating points to the joints (detected by the Kinect) on both the robot arm and the
human’s active arm, and measuring the instantaneous closest pair of points. The joint angles
of the robot arm were measured and the arm pose was calculated using forward kinematics.
The robot arm was set at an initial pose, while the human approached it from different
directions. Three human subjects were involved in two sets of trials. In the first set, maximum















Fig. 6.9 Simulations: Depicting contact force between simulated “human” arm and Baxter
arm, with an activated stiffness adjustment algorithm (left of magenta bar), and without
stiffness adjustment (right of magenta bar)
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Fig. 6.10 Experiment Results: Change of various parameters are depicted in time as the
human approaches and distances from the Baxter robot. (with, and without the stiffness
adjustment algorithm)
stiffness is set to 100 N/m , and two stages were defined: one with the stiffness adjustment
in loop, and the other without stiffness adjustment. The stiffness components (KP x, KP y,
KP z), relative position r, distance d, relative speed v, and joint torques τ were recorded, as
depicted in Figure 6.10. A detailed description of this set of trials is included in section 6.4.
In the second set of trials, the maximum stiffness is set to 200 N/m and the stiffness
adjustment algorithm is continuously active. The human subjects in turn approach the robot
from a random direction while moving back and forth. The results are demonstrated in
Figures 6.11-6.12.
6.4 Discussion
The results of the simulations are shown in Figures 6.8-6.9, with the vertical magenta bar
indicating switching between the first stage (when the proposed algorithm is running) and the
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Fig. 6.11 Trials with human/robot interaction with K = 200 N/m.
second stage (stiffness is constant, without adjustment). In the first stage, slightly after t = 2 s
it could be seen that the “human” approaches the robot (visible from decrease of distance d
in Figure 6.8.e along with negative speed v in Figure 6.8.c). The overall stiffness value K0
decreases until reaching a minimum level where contact occurs, as shown in Figure 6.8.d.
Since the human approached the robot along the y direction (as visible from Figure 6.8.b
where the y value in red decreases), the stiffness in y direction Ky (red) decreases considerably
Fig. 6.12 Trials with human/robot interaction with K = 200 N/m.
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compared to Kx (blue) and Kz (green) in Figure 6.8.a. As the human starts to move away
from the robot slightly after t = 6 s (visible from increase of distance d in Figure 6.8.e and
positive speed v in Figure 6.8.c), the overall stiffness K0 (Figure 6.8.d) and the stiffness in y
direction (Figure 6.8.a) revert back to the initial high stiffness state. This shows that the
fuzzy-based stiffness adjustment mechanism works as intended.
In Figure 6.9 we can observe that the recorded contact force shows a slight disturbance
due to a contact at the first stage (3 s < t < 6 s) where the stiffness adjustment is active.
The same routine is repeated in the second stage (t > 9 s) while the “human” is again set
to approach the robot from a farther distance, yet due to the inactivity of the stiffness
adjustment algorithm, it is observed that the stiffness does not decrease upon the human
and robot getting closer, and finally at the contact point, high contact forces are recorded
(12 s < t < 13 s). This shows that the proposed algorithm can reduce the produced contact
force upon human-robot collision, and thus, significantly improve the safety of the human.
Looking into the results from the experiments, a similar behavior is observed (Figure 6.10).
The contact force F is not recorded directly since the absence of local contact force sensors
is currently the expected presumption in a comprehensive collaboration [241]. Yet the
performance of the proposed algorithm could be advocated for by observing the joint torques
(Figure 6.10.f), as we attempt to bring the robot arm to a configuration which is fairly close
to its initial pose. This idea could be exploited to promote the notion of “intrinsic force
sensing” where the contact forces are not estimated with sensors proximal to the end-effector
or the contact points, yet using joint-level information [164].
As the human moves closer to the robot arm during 0 s < t < 3 s and again during
4 s < t < 9 s (as seen in decrease of distance d in Figure 6.10.e and negative speed v in
Figure 6.10.c), the overall stiffness value K0 decreases until reaching a minimum level where
contact occurs, as shown in Figure 6.10.d. From 0 s < t < 1 s the human approaches the
robot (observed from Figure 6.10.b where the y value in red decreases), causing the stiffness
in y direction Ky (red) to decrease considerably compared to Kx (blue) and Kz (green) in
Figure 6.10.a. In this period, the human’s arm is approaching the robot predominantly from
the y direction, while x and z are “almost” constant. Yet the human arm jitters about the
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x axis while approaching the robot, and the Kx stiffness component reflects this. Around
t = 2 s, the distance of the arm has begun to increase (viewed in Figure 6.10.e). As the
human arm is moving away, again the jitter in the x direction results in a relatively volatile
variation of stiffness, since the arm is almost in alignment with the robot’s x axis and slight
but sudden deviations tend to reflect as the temporal spike viewed in Kx (blue) at t = 2 s
in Figure 6.10.a. From about t = 3 s till t = 4 s, the distance is increasing (Figure 6.10.e),
causing the stiffness components in Figure 6.10.a to increase again. Yet again from about
t = 4 s till nearly t = 6 s, the distance decreases in the xy plane with a faster rate in y
compared to x, and hence we could see a sharper drop of Ky (red) compared to Kx (blue) in
Figure 6.10.a.
Additionally, it is possible to observe how the system acts when running with high stiffness.
At t ≈ 13 s and onwards, the stiffness is high because the active arm of the human is far from
the robot. At this stage, the robotic arm is pushed with an object made to be undetected
by the Kinect camera; with the separate occurrences visible in Figure 6.10.f. as the torques
rise in magnitude. As the stiffness adjustment algorithm is not activated, the recorded joint
torques are considerably larger (in magnitude) during contact occurrences within this time
span (t > 13 s) compared to when the stiffness adjustment algorithm was active due to contact
with the detectable human arm (t < 9 s). These results illustrate how the robot behaves to
be less stiff when the active arm of the human is in close proximity. Also, it is observed that
the overall stiffness K0 (Figure 6.10.d) almost follows the same pattern of the human-robot
distance (Figure 6.10.e), which matches our intuitive expectation. In the next set of trials,
the maximum stiffness is set to 200 N/m and the human approaches the distances from the
robot, with results shown in Figures 6.11-6.12.
It is noted that the closest distance between the human and robot does not evolve
smoothly through time, since it is constantly being measured by observing the closest pair
of points (between the Baxter arm and the human arm) during their motion, hence could
shift rapidly from one pair of points to another, resulting in the non-smooth profiles of the
relative velocity and stiffnesses as seen in the graphs.
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6.5 Conclusion
Here, we have presented a novel approach to achieve soft behavior by looking into directional
stiffness regulation of a robotic arm for safe human-robot interaction based on fuzzy inference.
A Baxter robot has been use to demonstrate the on-line adjustment of the arm stiffness
according to the relative position/velocities between the human and the robotic arm received
from sensory information.
This research aimed to demonstrate the principles of this approach and its effectiveness.
Therefore a number of relevant scenarios have been investigated both in simulations and
experiments. The maximum stiffness was chosen to be sufficient for demonstrating the
concept of stiffness variation while being clearly noticeable by the human upon contact, and
yet be considerate regarding the safety of the human participant during the experiments.
It should be noted that the main focus of this study is the safety of the human. Hence,
although directional stiffness adjustment is purposefully introduced to (possibly) reduce the
change in the robot’s stiffness behavior, yet depending on the nature of the collaborative
task and line of collision, stiffness reduction might detrimentally affect the quality of the task
at hand, as the safety of the human is much prioritized.
A potential drawback in this study might be the need for initial recognition of the
human and robot by the camera, which should seamlessly continue throughout the task.
Hence, occlusions of the robot and/or human arm (which is more likely to occur in cluttered
work spaces), or unexpected entrance in the camera’s field of view, could be problematic
and necessitate the use of additional tracking devices. The proposed method here utilizes
simultaneous tracking of three points on the human arm w.r.t to three points on the robot
arm and evaluates the stiffness based on the closest pair. Due to the nature of the relative
motion between the human and robot, this could result in rapid transition between the pair
of points calculated to be the closest, and hence volatile stiffness alteration. Furthering
this research could incorporate additional measures to ameliorate this effect. In addition,
although this research considers the distances and relative velocities between the human and
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the robot, yet, the proposed method is not limited to these parameters, and integration of
any other available significant indicators is feasible depending on the collaboration.
During collaborative operations with the robot, physical contact may occur at any
unspecified point, and both sides might even engage an intentional exchange of forces while
carrying out a unified motion engaging the common contact point. To realize such an activity
in a controlled manner, the exchanged contact forces need to be estimated regardless of
any local force sensing device [241]. This research proposes utilizing the values of the joint
torques, which could be pursued in further investigations.
Other possible extensions of this work could consist of setting the whole body of the
human to be active, i.e. detectable by sensor(s), such that the entire human body will be
safer when in contact with the robot. Also, other types of fuzzy membership functions than
triangular could be implemented to investigate performance improvement. Finally, it is





Abstract— This thesis aimed to investigate and exploit certain biological features in the
paradigm of Soft Robotics to enhance the performance of artificial agents in close proximity
of living organisms, namely humans. This chapter lays out a summary of the current research
including the driving motivation, the approach adopted, the principal contributions, and the





Despite all advancements in the field, current robotic systems do not behave like natural
species, hence not suitable for interacting near natural species especially humans. If robotic
presence were to extend to real world scenarios engulfed with uncertainties in interaction,
a paradigm shift is imperative. A recent trend has emerged which takes inspiration from
biological entities to address this problem. This thesis aimed to investigate certain aspects
of this bio-inspired paradigm to promote robotic applicability in addition to preserve safe
interaction. Namely, attention was given to the role of morphology and its capability as
a mechanical-computation mediator between the agent and its surroundings. Regulating
internal impedance was identified as a prominent factor in biological operators, along with
inherent softness of their body which enables safe and successful interaction with their
surroundings.
Taking the concept of “Soft Robotics” as a basis, it was observed that the community
defines two classes of robots under this umbrella: 1- displaying compliance through deformable
material, and 2- displaying compliant behaviour through control. On these premises, this
thesis looked into the common ground between the two sub-domains for a better view
of the present challenges in the realm of soft robotics, by utilizing passive and/or active
morphological features in each context. Particularly, this research focused on two types for
contact: safe haptic exploration, and safe industrial collaboration.
Herein, the following topics were addressed:
1. Comprehensive, accurate and real-time model for complete force and pose estimation
of a soft continuum manipulator.
(a) This thesis introduced a novel analytical approach for real-time modelling and
simulation of a finger-like soft continuum appendage, constructed from Silicone
and consisting of braided extensors. The proposed model is based on discrete
kinematics which employs Cosserat rod theory and the Principle of Virtual Work,
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and takes into account bending, shortening, elongation and torsion; yielding
complete pose and force estimation along the backbone of the soft manipulator.
(b) Along these lines, elasticity versus hyperelasticity assumptions were studied and the
principal stress for braided extensors considering various constrains were developed;
which can be used for similar presumptions for hyperelastic design utilizing the
neo-Hookean or the Gent model. In addition, the proposed method confirmed
that within the operational range of this manipulator (which is categorized as
strains less than %50) Hookean assumptions is applicable and demonstrates high
accuracy for both position tracking and calculating the force propagation along
the backbone, removing the need for hyperelastic analysis. Moreover, principal
stresses in braided extensors were derived considering defined boundary conditions
in the two investigated hyperelastic models which could be applied for structural
design.
2. Improving Soft continuum manipulators’ load bearing capacities
(a) An innovative design was introduced to combine fluidic actuation with a tendon-
driven mechanism in a shared embodiment of a finger-like soft continuum manip-
ulator. It was shown that dual actuation results in improving the load bearing
capacities of the soft robot hence bringing the concept of soft manipulators closer
to practical applications.
(b) This design allows to generate variable impedance within a soft robot, a domi-
nant feature in biological counterparts when operating interactively with their
environment.
3. Safe and effective haptic perception using soft continuum appendage
(a) This thesis introduced a new approach for haptic perception of soft phantoms by
employing the variable impedance soft continuum appendage. Various experiments
were carried out as the manipulator was brought into different configurations to
explore the interaction behaviour and its effect on anomaly detection represented
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by a hard nodule embedded in a soft tissue. The results obtained demonstrate
promising capabilities for similar platforms to be used in soft haptics.
(b) Regulating the internal impedance allowed to tune the manipulator’s morphological
characteristics to tweak information gain. Within this innovative topic, the effect
of variable impedance on selected sensing modalities was investigated, along with
different probing postures which was enabled by intrinsic pressure activation of
the soft-bodied module. Such a setting is not constrained to the non-deformable
geometry of conventionally studied rigid links, hence showing closer resemblance
to natural operators. The embodiment of the soft appendage allows passive
conformation to surfaces under exploration, thus removing the need for constant
force/position monitoring.
(c) By incorporating two sensors mounted on the tip and on the base of the soft
continuum appendage, the developed manipulator was employed to investigate
some features in the relation between sensing modalities in tactile perception and
proprioception, with results potentially applicable for robotic palpations strategies
as well as opening new doors to understand haptic strategies in biological agents.
4. Safe collaboration with human operator in a shared workspace
(a) A novel approach based on human-like decision making was developed using Fuzzy
inferencing to generate variable impedance in a rigid-link robot for mitigating
collision with the human co-worker. The develop method benefits from straight-
forward calculations and easy-to-implement logistics, which could promote safety
in industrial settings while extending robotic assistance were required.
7.2 Outlook
The concept of Soft Robotics is still in its infancy and due to several hurdles has not yet been
adopted in practical applications and hence its potential is not fully unleashed. Many aspects
exist that form the world of soft robotics and are currently witnessing transformative progress,
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such as material science and artificial intelligence. Emergence of new computational power
has resulted in the promotion of Neural Networks in the form of Deep Learning and Machine
Learning. Utilizing these techniques has been proposed in concepts such as bodily aware
soft robots [242]. Advancements in material science also has resulted in a new class of soft
robots with the capability of altering their damping properties [56]. Combining soft-bodied
robots with synthetic biology in fields like tissue engineering promises of many advantages
in sensing and dexterity, and has gained recent attention [53]. On the other hand materials
incorporated in soft robots as of now are mainly elastomer-based exhibiting similar properties
to each other. Yet it seems that practical realization of soft robots depends on advancements
in this area to generate and produce material bearing higher resemblance to biological tissue
especially muscles.
Another area of prime importance is the field of haptics which as of now still faces many
challenges. A proposed avenue to apply soft bodied technologies in haptic sensation has been
harnessing morphological computation not only for perception but also for haptic display
systems [26]. These challenges and many more require a coherent interdisciplinary approach
involving materials science, electro-mechanical design, and modelling, along with insights
from biological behaviour in tasks such as grasping and perception.
Inspiration from nature has indeed offered novel technological visions and solutions for
the robotic world. However, underlying paradigms of how intelligent behaviour emerges
in soft-bodied artificial and natural systems are unknown to a great extent. Such studies
have motivated the topic of evolutionary developmental soft robotics (evo-devo-soro) with a
different take on bio-inspiration, by replicating the biological processes that forms soft bodied
creatures to develop agents which evolve artificially [28]. In this sense, designing robots with
biological behaviours are pursued to shed new light on understanding the natural wolrd [243].
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